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Chapter 1

Introduction

"Eventually, all of our theories have to deal vnth obseruation. Theories that

have nothing to say about the obseruable u~orld are not very useful to us. But

there ís no law that says that our theories ~nust i~n~nediately fend an experi-

rrcental verifecation. It takes ti~ne. We have to be ~atient. " Steven Weinberg

This thesis consists of two parts. In both parts, we apply experimental methods to

investigate the behavior of human subjects in order to understand its determinants, and

drawing upon experimental observations, we search for its evolutionary rationale.

1.1 Cheap talk, equilibrium selection and efficiency

The main theme of the first part of the th~is is communication via cheap talk. We

address the players' ability to select a payoff dominant equilibrium in a game with multiple

equilibria when the play of the game is preceded by one round of communication via cheap

talk. Chapter 2 surveys the current experimental lit.erature on communication via cheap

talk. In chapt.er 3 we study experimentally communication and equilibrium selection in

a standard environment plagued by multiplicity of equilibria: a repeated game. The

communication is implemented by structured anonymous messages from a pre-existing

language (the language of the experiment). Hence, the messages have meaning outside

the game in which they are used, but their credibility has to be established. Chapter 3 is

based on a joint paper with Maria Montero [121]. Chapter 4 addresses the emergence of

meaningful messages when the players do not share a common language. We study the

implications of a cheap talk stage for observing the efficient outcomes in 2 x 2 coordination

games. In this class of games, evolutionary stability crit.eria select. under some conditions

1



2 1. Introduction

the risk dominant equilibrium rather than the payoff dominant equilibrium. We show that
under these conditions the efficient outcome may be rest.ored if some players are allowed
to communicate, even if ex ante the nreaning of the messages is not specified.

1.1.1 Equilibrium selection via cheap talk: a survey of experi-
mental studies

Does the possibility to talk to people we interact with change the outcomes of our in-
teractions? F~om everyday experience, we know it docs, sometimes, and at other times,
words are powerless.

In the game-theoretical modelling, statements about the speaker's mood, private in-
formation, recommendations which strategies should be played, or signals of intentions of
future play differ from the "usual" strategies in games when we assume that communica-
tion is costless and any player is able to send without costs any of the messages he likes.
This form of communication, cheap talk, differs in an important. way from models where
the messages are costly - signalling games. The difference lies in the word "costless". If
sending a message does not affect. the payoffs received in the game, then the only way it
can affect the play of the game is via altering player's expectations, beliefs, based on the
received or sent. message. But why would this alteration take place? Say your train has
a delay and an immense crowd of people is waiting at the platform. The train attendant.
announces there are a few seats left in another train for the same direction, but you are
the only person who was able to understand at which platform this train leaves. If asked,
at which platform it is, sending a truthful message to the crowd is for you as costly as
lying about this information - and misleading other people means for you a higher chance
to get into the train. Apart from the moral imperatives or strategic aspects (you might
meet some of these people again), there is no reason people should believe your statement
"it arrives on platform 7b" equally as "it arrives on platform la", given that the others
understand that you prefer to mislead them. Conununication cannot reveal any informa-
tion. Any statement you make will be just babbling, ignored by the other players of the
game.

In games of incomplete information when a player has private information and the
ability to signal via costless messages this information, if sender's preferences differ "too
much" (in a sense derived in an equilibrium) from receiver's preferences then, in equi-
librium, any communication is just babbling. Crawford and Sobel [36] show that cheap
talk may enlarge the set of equilibrium outcomes if players' preferences are sufficiently
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aligned. Intuitively, if a member of a football team provides inforrnation to his co-players
that their next match begins at 4 p.m., there will be little doubt that it indeed begins at

4 p.m. Neverthele.ss, from a theoretical viewpoint, it is also an equilibrium that. nobody

believes any statement of the informed player, and the informed player sends any available

message with positive probability. Cheap talk may enlarge the equilibrium set, compared

to the situation when the game is played without. communication, but it does not destroy

any equilibrium per se.

There have been taken evolutionary and rational refinement approaches (Farrell's ne-

ologism proofness [46]) to the multiple equilibria that may arise with cheap talk.

Up to this point, we have implicitly assumed that the statements are made in some

pre-existing and commonly understood language. In general, one should separate two

issues connected with communication, namely how do messages attain meaning, and what
messages are credible. The meanircg of a message in a game is identified with the label of

the strategy that would be executed if the message was taken as a sender's commit.ment to

play the strategy that is meant by the message. Our natural language, from a simplified

viewpoint, is a collection of feasible messages. It. contains messages not connected to any

particular game that may attain meaning when int.roduced into a game and when the

strategies of the game are labeled by commonly understood labels. Players allowed to
exchange cheap talk messages before playing the game can i~se these mutually understood
signals to "talk" about their intended future play. St.ripped of the commitment, however,
these messages might. bear no more influence on the play of the game than silence. What
matters is the credibility of the exchanged messages. To introduce the notion of credible
messages, we use t.he t.erminology of Farrell and Rabin [47].

In the following we consider a two-player game G with players i, j, strategy set A„ A~
and payoff functions ~rT : A; x A~ -~ R, ~~ : A; x A~ -~ R where ~r;(az, a~), ~r~(a;, a~) is the

payoff to player i, j if the strategies chosen by players i, j are a;, a~. Let BR;(a~) (BR~(a;))

be the set of best response strategies of player i(j) if player j(i) chooses strategy a~ (a;).

Prior to playing the game, both player i and j are allowed to send simultaneously a

meaningful message m;, m~, i.e. we identify the set of available messages M;, IVh with the

set of available strategies A;, A~, and search for a way to identify a subset of thís message

set that could be used for credible communication.

One side of this problem can be illustrated by the prisoner's dilemma: suppose the

players assert in t.he communication stage the intentions to play the dominated cooperative
strategy. Even if one of the players believes that the other player will comply with his

message, he still prefers to defect, disregarding the message he sent himself. The message
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A
.9

(0, 3)(5, 5)

(3, 0) (2, 2)

Figure 1.1: Stag-hunt game.

"I will cooperate" is not self-comnzitting: if taken at face value, the receiver's best response
is not the suggested strategy, and if expected to be believed, the message is not executed
in the play of the game.

Definition 1.1 A message rrz E A; is self-committing for player i, if BR;(BR~(m)) ~ ~rz.

In other words, a message is self-committing if, under the condit.ion of being believed,
it is part of a Nash equilibrium.

There is possibly another reason why a message may lack credibilit.y. If exchanged
messages correspond to a Nash equilibrium, is there a reason to take them always at face
value? Can pre-play communication eliminate the equilibrium selection problem? Let
us assume that game G has more than one Nash equilibrium. In the most provocative
example, these equilibria can be Pareto ranked: players agree on which Nash equilibrium
they would play if they could make binding agreements. An equilibrium is payo,f~dominant
if it is Pareto dominant in the equilibrium set. We refer to such an equilibrium also as
an efficient equilibrium. Suppose there is a unique equilibrium strategy combination that
yields for both players the highest equilibrium payoff, while there are other equilibria as
well. Is equilibrium selection based on payoff dominance a good candidate to predict.
behavior in the games`? Selection based on payoff dominance was suggested by Harsanyi
and Selten [67] particularly in situations when players are allowed to communicate before
playing the game, even though the communication is not. binding for t.lie future play.

Aumann [4], on the other hand, argued that even in a game wit.h a unique Pareto
efficient equilibrium, but in presence of other equilibria as well, cheap talk might not be
effective in coordinating players on efficient equilibrium. He suggests to consider a game
like the one in Figure 1.1, a version of stag-hunt game. In the Figure, the first column
and the first row denote the names of players' strategies. The first (second) number in the
brackets is the payoff for the row (column) player, when the row (column) player chooses
the strategy indicated in the first column (row) of that row (column).

Both (A, A) and (B, B) are strict Nash equilibria in this game, and equilibrium (A, A)
payoff dominates equilibrium (B, B). Aumann argues that the message with the meaning
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"I will play A" is not credible in tliis game despite the fact that choosing action A is a
part of an equilibriurn of the game. And despite the fact that (A, A) is the equilibrium
that is preferred by both players. This is due to the fact that both players have strict
preference over the other player's actiorLti that does not depend on the action the player
intends to play. If a sender of a message expects that the receiver of the message takc~
a best. response to the strategy signalled in the message, then both, a player intending
to play the strategy A as well as a player intending to play the strategy B will send the
message "I will play A", Therefore, the message is not informative about the sender's
intsntions. Aumann does not. suggest that players finally will not play equilibrium (A, A),
but rather that cornmunication is not sufficient to guarantee that they will. The rn~sage
"I will play A" is not self-signalling, as the sender wants it to be believed whether he is
going to behave according to it or not.

Definition 1.2 A message m E A; is self-signalling for zilayer i if th,e follnwing two
conditions hold:

~ ~r; (m,b) 1~; (m,b') for b E BR~(m) and h' ~ BR~(rn)

.~r; (m',b') ) ~r; (m',6) dna' ~ m,m' E A„ 6 E BR~(m) and b' ~ BR~(m).

The first part of the definition says t.hat. if player i is going to play strategy m, then he
prefers m to be believed sv that player j plays a bcst r~ponse to m and not some other
strategy 6'. The second condition states that player i wants that his rnessage is believed
(the other player plays a best response agaimst it) only if he is going to play the strategy
indicated in the message. Thus, a message m. is self-signalling when the sender wants it
to be believed if and only if he is going to play the strategy signalled by the rnessage.

Definition 1.3 A message is credible whenever it is óoth self-signallinq and self-cont~reitting.

Hence, in order to be supported by a credible rnessage, a strategy combination has to
be supported by messages that are self-committing and self-signalling. In chapter 2, we
survey experimental studies on communication via cheap talk that address its effectivity
in selecting efficient equilibria in games.

1.1.2 Equilibrium selection by cheap talk in a repeated game
experiment

In the previous subsection, we pointed out that even if rnessages have an exogenous
meaning, there can be some doubt cast that the ability to communicate will help players
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to select. equilibria that are support.ed by messages that are not credible. However, players
may have other instruments to achieve credibility of communication. If, for example, their
interaction is repeated, then building reputation for truthful messages can improve players'
payoffs.

In the experimental study we discuss in chapter 3, we investigate equilibrium selection
in a two-player repeated game with a unique Pareto efficient equilibrium, but a vast
multiplicit.y of other equilibria as well. While there is no unique internal deductive rule
players could use to identify the equilibrium to be played, there are some "natural"
candidates: the Pareto efficient equilibrium is one of them. Tlris equilibrium, however,
requir~ from players sophisticated use of private information and strategies, and moreover
if not coordinated upon, it might lead to immediate payoff losses for the player playing
according to it.. On the other hand, if lack of trust or sophisticat.ion leads to the play
of simple equilibria, players forego payoffs in the long run, achieving lower payoffs on
aggregat.e. The game we investigate is framed in a competitive environment of a first
price sealed bid auction and all equilibria we work with are equilibria in the finitely
repeated version of the game, which was then implemented in the laboratory.

Before every round of the repeated game, players are allowed in some sessions to send
simultaneously a structured message from a pre-existing language. The message has the
form of a bidding proposal for both players formulated in English language understood
by both players. Hence, the remaining problem is the credibility of the proposals. We
derive motivation for this study frorn simple em~ironments, 2 x 2 coordination games, and
few experimental studies with economic framing that. have a structure similar to oru-s:
efficient equilibria in the presence of simpler inefficient. equilibria. Our main interest is
the interaction of cheap talk communication on intentions of futrrre play, and the way
these interact with reputation building in a repeated game.

1.1.3 Efficiency vs. risk in an evolutionary model with cheap
talk

In chapter ~l, we reconsider the assurnption that there already is a commonly understood
language and labelling of the garne strategic.~. Stripping away this assumption, can com-
munication evolve endogenously in games where messages, coming from some abstract.
message set, are costless? By communication we mean a situation in which players re-
spond to different messages in the communication stage by different strategy choices in
the game stage. Ultimately we ask if individuals who attach some meaning to some mes-
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A, (aii, bii) (aiz,bzi)
(azz,bzz)

Az Bz

B1 (a21,b12)

Figure 1.2: 2 x 2 normal form game.

sage will be able to survive evolutionary pressures in a population where other individuals
do not attach any meaning to the messages, and any "communication" from their side
is just babbling, and where all alternative meanings of inessages are allowed for other
individuals.

The topic of the chapter is endogenous evolution of ineaningful messages in the class

of symmetric games with two strict Nash equilibria. We also address the issue whether

evolut.ion of ineaningful messages depends on the credibility of these messages: can a

message attain a meaning when it is not credible? And, we connect tliis quest.ion to

another stream of research in evolutionary game theory and equilibrium selection.

Harsanyi and Selten [67] in their project to select a unique equilibrium for any game

axiomatize risk dominartce for 2 x 2 gam~ with two pure strategy Nash equilibria as in

Figure 1.2.

They prove (Theorem 3.9.1, p.87) that the equilibrium (A1i Az) risk dominates equi-
librium (Bl, Bz) if and only if the product of payoff losses for row and column players at
equilibrium (A~, Az) exceeds the product of payoff losses for row and colunm players at
equilibrium (Bl, Bz), i.e. (all - a21)(b11 - bZl) )(azz - aiz)(bzz - blz). For symmetric

games, where a;~ - b~; for i, j- 1, 2, this reduces to the condition all - azi ~ a22 - ai2.
Heuristically in symmetric games, equilibrium (A, A) ~zsk dominates equilibrium (B, B),

if strategy A is a be`st response against a mixed strategy assigning equal probability to

both strategies.

Suppose a population of players is repeatedly and anonymously matched to play a
symmetric version of the game in Figure 1.2 satisfying all 1 azi, azz ~ a1z. The game
has two strict Nash equilibria, (A, A) and (B, B). In evolutionary interpretation, both of
these equilibria represent an evolutionary stable strategy and the game in Fígure 1.1 is
an example. We will consider the interesting situation when one of the equilibria Pareto
dominates the other, say all ~ azz, i.e. (A, A) Pareto dominates (B, B). Evolutionary
stability based on rare mutations gives no precedence to either of these equilibria. In
particulaz, it. says nothing about superior stability of the payoff dominant equilibrium.

Kandori, Mailath and Rob [76], and Young [126] in a pioneering work st.udy systems
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permanently challenged by mutations, and they allow for a large fraction of the popu-
lation to mutate at the same time. Each population member is programmed to play a
strategy in the underlying two-player symmetric game and at the end of any time pe-
riod, all individuals update their strategy by taking a best response against the current
population. This leads to a Darwinian-type of dynamics. Individuals that are earning
higher (average) payoff in the population are more likely to be represented in the next
period population. With small probability, every individual mutates (makes a mistake,
dies and is re-born) and switches to any strategy with positive probability, disregarding
its success in the previous period. The dynamics induces a Markov process on the set of
population states identified with the number of players of a particular type in a period.
The stability conditíon and solution concept being applied is stochastic stability. The set
of stochastically stable states is the set of states with a positive weight in a limit inva.riant
distribution of the Markov process induced by the Darwinian dynamics with mutat.ions
when the mutation rate converges to zero.

Kandori, Mailath and Rob (76] show that this approach selects a unique limit invariant
distribution of the process when the mutation rate converges to zero. For symmetric 2 x 2
games, the risk dominant equilibrium is the unique stochastically stable stater.

Thus, without communication, stochastic stability might favor risk dominant rather
than payoff dominant equilibria in games where these two criteria select different equi-
libria. If the game is played by a population of players in an evolutionary scenario, the
efficient outcome is not guaranteed. We address this selection outcome in the presence of
boundedly rational communicating players.

Note on credible messages and risk dominance
There is no clear connection between the previously discussed notion of credible mes-

sages and risk dominance.
Consider the two ganres in Figtues 1.3 and 1.4. The first one represents a ganre where

the payoff dominant equilibrium (A, A) is also risk dominant, nevertheless a message "I
will play A" is not credible. Conversely, the second one represents a game where the payoff
dominant equilibrium (A, A) is risk dominated by equilibrium (B, B), but a message "I
will play A" is credible.

If, in Figure 1.5, the strategy combination (A, A) is a strict Nash equilibrium and
player i intends to play strategy A, he prefers player j to play strategy A as well. However,

~ Using other forms of a matching environment or different mutation process can lead to different
results, see Robson and Vega-Redondo [104] and Bergin and Lipman (7].
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(5-5)
.9 B

(3, 0)
(~1. 3~

Figure 1.3: Payoff and risk dominance select thc~ same eyuilibrium.

(5, 5) (0, 3)

(4, `I)

A B

a (3. ~)

Figure 1.4: Payoff and ritik dominance select clifferent eqnilibria.

player i may prefer j to play strategy A even if he hiinself intencls to play strategy B.
This is the case if c 1 d. So, increasing c makes it more likely that messages of intention

to play st.rategy A become not credible in Anrnann's sense. Increasing c also increases

risk inherent in playing A. There is, however, a snbset of pararneter confignrations where
c G d but a- c G d- b, i.e. if we rewrite the condition for (A, A) being risk dominated
by (B, B) in terrns of the coordination premium: a- d c ~~ - 6. Then,

(i) (A, A) is risk dominated by (B, B) if c ~ a- d-F b- c,d, and

(ii) A is not self-signalling if c 1 d- cs,.

Assuming that (A, A) is risk dominated by (13, 13), it ís feasible that m~sages are
credible. The condition to be satisfied, c G d, is compatible with the risk dominance

condition: a- d-~ 6 G d.

We may have. games where c,.~ 1 c39f hence c ~ c,d implies (i) and (ii), while cs, G c G
c.,.d implies only risk dominance of (A, A), ancl nressages connecteci to (A, A) are credible.

13
(a, ~)
(c, 6)

B

(b, c)

Figure 1.5: Symmetric coorclination gaure.
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1.2 Spiteful preferences in three person ultimatum

games

The main theme of behavioral and experimental economics in the recent years is un-
derstanding of the behavioral regularities observed in laboratories that cannot be aligned
with the theories of a hyperrational and purely materialistically oriented individual. Once
learning has been taken into account, behavior even in the simplest games remains of-
ten inconsistent with the game-theoretical predictions for behavior of subjects motivated
purely by their own material payoffs.

In part II of this thesis, we consider one of the most often experimentally studied
games: the ultimatum game. In chapter 5, we extend the game to a three-player game. By
doing this, we are able to discriminate between motivation theories of subjects proposed
in the literature that rationalize the behavior observed in the two-person version of the
game. In particulas, we intend t.o discriminate the intent.ions driven behavior from the
pure distributional motivations by players. Chapter 5 is based on a joint paper with A.
Riedl [102].

In chapter 6, we investigate the evolution of preferences in a three-person unanimity
ultimatum game. The indírect evolutionary approach postulates that player's preferences
rather than strategies are subject to the evolutionary pressures. The player's preferences
may account for the payoffs of other players, or even for payoffs that have not been
reached under the strategy combination chosen by the players. VVe study what type of
preferences has an evolutionary advantage if the evolutionary survival is connected only
to the material payoffs of the game and the class of feasible preferences is a subset of
distributional preferences.

1.2.1 Intentions vs. distributions in an experiment on ultima-

tum games

Since the early experiments (see e.g. Giith et al. [63], and Roth [105] for a survey
on bargaining experiments), various attempts have been made to explain the observed
deviations from the game-theoretical predictions for the money-maximizing individuals.
The observations have been replicated with highly experienced subjects at high monetary
stakes, e.g. Slonim and Roth [117], Cameron [24], Fehr and Tougareva (52], Dickinson [39].
Participants nearly routinely demonstrate understanding of the material motivation of the
games by completing a test before participating in an experiment, and in the experiment,
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they usually have a chance to learn the game by repeatedly playing to an unknown co-
player from a pool of participants. Significant differences have not been observed between
double blind environments where the experimenter is unable to identify the behavior
of individuals participating in the experiment, so that experimenter-reputation building
motivations are excluded, and treatment.s in which the experimenter observes the behavior
of players, see e.g. Bolton and Zwick [20].

One way is to admit for the possibility that subjects' motivations are not fully captured

by their own monetary payoffs. It is argued that subjects are motivated by nonpecuniary

payoffs as well, and research has been directed towards understanding them. In a labora-
tory environment with anonymous interactions among people who mostly have a limited
prior social history, the framing of the experiment and the payoffs of the game are the
first candidates for generating these nonpecuniary motivations.

Recently, theories of social motivations emerged in the literature extending the sub-

jects' motivations from the individualistic preference over their own material outcome

into a broader region, including outcomes of, or beliefs about actions of, other players.

In general, the theories can be classified into two groups: distributional theories and

intention-driven theories.

Distributional theories are based on extending the subjects' preferences to the prefer-

ences over the realized game outcomes, including the payoff consequences for other game

participants. Bolton and Ockenfels [18] and Fehr and Schmidt [53] both suggest a mo-

tivation model based on a self-centered inequality avcrsion. A player is assumed to care

for his material payoff and the way it compares to the material payoffs of the remain-

ing players. Bolton and Ockenfels postulate that player's motivat.ion is maximized for a

fixed material payoff if this payoff represents an equal share of the total payoff achieved

under the payoff outcome. The player compares his material payoff to this ideal point,

exogenously assumed to be the equal share of the sum of the achieved payoffs, and he is

indifferent about the distribution of the payoffs among the remaining players.

Fehr and Schmidt suggest. another motivation function based on a reference point

derived from the actual payoff outcorne. According to their theory, a player is mot.ivated

by a weighted sum of his own material payoff and the distances of his own payoff to the

payoffs of other players. Any payoff inequality is decreasing the player's motivation, but

the distances to the payoffs of players who earn less than the player are weighted less

than the distances to the players who earn more. The advantageous inequality aversion
is assumed to be weaker than the disadvantageous inequality aversion.

Intentional theories of social motivations extend the motivation not. only to the final
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payoffs, but a7so to other payoffs that are feasible, but were not reached. For two-person
normal form gamE~s. Rabin [99] endogenized positive and rtegative reciprocal motives in the
game based on the material payoff structure of the game. He defines fairness equilibria
which are the Nash equilibria of the underlying game where players motivations may
include reciprocal motivc~s. A distributional theory based on exogenous player types was
suggested by Levine (85].

In an ultimatum game, iutentions can be attributed to the proposer player, restricting
by his strategy choice the set of feasible material payoff outcomes for all players. An
ttltimatum game is therefore a natural environrnent where the player's behavior might be
guided by intentiorrs driven motives. Wé ask whether ptrre cíistributional motives (with
respect to the payoff of some other player in the garne than the proposer) interact strongly
enough with the responders' motivations so that they replace the negative reciprocal
motives t.hat might arise against the proposer.

A three-person ultimaturn game is the simplest extension of the well-studied two-
person ultimatutn game. The advantage of the extended garne is the larger set of phe-
nornena t.he game can incorporate. We can acconnnodate a situation when the punishment
of the proposer affects negatively a third player (as in [64]). or a situation when the pun-
ishment of the proposer affects only the ptmishing responder, and the proposer (as in [74]
or [~1]), or a situation, when the punishnrent affects positivcly a third player. We design
three payoff treatments of the game wíth these propertit.~. If the responder is indifferent
to the effect of his strategy choice on the payoff of a third player, then we expect that
the rc~ponder will submit the same strategy in all three treatments of the game, and if he
rejects a proposal giving to hirn a strictly positive payoff. we would attrihute such a rejec-
tion to the negative reciprocity, motivated b,y the intentions derived from the proposer's
strategy choice. Otherwise, we would deduce that payoffs of the other responder player
affects the decision making of the responder ancí attribute distribtrtional motivations to
him.

1.2.2 Spiteful preferences in a unanimity three-person ultima-
tum game

Given that the importance of other thau pure material payoff motivatior~ti is supported by
a large amount of experinrent evidence. we address in chapter 6 the question ~~.liv do we
observe these motivations. In an evolutionary model. where the survival of an iudividual
is determined only by his success in terms of mouetary payoffs, we study whether the
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players motivated not only by material payoffs might have evolutionary advantage over
the purely materialistically motivated individuals.

We study in the unanimity three person ultimatum gaine the class of preferences with
possible spit-e against all the players in the ganre. For the two-person ultimatum garne,
the spite against the proposer has been suggested as an explanation for the responders'
behavior, when the responders are rejecting strictly positive nraterial payoffs in the garne.
We investigate t.he possibility of preferences spiteful not only against the proposer, but.
also against another player in the game, being symmetrical with the decision making
responder.
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Cheap talk, equilibrium selection
and eí~iciency
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Chapter 2

Equilibrium selection via cheap talk:

a survey of experimental studies

In this chapt.er, we investigate the role of cheap talk signals about future intended play in

players' ability to coordinate on efficient. but risky equilibria by surveying experimental

results of other authors. We then extend the literature in one particular direction in an

experimental study, reported in Cliapt.er 3.

Since the beginning of the nineties, experimental evidence on equilibrium selection has

been collected, starting from simple complete information games to more complex games,

and we survey (nonexhaustingly) these findings below. Thereby, we restrict our attention

to literature using messages in a pre-existing language, the language of the experiment

participants.

The survey presents evidence on equilibrium selection in laboratory games played by

human subjects motivated by financial incentives. We observe that players oft.en update

their strategies based on the history of the play in one-shot evolutionary games, i.e. games

where a population is repeatedly but anonymously re-matched to play a fixed one-shot

game. Participants of experimental studies use the information about the play of the

past games with previous anonymous opponents to choose a st.rategy in the current game

despite the fact that they know they will never be matched to the same player again, or

the cohort size is so big and the number of repetitions is so small that the probabílity of

a re-match seems to be small enough to remove strategic incentives of a repeated play

in these environments. The strategy updating taking int.o account past plays generates

dynamics that effectively selects among equilibria in some simple games, as has been

suggested in theoretical literature on evolutionary games.

17
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Sparkled by theoretical discussions on the effectiveness of nonbinding communication
preceding the play of the game in achieving selection of efficient equilibria, some authors
brought evidence that is less straightforward than is usually assumed. Though affecting
equilibrium selection as compared to games without communication, cheap talk effectivity
seems to interact with the payoff st.ructure of the game. Credibility of inessages and
payoff premiurn from coordination on the efficient equilibrium affect the weight subjects
put on cheap talk messages, and their behavior is not always affected by the ability to
communicate.

A typical example of equilibrium abundance represent repeated games. By now, we
have only limited evidence on the role of communication on equilibrium selection in these
games, where players can update beliefs about other players' strategies as the game pro-
ceeds unlike in one-shot games. Does communication facilitate selection of efficient equi-
libria in repeated garnes where players can build reputation for credible messages by
interacting repeatedl,y with the same player? Also, does communication simplify the
equilibrium selection problem in rather complex garnes with not only many equilibria but
also with many different types of equilibria where some, the most efficient ones, require
rotation schemes with alternating the identity of the player earning high payoff in the
current round? We comment on experimental studies in the literature, and in the next
chapter, present our experimental study designed to bring more evidence in this area.

The remainder of this chapter is organized in the following way. First we address
experimental studies on equilibrium selection in one-shot complete information games
with multiple Pareto ranked Nash equilibria that are played without communication. In
2 x 2 games, convergence to risk dominant. equilibrium is observed. We note the dynamics

behind this convergence observed and the fact that other aspects of the game, e.g. addition
of strictly dominant strategies or players, may affect which equilibrium is selected in the
experiment.

Then, we comment on experimental studies adding one ruund of cheap talk prior to
the play of a one-shot coordination game, and compare results from experiments with
one-sided communication, where only one player is allowed to signal intention of future
play, and two-sided signals, where players exchange messages simultaneously.

Finally, we pay attention to the play of repeated garnes. Does the effect of repetition
and ability to build reputation work better in selecting efficiency improving equilibria
than the ability to send cheap talk signals? Besides repeat.ed 2 x 2 coordination garnes, we
present a number of studies that used some economic environrnent framing. We conclude
that cheap talk does indeed affect the play of the game, but sometimes less than expected.
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(45, 45) (0, d)
(b,b)

B

B (d, 0)

Figure 2.1: St.ag himt game

2.1 One-shot coordination games without communi-

cation

Consider the game CDFR in Figure 2.3. It has two strict Nash equilibria, (A, A) and
(B, B)'. Equilibrium (B, B) Pareto dominates equilibrium (A, A), but is more risky in the
sense of Harsanyi and Selten: a player has to expect the probability to observe strategy A
less than one fifth to play B, otherwise A is chosen. So, a player uncertain about the other
player's intentions and wit.h an unbiased prior belief prefers to play the "safe" strategy A.
By now, we have considerable evidence that in this type of coordination games without
communication, this is indeed the case. Players anonymously and randomly re-matched
over time tend to play strategies connected with the risk dominant equilibrium more often
than the strategies connected witli payoff dominant equilibrium.

For example, Battalio et al. (6] compare players' behavior in three such games with
identical b~t response correspondences2 and identical payoff dominant equilibrium pay-
off, see Figure 2.1, where (d, b) E{(35, 40), (40, 20), (42, 12)}. In this and other papers,
where the effect of adding cheap talk messages is studied, the occurrence of risk dominant
equilibrium in the control without communication usually increases over time, though full
convergence is not always observed.

In Table 2.1 we summarize the result.s from studies involving no communication'. In
all of them, players were randomly re-matched after every game to an anonymous oppo-
nent in the same cohort. In all cases, experiments were run via computer networks. In the

' And one mixed equilibrium, in which A is played with probability 5.
2Battalio et al. [6~ denote the three games they study by the payoff loss of a deviating player at each

equilibrium: 2R, R and 0.6R, where R is the basic loss 5 points. This corresponds in our classification to
a game with PD~RD equal to 1.125, 2.25 and 3.75, respectively. In theory, best response learning leads
players in all three cases equally fast to an equilibrium, which in turn depends on the initial play. This
is not the case, as players learn fastest when the premium is lazgest. But, one has to note that it is also
the case when the difference between payoff and risk dominant equilibrium payoff is largest, thus giving
rise to other incentives, e.g. payoff dominance may become a more prominent rule of thumb for selecting
the right strategy.

~Some table entries could not be filled based on the published data.
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table, it is reported the frequency with which subjects chose the strategy corresponding
to the risk dominant equilibrium ("safe choice" ) as a percentage of all strategy choices in
the experiment, and then also specifically in the first and last game they played in the ex-
periment. This gives us some information about the dynamics: we observe that generally,
the number of safe choices increases over time. In colurnn PD~RD, the payoff relation
between the payoff dominant (PD) and risk dominant (RD) equilibrium is reported, and
the data is sorted by this value, as there is some indication that the convergence towards
risk dominant equilibrium is slower and less pronounced when the PD~RD ratio increases.
For example, in Battalio et al. [6], subjects making choices in a game with relatively low
payoff from the risk dominant equilibrium as compared to the payoff from the payoff
dominant equilibrium (12 vs. 45 points, i.e. PD~RD - 3.75), choose in the last round in
5601o cases the safe strategy, but the remaining subjects choose the strategy corresponding
to the efficient equilibrium. The authors report. in the paper that 3~8 cohorts converged
fully in 75 rounds to the payoff dominant equilibrium for games with PD~RD - 3.75 and
PD~RD - 2.25 respectively. One cohort consisted of 8 players who were anonymously
re-matched 75 times to play the same one-shot game.

Nevertheless, the general trend is clear: even thorrgh players often begin t.he play in
the basin of at.traction of the payoff dominant equilibriuru, over time the fraction of risk
dominant strategy increases so that the strategy associated with the payoff dominant
equilibrium is not a best response any more. The number of "safe" strategy choices
generally increases from the first to the last round. For example, in Battalio et al. [6],
the authors report that 5~8 cohorts with PD~RD - 1.125 arrd 3~8 with PD~RD - 2.25
converged fully to t,he risk dominant equilibrium.

Despit.e the fact that in environments where the same pure coordination game is
repeatedly played in a random matching protocol, risk dominance far~ much better as
a predictor of behavior than payoff dominance, we have also evidence that this selection
criterion is sensitive to details of the environment in which the players learn their optimal
strategy.

Cooper et al. [33], e.g., demonstrate this point by adding a dominated strategy to a
2 x 2 coordination game and show that this interacts with players' learning. Their game
has a prisoner's dilemma like structure where a dominated strategy D yields an eH'icient
disequilibrium outcome. Each of the two alternative strategies thereby constitutes a
symmetric strict Nash equilibriunr, one of which is payoff donrinant and the other risk
dominant. The authors vary the deviation incentives from the dominated strategy to
the alternative strategies, see Figure 2.2, where (dr, ..., d4) a.re alternatives (1000, 0, 0, 0),
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See Subjects
(cohort)

Rounds PD~RD Safe strategy choices~

A1l strategy choices

First round
safe choices

Last round
safe choices

(6] 64 (8) 75 45~40 ( 1.125) (9501ó) 30~64 (4710) 61~64 (95Q1o)
[31] 40 ( 20) 10 10~8 ( 1.25) exceeds 80070 (50o1c) (90~)
[32] 40 ( 20) 10 10~8 ( 1.25) (304~400) 76010 28~40 (70Q1o) 34~40 (84q)
[34]" 33 ( 11) 20 10~8 ( 1.25) 325~330 ( 98~) not given not given
[27] (6) 10 9~7 ( 1.3) between 6007o to 71070 40P1o-45P1o 60-65010
[40] 60 ( 20) 10 70~55 ( 1.3) 364~600 (61P1o) 19~60 (32Io) 39~60 (65q)
[31] 40 ( 20) 10 10~7 ( 1.5) exceeds SOPIo (70070) (84~.)
[6] 64 (8) 75 45~20 (2.25) (75P1o) 19~64 (30~1e) 48~64 (75010)
[6] 64 (8) 75 45~12 (3.75) (57010) 23~64 (3610) 36~64 (56010)
See [6] Battalio et al.; [31] Clark et al.; [32] Clazk and Sefton;

[34] Cooper et al.; [27] Charness ;[40] Duffy and Feltuvích.

" Based on last 10 rounds. Table entries with only Plo were re-constructed from graphs in the original paper.

Table 2.1: Risk vs. payoff dominance in 2 x 2 coordination games without communication

A

B
D

(350,350)
(250,350)
(d3,d1)

B

(350,250)
(550,550)

(d~,d2)

D

(dt,ds)

(600,600)
(d2,da)

Figure 2.2: Adding a dominated strategy to a 2 x 2 game.

(700, 0, 0, 0), (700,1000, 0), or (700, 650, 0, 0). In all cases, strategy combination (D, D)
yields the Pareto efficient out.come (600, 600), but is not supported by an equilibrium:
either di 1 600 yields an incentive to play A against a belief that the other player chooses
D, or d2 1 600 yields an incentive to play B against a belief that the other player chooses
D, or both incentives to deviate from (D, D) are present.

The authors observe that players systematically respond to the payoff structure in a
way that can be explained by their initial belief that a nonzero fractiorr of the population
will play the cooperative strategy. These beliefs, combined with the incentives to deviate
from the cooperative strategy and their relative size of á, lead to coordination on the
risk dominant or payoff dominant equilibrium, depending on which one is supported by
the deviation incentives for (D, D).
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While strategic uncertainty seems to affect equilibrium selection when risk and payoff

dominance select different equilibria, this is evidence that other factors affect the evolution

of the play as well. In this case, it is the presence of players who put in positive probability

to the belief that other players will play the disequilibrium cooperative strategy and

systematic best response updating when this is proven incorrect.

In another paper of van Huyck et al. [71], the group of 14 to 16 players playing a

minimum effort game with seven Pareto rankable Nash equilibria is split into two-player

groups. Though in the large group game, outcomes converged to the "safe" inefircient.

equilibrium, 42P1o of the same players in the small groups initially choose the payoff domi-

nant action, while 74`'70 of the remaining players increase their action in the next period as

a response. Decreasing the size of the group promoted likelihood of the efficient outcome.

Overall, 12~14 player pairs in this study converge to the efficient equilibrium within eight

rounds.

2.2 One-shot coordination games with cheap talk

Harsanyi and Selten [67] argue that if players can communicate before the game is being
played, efficient equilibria are likely to be observed. Aumann [4], on the other hand,
points out that communication per se will not necessarily lead to coordination when one
player has a strict preference over the other player's actions.

Moreover, in order for communication to be effective, it has to affect receiver's beliefs
about sender's intended action. This alteration is based on receiver's beliefs about sender's
beliefs of the effect. of the message sent. One may argue that only if these beliefs are
mutually consistent, communication has a chance to coordinate the play of the game.
The receiver, however, is not able to asses the sender's beliefs over the effect of the sent

message. With this uncertainty, the effectivity of unbinding communication seems more

likely when both players send messages, and the messages they exchange are mutually

consistent and corresponding to an equilibrium. From this perspective, there could be a
difference between effectiveness of communication protocols where only one player sends

messages about intended play, and protocols where both players send messages and can
reach mutual assurance.

Cooper et al. [34] study in a seminal paper the effect of one- and two-way communi-

cation in the coordination games.
The game they implement is in Figure 2.3 denoted by CDFR. A strategically similar
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CDFR A B DF A B
A (800,800) (800,0) A (55,55) (55,10)
B (0,800) (1000,1000) B (10,55) (70,70)

Figure 2.3: The games CDFR and DF.

CK5 A B CH A B
A (700,700) (900,0) A (70,70) (SO,x)
B (0,900) (1000,1000) B (x,80) (90,90)

Figure 2.4: The games CKS and CH.

23

game is studied by Duffy and Feltovich [40], denoted in the same figure by DF. The
disadvantage of both these games is that sending message A is neither self-signalling, nor
not. self-signalling: the player intending to play strategy A is simply iudifferent to which
strategy the other player chooses. To focus on Aumann's conjecture, Clark et al. [31]
studied game CDFR and compared it to the play of game denoted CKS presented in
Figure 2.4. A strategically equivalent game to the game CKS is studied by Charness [27],
in the same figure denoted by CH.

In both the CKS and CH game, a player strictly prefers the ot.her player to choose
strategy B, both in case he intends to choose strategy B and in case he intends to choose
strateg.y A. The message connected with the signal to play the efí'icient equilibrium is
not self-signalling. Hence, communication is expected to be less effective in coordinating
players on the efficient equilibrium (B, B) in games CKS and CH than in games CDFR
and DF. In game CH, x E{50, 10, 0} and the risk of playing the efficient equilibrium
(B, B) increases as x decreases, but all the time, (A, A) is "safer", i.e. risk dominant.

The third game that got attention was also suggested by Clark et al. [31] and is
presented in Figure 2.5, denoted CKS-co. Both messages are self-signalling in this game,
thus coordination on the efficient equilibrium should be most easy in this game.

In the experiments surveyed in t.his section, a group of players is anonymously and
randomly re-matched to play a coordination game. Before the game, one or both play-

CKS-co A B

A (900,900) (700,0)
B (O,ï00) (1000,1000)

Figure 2.5: The game CKS-co.
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Subjects Rounds Risky signal is Risky signal~ Risky action after risky signal

See (cohort size) self-signalling Total signals Sender Receiver

[27] 64 (6) 10 yes (96q) (94010) (94010)

[34] 33 ( 11) 20 indifferent 144~165 (87010) 116~144 (81010) 109~144 (76010)

[40] 60 ( 20) 10 indifferent 231~270 (86P1c) 212~231 (92010) 226~231 (98010)

(23]' 180 (6) 10 no 139~180 (77q) 56~66 (85q) 54~66 (81~Io)

See [27] Charness, game CH, signal-action treatment; [34] Cooper et al., game CDFR

(40] Duffy and Feltovich. game DF, based on rounds 2-10; [23] Burton et al., game CKS.

~` Both players send a signal, one is chosen, one is scrapped. Based on ga~nes played by individual players.

Table 2.2: 2 x 2 coordination games with one-sided comnrunication.

ers are allowed to send structured computer signals about their intended play and are
instructed that they are not required to comply with the announced interrtions.

Observations from these experiment,s aze summarized in t.wo tables. Table 2.2 contains

data on one-sided communication, where one player is randomly assigned to be the sender

of a message, and the other is the receiver of the message. The t.able contains information

on the fraction of inessages that signal the intention to play the strategy corresponding

to the efficient equilibrium which is "risky" because it. is dominated in risk by another

equilibrium of the game, the reliability of the sender's message of intention to play the

risky strategy, i.e. the fraction of cases when the sender sends this message, and t.hen

plays the risky strategy, and the responsiveness of the receivers to the risky mc~sages, i.e.
the fraction of responders who upon receiving a message of intention to play the risky

strategy also choose the strategy corresponding to the efficient Nash equilibrium.

Table 2.3 contains data on two-sided communication where both players simultane-
ously send a message. Again, the fraction of inessages that signal the intention to play
the strategy corresponding to the efficient equilibrium which is "risky" is presented, and
also the number of strategy choices corresponding to the risky and efficient equilibrium
when the messages ("strategy proposals" ) aze coordinat.ed on the efficient equilibrium, and
when they aze not coordinated on the efficient equilibrium. These two columns also give
information how many players happened to be in a player pair that exchanged messages
coordinated on the efficient equilibríum.

In all experiments, the messages are computerized, with exception of Charness [27]

which implements written messages.

We observe that in all games, whether the communicat.ion is one-sided or two-sided,
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Subjects Rounds Risky signal is Risky signal~ Risky action after pair

See (cohort size) self-signalling All signals (Risky,Risky) other

[34] 33 (11) 20 indifferent 330~330 (100010) 300~330 (91oïo) 0~0

[23] 240 (6) 10 no 176~240 (73oI'o) 101~126 (81Q1o) 18~114 (16P1o)

[31]a 40 (20) 10 no (81010) (50p1o) (28070)

[31]b 40 (20) 10 indifferent (85P1o) (9óoio) (21Q1a)

Table entries with only oI'o were re-constructed from graphs in the original paper.

See [34] Cooper et al., game CDFR; [23] Burton et al., game CKS;

[31]a Clark et al., game CKS, [31]b Clark et al., game CDFR.

Table 2.3: 2 x 2 coordination games with two-sided communication.

the vast majority of the senders sends the signal to play t.he risky but payoff dominant

strategy. Conditional on sending or sending and receiving the risky signal, the propensity

to confirm with the signal is quite high with one-sided and two-sided comrnunication.

Compared to the studies without communication, coordination on the efficient equi-
librium is indeed much more likely when some communication is allowed. For example
in Cooper et al. [34], without communication, players choose the risk dominant strategy
in 99P1o (325~330) cases, see Table 2.1, and with two-way communication, players choose
the risk dominant strategy in 9010 (30~330) cases. One-way communication is somewhat
less effective in achieving coordination. When the risk dominant strategy is announced
(in 144~165 pairs, 87P1o), it is played in 81PIo of the cases by the sender and in 76`~C of the
cases by the receiver, see Table 2.2.

Clark et al. [31] compare explicitly the effect of two-sided messages in the play of the
CDFR game, where the sender does not have a strict preference over the receiver's action,
to the play of the CKS game, where the risky and efficient strategy is always preferred,
even if the player intends to play the other strategy.

Without communication, the proportion of efficient choices falis below 2001o within 10
rounds in both games, see [31] Clark et al. in Table 2.1 and the play of tlre two games
without communication is not statistically different.

Two-sided communication increases coordination on effic.ient equilibrium in both games,
but in CKS less so than in CDFR, as predicted. The difference is not. due to t.he play in
the message stage, as the authors conclude by tests, but due to the response of players to

the same messages in the two games. Conditionally upon exchanging message pair (B, B)

indicating the efficient strategy, B is played in the CDFR game in 9601o cases, but in the
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CKS game, only in 50~ cases. Effectivity of cheap talk seems indeed to be sensitive to
the payoff structure of the game. In the games where the message was not credible in
Aumann's sense, half of the "reassured" players who agreed in the message stage on the
payoff dominant equilibrium deviates to the risk dominant equilibrium.

This prompts a question whether communication will lead to full efficiency when play-
ers have incentives to conform with messages. This is tested in a game denoted CKS-co,
see Figure 2.5. Without communication, similar behavior as in games CDFR and CKS
is observed, i.e. convergence towards the risk dominant equilibrium (A, A). In t.his game,
however, players are less likely to announce B than in the previous games. This can
perhaps be st,imulated by a sma11 coordinat.ion premium of 100 points, the payoff differ-
ence between the efficient and the inefficient equilibrium. On average in 50P1o cases B is
announced, so despite the fact that 87Plo of (B, B) announcements are followed by a play
of B, the coordination rate on (B, B) is lower than in the CDFR and CKS games, around
30010.

One-way communication is introduced in Charness [27], who varies the riskiness of
the payoff dominant equilibrium. He does not observe systemat.ic variation in players'
behavior as a response to this treatment variable. He also compares treatment where the
sender first. sends a signal and then chooses action, to a treatment where the sequence
action-message is reversed. We concent.rate on the data where action follows after signal,
as in other experiments reported here. The introduction of one-sided communication
leads to a considerable efficiency gain: 96010 of the sent signals correspond to the payoff
dominant equilibrium and both sender and signaller follow such signal in 9401o cases with
the play of the efficient. strategy.

Duffy and Feltovich [40] also study one-sided signals. They contrast this form of
communication to treatment where players are anonymously re-matched and one player
in the pair is chosen to observe previous round strategy of his current co-player. The
previous round observation can be seen as a form of costly signal the player sends by
his current play. Without communication, Duffy and Feltovich observe overall 61~
(364~600) efficient strategy choices, see Table 2.1. Authors report that allowing one of the
players to observe the previous round action of the other player increases the incidence
of efficient strategy choices to 76~ (454~600) and allowing cheap talk message to 84`7e
(501~600) strategy choices. Moreover, the fraction of efficient strategy increases over time
in sessions with observat.ion and in sessions with cheap talk, while it decreases in sessions
without communication.

Receivers condition their behavior on the received message in cheap talk treatment.
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Receivers play the efficient strategy in 98~10 (226~231) of the cases when it. is signalled by

the sender, and the risk dominant. strategy in 87010 (34~39) cases when it is signalled by

the sender.

In the observation treatment, players choose the efficient. strategy in 83010 (167~202) of

the cases when they observe it was played last round by the other player, and they choose

the efficient strategy in 41~0 (28~68) of the cases when they observe the other player plays

risk dominant strategy. This observation leads the authors to the conclusion that "words

spenk louder than actions" in their study. The alternative answer why players choose

the efficient strategy after observing the risk dominant strategy was played last round is

signalling: player's own current action is a potential future signal and the future opponent

will not be able to distinguish whether the reason to play the risk dominant. strategy was

motivated by a response to an observation in t.he previous round.

Burton et al. [23] compare the play of games in Figtues 2.3 and 2.4 with one-sided and

two-sided communication, as well as by a strategy method where players simult.aneously

send a message and their intended response. While statistically, on aggregate, they find no

difference bet.ween sessions with different communication protocols (one-sided, two-sided),

they observe high variability within t.he same type of session. The dynamics drives the

results to high or low coordination on the efficient equilibrium, depeirding on tYre fraction

of players who comply with their message of payoff dorninant strategy after sending this

message. The vast majority of players signals t.he efficient strat.egy, but some deviate

from it. In sessions where players deviated from their messages signalling t.he play of the

efficient strategy, the payoff dominant equilibrium disappears over time in the population.

In the strategy method treatment the authors apply, two message plans are the most

often occurring. One of them prescribes to send t.he message corresponding to the efficient

strategy and to play the efl'icient strategy if receiving the same signal, else play the risk

dominant strategy. This could be called the honest cooperative strategy. The second

most popular plan prescribes to send a message corresponding to the efficient. strategy

and play the risk dominant strategy disregarding the received signal. This is the deceiving

strategy. The authors note that when the fraction of deceiving strategies is high enough,

the inefficient equilibrium prevails, otherwise, the efficient equilibrium is the outcome in

the long run in the population.

We have no clear evidence that for games where messages are (weakly) self-signaling

and in CDFR game, one-sided communication performs worse than two-sided communica-

tion. Any form of communication dramatically improves players' ability to coordinate on

the efficient equilibrium, though the motivation to achieve coordination, payoff premium
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from the efficient equilibrium as compared to risk dorninant equilibrium, interacts with
players motivation to even try to coordinate on the efficient equilibrium. If this premium
is small, the risk dominant equilibrium nught prevail even if the message connected to
signal the payoff dominant equilibrium is credible. On the other hand, it seems that
when the message connected to the efficient eyuilibrium is not credible, effectivity of the
messages even in two-way comnrunication may be diminished, c.f. Clark et al. (31].

2.3 One-shot games with cheap talk: beyond simple
coordination games

There is relatively little known about communication in more complicated games. A one~
shot game more complex than two-person coordination games is studied by Palfrey and
Rosenthal [96]. They implement a step-level public good game with three players. At
least two of the players have to contribute so that the public good is produced. Players
have private informat.ion about their own cost of contribution, drawn from a c.ommon and
known distribution. Without comnrunication, experiments give support to the play of
simple symmetric cut-point noncooperative equilibria: a pla,yer contributes whenever his
contribution cost does not exceed the equilibrium cut-point. When players are allowed
t.o send a message about their future intended pla,y (corrtribute~not contribute), equilil~
ria exist that increase efficiency over sessions without communication. In experiments
with communication, the observed hehavior is rnore volatile than when communication
is not allowed. Some players play very similar to the sessiorrs without cornmunication,
and the intention messages are just "babbling", while others send messages sensitive to
their private information. Sessions without communication converge to the equilibrium
predicted cut-point of provision, while no convergence is observed in sessions with com-
munication. However, efficiency gains due to the communication are low. Players do
"promise" to contribute much more often than predicted by theory - and often deviate
from these promises. Cheap talk does affect the play of the game, but its efficienc,y gain is
much less pronounced than in the simple 2 x 2 coordination games discussed in the above.
Aggregating all data, the authors find no significant difference between earnings of play-
ers in sessions with and without communication. This result suggests that the effects of
intention messages in more complex games are limited.

The effect of repeated play on the ability to sustain collusion in this public good game
is studied by the same authors in Palfrey and Rosenthal [97]. An infinitely repeated
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game is implemented in the lab by a probabilistic termination rule. Players are again
observed to use symmetric cut-point. rules, and do not utilize more efficient (but complex
in beliefs supporting them) rotation schemes. Efficiency partially increases in the repeated
game (due to increased cut-points) compared to one~shot games, but falls behind the
theoretically possible maximum. Thus, adding observable history in a communication
environment does not increase efficiency as dramatically as one might hope for.

In Palfrey and Rosenthal [96], introduction of cheap talk intention messages expands
the equilibrium set, but behaviorally does not. change the play of the game. In t.heir
game, however, the use of intention signals depends on players beliefs about the two other
players' beliefs about the signals.

Forsythe et aL [54] study a two-person market game with one-sided private informa-
tion, where introduction of cheap talk messages does not affect the equilibrium set. In the
game, only a seller is informed about the true valuation of the good. Players are matched
and randomly assigned the role of buyer and seller. Interactions are anonymous and one-
shot so that sellers c,annot build reput.ation. Participants alternate in the role of buyer
and seller. In this "lemon market", only low quality goods are traded in the equilibrium,
but the authors observe increase of efficiency when sellers can signal (without costs) the
valuation of the good. Buyers are gullible, trust sellers' valuat.ion announcements and
condition their behavior on these messages, which correlate with true valuations only
weakly. Buyers end up paying higher prices than in treatments without communication
(and in equilibrium), and some goods of higher quality than predicted in equilibrium
are traded. The efficiency gains accrue to t.he sellers only. The interesting point is the
readiness of buyers to condition their behavior on the received cheap talk signals in these
one-shot interactions. There is some learning, though, by observing the history of the
play with different opponents. Players who have been lied to tend to become less gullible
over time. Nevertheless, when not confronted with the inference ~roblem about beliefs of
other players, buyers condition their behavior on cheap talk messages even when this is
not supported by any equilibriv,m. At least some players have a tendency to trust - and
learn to distrust by observation of past play.

Similar result are reported by Valley et al. [120] in an experiment with negotiation
class students who were not financially motivated, but aware of the fact that their results
will be public after the experiment. Only the seller was informed about. the value of the
good, and prior to the trade, seller arrd buyer either talked face-to-face, or were allowed
to exchange written messages. Outcome efficiency is significantly higher t.han predicted
in equilibrium in both cases, but higher in face-to-face sessions, where a small share of the
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gain improves buyers position, and large share seller's position. In written communication,

only sellers acc.rue some of the efficiency gain.

Both in Forsythe et al. [54] and Valley et al. [120], cheap talk is used to communicate
about private information in a one-shot game with asymmetric information. Observed
outcomes are inconsistent with theory, but can be explained by players' prior beliefs about
the preferences of other players. A fraction of players believes that their opponents are
to be trusted. When proved otherwise, players fast update their originally optimistic
beliefs~.

These facts - a fraction of players holding optimistic beliefs, and a fraction of players
who misrepresent their position (private information, or futtrre intended strategy choice)
seem to shape the dynamics in all cheap talk experiments surveyed in this section.

Question remains, how does this dynamics translate into repeated games. When

players know that their current nonbinding communication (and its relevance to their

current strategy choice) and their current strategy choice will be evaluated by the same

player in the following rounds, does it affect the way they form beliefs about selected

equilibrium, communicate them, and play the game? Duffy and Feltovich [40~ reported

that players behaved in a way that can be recouciled with reputation building due to

repeated interaction. We investigate more evidence on this type of behavior in the next

section.

2.4 Cheap talk in repeated games

2.4.1 Repeated coordination games

First, let us consider what players can achieve purely by signalling future intentions by

current actions in repeated games. If the stage gatne of a repeated game is a coordination

game, t.he problem encountered in the one-shot interactions re-iterates. Which equilibriurn

has the other player in mind'?

In Clark and Sefton [32], players played repeatedly (10 times) the CDFR game, see

Figure 2.3, either repeatedly to the same player, or repeatedly anonymously to different

10 players. Different round 1 behavior in repetition vs. one-shot games is interpreted as

player's signalling. 30~Io of players choose the risky strategy in the first game of one-shot.

~The trust in the cheap talk seems to depend on the medium of communication. Especially succes-

full is the face-to-face communication, where we cannot exclude that besides current information, the

communication has other social effects and experiment behavior bears post-experiment consequences.
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games, and 60~o in the first. game of the repeated game. Overall, the risky choice is nrade
in 24~ of all cases in one-shot games and in 65.5~10 of all cases in repeated games, giving
support for the signalling hypothesis. Repeated interaction gave players indeed a chance
to signal future actions (the signal might be costly) and effectively increase their payoff
from t he game.

In van Huyck et aL [71], groups of 14 to 16 players played repeatedly and without
communication a minimum effort game which has several Pareto ranked strict Nash equi-
libria. After each play of the game, players were inforrned about the minimum effort
only. Initially, 31~0 (33~107) players choose the payoff dominarrt action, and over tirne,
all sessions converge to the safe, but most inefficient equilibriurn. The dynamics behind
the outcome is clear - players who did not deterrnine the minimum effort in period t cut
down their effort in period t-F 1, somet.imes below the standing minimum, but those who
were the minimurn players do not increase their effort too much. The Pareto efficient
equilibrium is de:5tahilized by this dynamics, as players on average decrease their efforts
more than incrE~asc.

2.4.2 Other repeated games

Introduction of inessages of intention on future play in repeat.ed games might be viewed as
redundant: it does not expand the equilibrium set, and receiver-players taking costly ac-
tions that could increase their long term payoffs can learn about sender-players intentions
more from observing the history of play tharr from the intention messages.

Do players react to message of intentions in repeated games and do these messages
help them to select Pareto efficient equilibria?

Communication vs. history of play

In order to disentangle the effects of information about player's past behavior and cheap
talk messages on future strategies, Wilson and Sell [125] compare the play of a repeated
public good game where players were either given possibility to send anonymously, via
computer, a structured signal about future action, or received information about past
behavior of their opponent, or both. The game has an uncertain end (players are told
that they will play between 15 and 25 periods).

Without information on history, cheap talk does not affect the contributions. With
information on history, and when cheap talk signals are allowed, co-m~reunication is never
as good predictor of contributiores as the history of play. This has a good reason - players
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consistently contribute less than they promise, and this even in the first round when their

"lie" will be revealed. It seems they put little value on building reputation for truthful
report.s. On aggregate, 54P1o of all messages exaggerated the intended contribution and
only 28~10 of inessages were truthful. Half of those, however, signalled "no contribution",

thus hardly an indicator for building trust in cooperative behavior.

It. comes as no surprise that subjects under "no information" condition do better than
players under other conditions. Observation of history of play and cheap talk lead to
distrust and decrease of contributions over time.

The authors argue that anonymity of communication alleviates "social pressure" to

report truthfully, and hypothesize that face-to-face treatment would yield different results.

Another aspect is the size of the group. They used 6 subjects in every game, and it might

be argued that for sustaining cooperat.ion, group size matters. In smaller groups, it is

perhaps easier to sustain trust.

The authors say (p.695): "The results are discouraging. Increased infornaation about

past behavior of subjects, coupled with preplay signallin.g, decreases levels of contribution

to public good. These results point to how quic~ly group distrust tak;es root and the conse-

quences of that distrust. "

Wilson and Sell [125] point out one important aspect of communication. While it could

be used to coordinate players' beliefs, reveal inforrnation, instruct others about the game

structure, and minimize errors, when communication can be revealed as untrustworthy

by comparison to actual behavior, then it quickly gives rise to distrust and may lead to

outcomes worse than those without communication, as in their experiment, despite the

fact that in theory, the presence or absence of intention signalling does not affect the

equilibrium set.

Corabining inforrrcation on history of play with cheap talk intention signals decreases

cooperation in a repeated ga~n.e, even if cooperation might be due to repeated play with

uncertain end an equilió~zum pheno~nenon.

In Cason [25], the story of trust in cheap talk intention sígnals from Wilson and Sell
[125] is re-iterated. Four players compete a la Bertrand in one market. The market is
either competitive and no player has market power, or contains two strong and two weak
players. Additionally to posting prices, players can in some rounds signal intentions of

future prices - and this either continuously for the period of one minute (allowing in

this way for a cheap talk bargaining), or send just a single intention message. In the next
períod, players have to announce the actual price that may differ from the intention signal.

The authors find that signalling opportunities give rise to a small temporal increase in
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prices, but its impact is limited, and messages fast degenerate into babbling. The collusion
efforts are very unstable. Firms announce often high prices, but the true market price
converges to the one-shot Nash equilibrium price. It doesn't seena that players are learning
to collude by using the ~messages. Rather, they see~m, to learr~ to ignore the~rre, as the signals
prove untrustworthy over ti~ne.

A different story is told by Sally [107] who presents meta-analysis of cooperation in
dilemma games based on rnore than 100 publications in social psychology, political sci-
ence and economics, published in the years 1958-1992. He estimates t.he cooperation rate
by explanatory variables including payoff structure (temptation to defect), repetition of
interaction, presence of communication opportunities, etc. The pool contains 26 studies
where verbal communication was allowed and 15 in which participants exchanged written
messages. The estimations indicat.e t.hat in both one-shot and repeated games, communi-
cation increases cooperation rates. In particular, the second finding is in strong contrast
to studies like Cason [25] and Wilson and Sell [125], where the value of cheap talk signals
deteriorates over time. Possibly, t.he average cooperation rates used in Sally [107] over-
shadow the dynamics of cheap talk messages. There is a nonnegligible subset of players
in both quoted studies (and others quoked before) who start the game by trusting into
cheap talk messages of ot.her players, but switch when proven their trust. is misplaced.

Another significant result in Sally [107] asserts that. the cooperation rate is higher
in one-shot games as compared to the average contribut.ion in repeated games. The
author hypothesizes that. this is due to the presence of conditional cooperators in the
population who begin the interacting by cooperating, but if they are matched to defecting
players, they also start defecting. In this way, cooperation unravels, and on average, the
cooperation rate falls below the first round cooperation rates (and cooperation rates in
one-shot games).

While Wilson and Sell [125] and Cason [25] consider the effect of communication in
games, where adding a cheap talk stage does not erilarge the equilibrium set, in the game
studied by Charness and Garoupa [28] this is the case. The authors st.udy a repeated
game of uncertain duration, where one player (information seller) has private informa-
tion (about the value of an asset) and has an incentive in short term to misrepresent
the private information when selling it to another player. The incentive is modelled by a
positive payoff boost the informed player receives when the uninformed player buys the
asset. Thus, in short run, the information seller has an incentive to induce asset. purchase
by the uniformed buyer, disregarding the asset value. However, the true value of the asset
is revealed at the end of each trading period. The infinitely repeated game has equilib-
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ria, where the informed player builds reputation for revealing the information truthfully,
foregoing short term gain when the asset value is low, but increasing his own expected
payoff in long term as the uninformed layer keeps buying the information from him.

There are equilibria in which the informed player builds reputation, and equilibria in
which no information is traded. Selection among them is a question of players' beliefs.
Do we find equilibria with truthful reporting in an experiment.al situation? The authors
observe that the informed player (seller) sends truthful report. in 89070 of the cases (81Q1o
when his position is "weak" and the truthful report is costly in short term, if believed). Ex-
post, it is optimal to purchase the information, and this increases efficiency in the asset

market considerably. Charness and Garoupa [28J note: "Reputation can be an ef~ective
constraint on the distortion of insider inforrnation. "

The role of inedium of communication

The medium of communication possibly interacts with the effectivity of communication
via cheap talk. The dataset of Sally [107J does not contain any study where players
communicate anonymously via structured computer messages, to isolate the psychological
aspects of communication and concentrate on game t.heoretical aspects of communication
(reinforcement of beliefs by sharing messages on their coordination), nevertheless, the
study contains 15 observations with written communication, and mnnerorrs studies with
face-to-face communication. The significant parameters that increase cooperation are

connected to face-to-face verbal communication, while anonymously written messages

lead to an increase in cooperation only in onc,~-shot games, and to a decrease in repeated
games.

Cason and Khan [26J compare the effect of observing the history of play vs. the effect

of verbal communication prior to the play of the game on the outcomes of a public good
game. They observe that when verbal communication is possible, contributions are higher
with more frequent monítoring (players receive information on actual play after every

round as compared to once after several rounds). This could be interpreted as observed
history imposing some discipline on players in public good games when they are allowed

to communicate verbally. This has to be compared to results like in Willson and Sell [125]

where with anonymous communication, no such discipline seems to be imposed, players

misrepresent their intentions, and this leads just to the opposite outcome, a cíecrease of
cooperation!

Hence, its seems the uncontrolled effects of face-to-face communication play a role.
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The effectivity of communication in games depends on t.he medium of communication. It

seems the richer the medium is (more clues besides verbal content it contains), the more

successful in supporting the signalled outcomes. Frohlich and Oppenheimer [61] give an

example in a study of a five-player repeated public good game with an uncertain end-
period. Players contribute on average 29`~0 of the endowment to the public good when
no communication is allowed. When prior to every round face-to-face communication

is allowed, they contribute in a very stable manner nearly all endowment, 99.9l0 on
average. When written (e-mail) communication is allowed, players contribute on average
75~ of the endowment, and the contributions are less stable, Huctuating over time. After
withdrawing the communication possibility in round 8, the groups converge to a behavior

as in sessions without communication wit.hin 8 rounds.

A strong effect of face-to-face communication is also observed in Isaac and Walker

[72]. Four players bid in a first price auction with private values for one or three goods.

Players interact repeatedly, but sidepayment.s are not allowed. In 12 sessions, players are

allowed to communicate face-to-face before submitting a bid. In 7 out of these 12 cases,
players significantly increase their ability to collect surplus from the auction due to stable
disequilibrium conspiracies.

In Brown-Kruse et al. [21], two players choose location in a Hotellirrg's model with

uniform distribution of buyers on the line. The game is played repeatedly with uncer-

tain end-period. Both repetition of the one-shot game Nash equilibrium, and location at

joint profit maximizing points supported by trigger st.rategies, are an equilibrium of the

repeated game. Do efficient outcomes prevail? This is a question of equilibrium select.ion.

In the experiment, the authors observe that the equilibrium selectiorr is solved differ-

ently depending on whether or not players were allowed to communicate verbally. With

face-to-face communication, players locate at joint-profit maximizing positions, without

communication, t.hey locate in the center, i.e. at the stage game Nash equilibrium location.

This drastic effect of communication is further tested in Brown-Kruse and Schenk [22],

implementing the location game with varying buyer distxibutions. Besides uniform, they

use bimodal (with most of the probability mass at the two ends of the line) and unimodal

(with most of the probability mass in the middle of the line) distributions. In this way,

they can vary systematically the risk from deviating from the joint-profit maximizing po-

sition (being highest in t.he bimodal and smallest in the unimodal case). Does this varying

risk affect players' ability to coordinate on efficient equilibria? Communication is either

not allowed, or allowed anonymously via computerized unstructured message exchange

(continuous anonymous bargaining facility). Looking at the average profits (thus ignor-
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ing dynamics), communicat.ion improves the payoffs (always higher with communication,
disregarding the risk of the efficient equilibrium).

On the account of communication success, Brown-Kruse and Schenk [22] note: "An-
other point is that with communication only one of the players had to figure out the optinaal
solution and could try to convince the other player to adopt it. Without communication,
the player who "gets it" can attempt to signal a better equilibrium. The problem with that
in prisoner's dilemma game is that a signaller may be incurring losses... while the other
seller is reaping high profit from being a slow learner. "

The authors aLso compare the play of the same game witlr a full and restricted strategy
set. In the full version, players can choose any location on the line. In the simple version,
they choose between t.he Nash equilibrium location and t.he joint profit maximizing loca-
tion, thus, they play a prisoner's dilemma type of game. Under the bimodal distribution,
the participants had a lot of problems to figure out the collusive equilibrium, and in this
case, simplification improved efficiency significantly.

2.5 Summary

It is confirmed by experiment.al studies that cheap talk does affect the play of the simple
games. Payoff dominant equilibria in sirnple coordination games are selected significantly
more often when the players are allowed to communicate than when they are not allowed.
The credibility of the rnessages plays a role, but not as drarnatic as one could expect. On
the other hand, when the premium from coordinating on an efficient equilibrium is "small"
and the players have a"safer" alternative strategy, then the selection for efficiency is less
pronounced. Dynamics of the equilibrium selection in the one-shot experimental games is
driven by the participants systematically updating their beliefs about the optimal stratery
against the anonymous population based on the history of the past plays, despite the fact
that the repeated interaction is excluded.

The effect of cheap talk in more complex one-shot. games is not clear. For example,
Palfrey and Rosenthal [96] find that introducing cheap talk, and by this also new and
more efficient. equilibria into a one-shot public good game increases the efficiency only
slightly.

There is also evidence on the dynamics behind the use of cheap talk messages from
the one-shot games, where the informative messages are not a part of an equilibrium. It
seems that a fraction of players holds initially optimistic beliefs about the trustworthiness
of the messages. Receivers condition on the received messages, even if this is not a part of
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any equilibrium, and senders often misrepresent the messages to their own benefit. Over
time, the players become less gullible, and condition less often on the received messages.

On the other hand, in the repeated games where the payoffs to all players are com-
monly known during the play of the game, communic.ation may improve coordination on
the efficient equilibria, everr if these are more complex or riskier than some alternative
equilibria, see Charness and Garoupa [28].

However, merely repeating a simple coordination game increases the coordination on
the efficient equilibria. Comparing the effect. of observing the history of play to the pure
communication effect, it seems that "actions speak louder than words". We also have
referred to evidence that. the combination of cheap talk with the ability to confront the
cheap talk messages witlr the actual strategy choices in a repeated game leads to a fast
deterioration of the messages to babbling, when the players can identify those messages
that turn out to be lies. This is particularly the case when the payoff improving strategies
cannot be supported by a Nash equilibrium, even in the repeated game, e.g. in the finitely
repeated prisoner's dilemma games.

The medium of communication is also likely to affect its effectivity, c.f. comparisons of
an unstructured face-to-face communication and a structured anonymous computerized
communication.

All in all, while introducing cheap talk communication affects the play ofsimple games,
it is by no means sufficient to predict for any ganre that the efficient. equilibria will be
played if communication is allowed. To underst.and the effectivity of the cheap ta1k, we
have to consider the game struct.ure as well as other factors, e.g. the game complexity,
the medium of communication, or the amount. of information the players are given on t.he
actions and the payoffs of the other players.



Chapter 3

Equilibrium selection by cheap talk

in a repeated game experiment

In this chapter, we invest.igate experirnentally whether efficiency or simplicity serves bett.er
as a selection criterion among multiple equilibria in a repeated garne, and what is the
role of cheap talk signals about future intended play in players' ability to coordinate on

efficient but risky equilibria. This chapter is based on a joint paper with i~Iaria iVlontero,

see Vyrastekova and :~lontero [121~.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In the first section, we introduce
a finitely repeated game with multiple equilibria which differ in efficiency and complexity.

Then, we identify equilibria of the game that could be behaviorally plausible, and present.

our hypothesis on equilibrium selection and on the effect of cheap talk in this repeated

game. Finally, we discrrss the experimental data.

3.1 Introduction

We report here an experimental study on equilibrium selection in a repeated game. The
game is of incomplete information, and at any stage of it, players know precisely their
own payoffs, but not the other players' payoffs. We study the game with and wit.hout the
possibility for players to exchange cheap talk strategy proposals in the stage games, and
focus on the equilibrium selection and the role of cheap talk in this task.

The infinitely repeated version of the game studied in this chapter has been introduced
into economic literature by Athey and Bagwell [5]. They model a dynamic Bertrand com-
petition between two firms with privately known costs and investigate various forms of

39
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collusion supportable in equilibrium. The game we implement in the experiment is a su-
pergame with the stage game fiamed as an auction with independent private values. The
advantageous feature of the game is the intuitive nature of some interesting equilibria.
Described in detail later, the game has "simple" inefficient equilibria, more efficient "sim-
ple" collusive equilibria, and also "cornplex" efficient equilibria. The efficiency is meant
in the sense of Pareto efficiency. Allocative efficiency is the same for simple inefficient
equilibria and simple collusive equilibria, while a higher allocative efficiency is achieved
in the complex efficient equilibria. :~loreover, the game is designed in such a way, that. all
these equilibria are equilibria of the finitely repeated game implemented in the lab.

The game has a number of ex-ante symmetric payoff rarilced equilibria and players
agree on this ranking. Thus, ex-ante, if players could collectively commit to a certain
equilibrium, there would be no dispute among them which one to agree on. However,
the equilibria that are more profitable in the long run are those that. are more "risky"
in the short run and also more complex. The risk involved irr playing a strategy of the
most profitable equilibrium lies in the fact that the loss of the player playing according to
this strategy is an immediate gain of the player playing a safer strategy. With respect to
complexity, we do not introduce any formal definition, but consider strategies that require
less memory (conditioning on the history of play) and that have more degrees of freedom
(with respect. to parts of strategy and beliefs that support them) as "simpler".

Our treatment variable is the presence of cheap talk strategy proposals in the stage
games. Does the ability to signal the strategy intentions improve players' ability to coordi-
nate on the efficient equilibria? The messages connected to payoff improving equilibria are
not self-signalling, but they are submitted in a repeated game and this possibly improves
their credibility as players may be interested in building trust and reputation.

Crawford [37] in his survey on cheap talk literature argues, that if players agree on the
equilibrium they would play in an environment where agreements are not enforceable, the
two-way signals work best in selecting the efficient equilibrium. These two-way signals
can achieve that players mutually assure themselves on the irrtentions of the other player.
We investigate in our experiments how much more "reassurance" does cheap talk give
players over the ability to observe the history of play in the repeated game.

3.2 The game

The game we implement experimentally is a finitely repeated two-player game with incom-
plete informat.ion. In each round, players' private types are randomly and independently
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drawn from t.he same distribution. Players then simultaneously send signals about their
private information, observe the signals simultaneously, and then choose a strategy in the
stage game (called "bid" ). At the end of the round, any player earning a posit.ive payoff in
t.his round can send any part of it as a sidepayment to t.he other player. It. is important to
note that the player's private information is never revealed, hence the payoffs are private
information as well at. any stage of the repeated game'.

The stage game of the repeated game in our parametrization has two equilibria that
differ in the expected payoff to the players. The equilibria of the repeated game can
be classified based on the necessity to condition behavior on the history of play, and to
communicate the private information truthfully using sidepayments to satisfy incentive
compatibility conditions to be discussed later.

In the repeated game, any permutation of the two stage game Nash equilibria over the
finite time horizon of the repeated game is a Nash equilibrium of the repeated game. These
equilibria do not condition on the private information messages or the sidepayment.s. We
call these equilibria t~ncooperative. There are, however, more profitable equilibria in the
finitely repeated game, where players play up to a certain round strategies that. are not
part of a one-shot Nash equilibrium. We call t.hese equilibria collusive.

We can support collusive equilibria by switching between playirig the payoff superior
and payoff inferior equilibrium of the stage game on and off the equilibrium path. We
distinguish two classes of collusive equilibria: simple collusive equilibria and efficient col-
lusive equilibria. Thereby, only the efficient collusion requires sidepayments to guarantee
truthful private information revelation. The simple collusion improv~ efficiency beyond
the uncooperative equilibria, and the efl'icient collusion improves efficiency beyond simple
collusion.

There are finitely many simple and efficient collusive strategies that differ in the du-
ration of the "cooperative" stage of the equilíbrium and in the amount of sidepayments.
There is, however, an upper bound on the length of the cooperative stage.

The repeated game with this multiplicity of equilibria represents for the players a se-
rious equilibrium selection problem, and we will study in the lab the way players solve
it. We are particularly interested in players' ability to select equilibria improving effi-
ciency beyond the uncooperative equilibria, replicating the equilibrium strategies of the
static game. The efficient collusive equilibria increase players' payoffs, but are quite com-
plex, and require a considerable amount of players' expect.ation coordination and trust.

1 With the exception of cases when one or both bidders submit the highest feasibfe bid, when the
winner earns payoff of 2ero.
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Therefore, there could be also virtue in simplicity. Our first hypothesis is on equilibrium
selection in the light of efficiency and complexity of the equilibria.

In some experirnental sessions, we extend each stage ganre by a cheap talk phase where
players can simultaneously exchange suggestions about a part of the strategy. These two-
way structured messages do not change the equilibrium set, but we hypothesize that they
could help players in selecting more profitable equilibria than the simple uncooperative
equilibria. Messages connected with efficiency improving collusive equilibria, however,
are not self-signalling, as we show, and the evidence from one-shot games suggests that
their effectiveness will be only limited. On the other hand, we look here at the use of
nonbinding messages in a repeated game, and other papers suggest that players are aware
of reputation building. Hence we expect that also complying with the messages could be
a part of the players' reputation building. Our second hypothesis is on the role of this
cheap talk stage and players' ability to select efficient equilibria.

In the following, we describe the stage game of the repeated game, its equilibria, and
classify the equilibria of the repeated game.

3.2.1 The stage game G

The stage game G is a first price sealed bid auction with private values, type signalling,
and sidepayments. It is repeated for a finite number of rounds. The game is played by two
bidders, and we assume that they are rational, risk neutral and care only about material
payoffs.

In each round, a unit of a good is put for sale. The value of the good for bidder i,
v„ is his private information and can be either high, H, or low, L (0 C L c H) with
probabilities pH and p~ - 1- pji, respectively. Values are independently and identically
distributed across players and rounds.

After the players learn their values for the curretrt round, they sirnultaneurL5ly send
a valv,e ~m,essage to the other player. For player i, a value rnessage rn; is either L or H,
wherei-lori-2.

In the treatment sessions with cheap talk bidding proposals, after receiving each other's
value message, each player i- 1, 2 sends a nonbinding bidding proposal b; -(b;, bz ) where
6; represents the bid player i- 1, 2 proposes for himself and b,' the bid he proposes for the
other player j for the current auction round; the set of admissible bidding proposals is the
set A x A, where A-{H, L, r, N}. The message set for bidding proposals coincides with
the labels of the pure strategies of the stage game, i.e. message N represents "no bid",
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message r represents "bid reservation value r " (0 c r c L), and messages L, H represent
"bid L" and "bid H", respectively. Both t.he value messages and bidding proposals are
sent via computer. In the sessions without cheap talk bidding proposals (control sessions),
the bidding proposals are skipped, otherwise the game is played the same way as the game
with bidding proposals.

After exchanging the value messages ( both in treatment and control sessions) and
bidding proposals ( in treatment sessions), the players simultaneously submit bids. The
set of possible bids is restricted to the following: N (representing no bid), r ( representing
the reservation price of the seller), L and H. The bid H is only allowed for high-value
players, thus in designing the game we enforce a"no loss" condition, i.e., players are not
allowed to bid above their value.

The good is assigned to the bidder with the highest. bid, the winner, provided that the
highest bid is at least r. If both players submit the same bid (other than N), each player
gets the good with probability 2.

After bidding, the winner is allowed t.o send a sidepayment to the other bidder, up to
the amount of payoff earned in the current round.

The payoff to the winner is his value minus his bid minus sidepayments to the other
player. The payoff to the loser is the sidepayinent received from the winner, if any.

3.2.2 Nash equilibria of the stage game

In the experiment we used the following parameters: H- 20, L- 10, r - 2, and

pH - p~ - 2. We choose the parameters to satisfy:

L c 2(H f r).

Given this assumption, the stage game has two (classes of ) Nash equilibria. In the first,
player i- 1, 2 bids r if his value v; equals 10 and bids L if his value z~, equals 20. In the
second, player i- 1, 2 bids L if his value equals 10 or 20. In both equilibria, sidepayments
are zero, and the value messages are not specified: any value message strategy is part
of some stage game Nash equilibrium, as well as bidding proposals are: any bidding
proposal strategy is part of some stage game Nash equilibrium. Let us denote the first

set of equilibrium strategies by e" (undominated) and the second by ew (type L plays a
weakly dominated strategy). iVlembers of each equilibrium set differ only in the messages
exchanged (value messages and bidding proposals).
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3.2.3 Nash equilibria of the finitely repeated game

Suppose the stage game G is repeated T times. We describe three classes of Nash equilibria
in the repeated game: uncooperative equilibria, simple collusive eauilibria, and efficient
collusive equilibria. The finitely repeated game has a large number ofequilibria. The three
classes we describe below are behaviorally the most. plausible ones: they are not based
on complex switches of modes or on expectations by the players, and in case players play
strategies that are not part of a stage game Nash equilibrium (they "collude" ), then the
strategy starts in the "cooperative" phase, and concludes in the uncooperat.ive phase,
wíth off-equilibrium path supported by a punishment phase.

Uncooperative equilibria

Any sequence cr -(~~ , rr2i ..., aT) of the strategies rr~ at stage t where for any t E
{ 1, 2, ..., T}, a~ E eu U ew, is an equilíbrium of the repeated game.

Proof. At any stage, a Nash equilibrium of the stage game is played. ~
We denote by ~ru an equilibrium at which at every stage some meruber of eu is played,

i.e. the stage game Nash equilibrium in undominated strategies is played in every period.

Collusive equilibria

Our auction game is similar to the prisoner's dilemma in that both players would do
better (in expected terms) if they could commit themselves to cooperate with each other.
Any form of cooperation, where bids are lower than prescribed by strategies in the set eu
or ew, cannot be an equilibrium of the stage game. However, the presence of two stage
game Nash equilibria differing in expected payoffs allows us to support such strategies in
an equilibrium of the repeated game. The "bad" equilibriwn strategies in ew can be used
to punish defection and cooperation can be temporarily sustained, even if the game is
only finitely repeated. We will show that equilibria that payoff dominate the sequences
of stage game Nash equilibria can be supported if the game is repeated long enough, so
that punishment is a sufficient threat.

We discuss two classes of collusive equilibria: si~nple collvsion and e,Q`icient collvsion.

Simple collusion Consider the following strateg,y as~ -(~iC, ..., ~T~ ). It has three
phases. In period t- 1, start in phase 1. For any t9C ) 1, such that ts~ c T, in period
t E{ 1, .., ts~}, play according to phase 1, unless there is any deviation, in which case,
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switch to phase 3. If at time period ts~ both players play according to phase 1, switch to
phase 2.

Denote by esc a set of strategies of player i- 1, 2 in the stage game G so that player i
bids reservation price r if his value v; - 10 or v; - 20, and sends zero sidepayments. Any
strategy with these bids and sidepayments, combined wit.h any value message strategy
and any bidding proposal strategy is a part of some st.rategy in esc

Phase 1 (cooPerative phase of ~sc)

In periods t E { 1, ..., t9C}, play oic E esc

Phase 2 (noncooperative phase)

In periods t E {tS~ f 1, ...,T}, play aic E eu.

Phase 3 (punishment phase)

In case of deviation from phase 1 at time t' G t,~ f 1, play ~~ c E ew in periods
t E {t',...,T}.

In the cooperative phase of this strategy, players bid the reservation price regardless
of their value. If a defection occurs, they revert to the dominated Nash equilibrium of
the stage game, i.e., they bid L regardless of their value. This sort of collusion does not
require any information transmission about private types or sidepayments, thus the word
"simple" in the name.

Claim 3.1 For the 7~arameter set used in the experiment, strategy rrsc is a Nash equilib-
rium of the T-times repeated game G for some ts~ ~ 1, ts~ c T if T 1 2.

Proof. Since players play equilibria of the stage game in phases 2 and 3, we only
have to check whether the cooperative phase can be sustained. It suffices to check that
a deviation is not profitable at time t9~, since this is the time at which punishment is
smallest. And, since the low value type is according to esc playing a weakly dominant
strategy in the stage game, the only player type that may have a profitable deviation
from esc is the high value type. Thus, we have to check if choosing a bid of r by a high
value type in accord to esc is supported by the punishment phase and the player type
has no profitable deviation. For this, it is enough to concentrate on the most profitable
deviation, i.e. submitting a bid of L.

Consider the possibility of a deviation of the high type to bid L rather than r. If he
does so, he wins the auction for sure and gets H- L. However, this deviation triggers the
punishment phase and his expected payoff is only py H2~ in each subsequent period. If
instead he bids r, he expects HZ' in this period and (pypL(H-L)-}-py2(H-L)~-p~2(L-
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r)) in each of the remaining periods. Thus, in order for bidding r to be an equilibrium
for a high-value player, the following condition has to hold

(T - ts~)pc,(pc, L 2 r f pH H 2 L) 1 H- L- H 2 r (3.2)

With the parameters of the experiment, and a deterministic terminat.ion rule after
period T, this condition is satisfied for any uncooperative phase lasting at least 1 round.
Thus, for T) 1, asc can be sustained in an equilibrium.

In the experiment, we apply a probabilistic termination rule: after players played 10
rounds, the game ends with probability ó- 2 in rounds 11 to 14, and with probability 1
in round 15. With this specific termination rule, the following condit.ion applies:

L- r H- L ó(1 - ó') H- r
pc,(p~ 2 -~ pH 2 )(T - ts~ ~ 1- ó )) H- L- 2-

For the parameters we use. this inequality is satisfied for ts~ c 15 and T- 15. ~

Efficient collusion The players maximize the joint payoff in every round if only the
player with the highest value bids, and t.his player bids the reservation price. Can this
type of bidding be supported in an equilibriuYri? The answer is yes, as the sidepayments
can be used to elicit truthful revelation of private information. Consider the strategy
?EC -(~EC ~TC) It. has t.hree phases, where only phase 1 differs from asc. In t- 1,
start in phase 1. For some teC 1 1, teL C T, in t E {1, ..., teC}, play according to phase 1,
unless there is any deviation, in which ca.5e, switch t.o phase 3. If at time period teC both

players play according to phase 1, switch to phase 2.

Denote by e~c a set of strategies of player i- 1, 2 in t.he stage game G so that player

i- 1, 2 with value z~; sends a value message m; -~~„ if the received value message m~ ]~n;,
then choose action N (i.e. stay away from bidding), else bid reservation price r. If the
player i is a winner and the other player chooses N, then player i sends a sidepayment s

E[~2r H2'] Any st.rategy with these value messages, bids and sidepayments, combined
with any bidding proposal strategy is a part of some strategy in eEc

Phase 1(cooperative phase of oEC)

In periods t E {1, ..., teC}, play ~EC E eEc

Phase 2 (noncooperative phase)

In periods t E {teC f 1, ..., T}, play ~EC E eL.
Phase 3 (punish~nent phase)

In case of deviation from phase 1 at t.ime t' C teC f 1, play ~EC E ew in periods
t E {t',...,T}.
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Claim 3.2 For the parameter set used in the e~periment and sidepayment s- L-r
z~

strategy aEC is a Nash equilibrium of the T tinaes repeated game for any teC E[1, T- 2] if
T13.

Proof. Since players play equilibria of the stage garne in phases 2 and 3, we only
have to check whether the cooperative phase can be sustained. It suffices to check that
a deviation is not. profitable at time te~, since this is the time at which punishment is
smaller. The cooperative phase of this strategy consists of three elements: messages,
bidding, and sidepayments. We consider the incentives to deviate at each of the three
moments in turn.

1. Incentives to tell the truth
Since the actual values of the players are never revealed, players may send untruthful

messages without triggering any punishment. Thus, the value of the sídepayment has to
be set in such a way that. players find it profitable to tell the truth.

If a player has value L and reports value L, he expects a payoff of Lzr if the other
player says L and a payoff of s if the other player says H. If on the ot.her hand he has value
L and reports value H, he expects L-r-s if the other player reports L, and 2(L-r) if the
other player reports H. Thus, he will tell the truth ifpL L2r f pys 1(L - r- s)pL -}- pH L2 r
or s 1 L2r. Analogously, in order for a high value to be reported truthfully, H2r 1 s.

Thus, players have an incentive to tell the truth if

H2 r~ s~ L 2 r. (3.3)

2. Incentives to bid r for a player with value H

As the punishment phase of ~sC and ~EC is t.he same and the high type's immediate
gain deviating to L is the same irrespective of whether the other player plays osc or ~Ec

the incentives are given by the condition:

L-r H-L H-r
(T - te~)PL(PL 2 ~- py 2 )~ H- L- 2

This is the sarne condition as in ~sc.
3. Incentives to choose .N for a player with value L
We would have to check that the low value player has an incentive to stay out when

prescribed by ~EC. Given that sidepayments are at least LZr, the low value player has
an incentive to stay out. If he instead bids r, his expected payoff is no larger than the
sidepayment, and he triggers t.he punishment phase.

4. Incentives to give sidepayments
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Does the winner have an incentive to give a sidepayment s? If instead he gives zero,
his gain is s and his loss is as in the case of deviation from the cooperative phase of the
simple collusion. Thus, in order for the winner to have an incentive to give a sidepayment,
we neecí

(T - te~) Pt, (~~ L 2 r-~ py H 2 L)? s (3.5)

Clearly, this inequality is more likely to be satisfied t.he lower the value of s is. Notice
also that incentives to give sidepayments do not depend on the value of the player.

It can be shown that inequalities (3.4) and (3.5) are incompatible for T- 2 regardless
of the parameters, even for the ]owest possible value of s, ~Zr. For the values of the
parameters we used in the experiment (H - 20, L- 10, r- 2, PL - 2), efficient
collusion can be sustained if T) 3 and there are at least two rounds remaining, that is,
ifte~;T-2.

For the parameters we used, equation (3.5) implies equation (3.2). If we take into
account the specific experiment t.ermination rule according to which players played 10
rounds of game and then the game ended with probability b- 2 in rounds 11 to 14, and
ended with probability 1 in round 15, we obtain the following inequality

L-r H-L 1-bs
~L(í7L 2 f~li 2 )(T - tec ~- CS

1- fJ )~ S

Efficient collusion can then be sustained up to period 9 for the lowest possible vahie
of the sidepayment ( ~2r- 4) and up to period 6 for the highest possible value of the
sidepayment ( y2r - 9). ~

In this section, we have proved the existence of the following basic eyuilibrium classes
of the repeated game GT :

. Uncooperative equilibria (repetitions of the stage game Nash equilibria). Value
messages are not specified, i.e. any value tnessage strategies create a part of some
equilibrium in this class. Sidepayments are zero. Some of these eyuilibria are very
simple in that they do not require any conditioning on the history of play and private
information revelation. These strategies are also "safe' in that a player uncertain
about the other player's strategy can implement them without the cooperation of
the other player.

. Collusive equilibria. There are two types of collusive equilibria.
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Simple collusion: Value messages are not specified, i.e. any value message
strategies create a part of some equilibrium in this class. Sidepayments are not
necessary to sustain this form of collu.5ion. In the cooperative phase of simple
collusion, lasting at most till period 14, players always bid reservation bid 2.

Efficient collusion: In the cooperative phase, h~sting for the lowest sidepayment
level 4 at most till period 9, players send truthful value messages and bid 2
unless the other bidder sent. a message according to which his value is higher. In
that case the receiver of this message, bidder with the lower value message (and
value) stays out form bidding and receives from the winner as a sidepa,yment
4.

Both of the collusive equilibria require the coordination of players' strat.egies, but only
the efficient collusion relies on the use of sidepayments and truthful private informat.ion
signalling. In this sense, the simple collusion is "simpler" than the efficient collusion.

In the experimental study, we investigate whic:h of these equilibria prevail if the game
is played by experimental subjects, and what is the role of cheap talk for sustaining the
efficient collusive equilibria.

3.3 Experiment design

Altogether 110 undergraduate students of international business, economics, and leisure
studies of Tilburg University participat.ed in 9 experimental sessions conducted in IV1ay
2000, February 2001 and May 2001. 46 subjects part.icipated in four cont.rol sessions
(denoted C1 to C4) without the cheap talk stage, and 64 subjects participated in five
treatment sessions (denoted T1 to T5) with the cheap talk stage. One session consisted
of 10 to 16 participants.

In each session, one cohort. of 10 to 16 players was matched randomly to play the
repeated game (without or with the bidding proposal stage) five times, each repeated
game time to a different anonymous opponent. One game last.ed 10 to 15 rounds. After
the 10'i' round, the continuation of the game was determined by a coin flip. The game
was terminated as soon as head occurred, and also if head did not. occur in the 15"` round.
Players were informed about the termination rule ahead.

At the end of the experiment, two games out of five were drawn at random, and
participants were individually paid all their earnings from these two games, plus 5 NLG
participation fee. In the experiment, players aggregated their earnings in points, and 1
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point was worth 25 Dutch cents. The average earning for the 1,5 hour experiment was
around 30 NLG (approximately 12.6 USD).

In all sessions, the participants were seated in isolated computer cubicles, and any
communicat.ion besides the computer messages was prohibited. The experiment was fully
computerized, with instructions read aloud. The experiment instructions can be found
in Appendix 1. The computer screen of each participant contained in each round the
following information: the round number, the player's current value, and a table with
the history of play. This table contained player's own value in each round, his own value
message and the value message received from the other bidder, the bidding proposals by
both bidders (only in the treatment sessions), and the bids of both bidders. :Vloreover,
the table contained the earnings in each round for the bidder, but not for his opponent.

In all sessions, we used the same randornly pre-generated sequence of players' private
values for the five games, thus the stochastic process underlying player's decisions follows
the same realization in every session. IVioreover, for a higher comparability, we divided
the participants in every session into participant group 1 and part.icipant group 2, and we
used one and the same random draw of private values in group 1, and another, but the
same for all participants for group 2. One member of group 1 and one member of group 2
were matched to play the game. The participants were not informed about these details.

Due to this procedure, all differences in behavior we observe in the player pairs are due

to players' decisions, matching, their preferences (induced by the material payoffs of the

game), and the history of play, but in any pair of the players playing the repeated game,

the random element that might affect the game playing is the same.

After the experiment, subjects filled in a yuestionnaire designed to capture under-
standing of the game, intentions, and trust attitudes of the players. These yuestionnaires
were analyzed by us to understand subjects rea.5ons for selecting a particular way of
playing the game. For example, if a stage game Nash equilibrium is observed, was this
because players did not. understand the possibility of a more profitable arrangement in the
dynamic game or did they have other (strategic) reasons for the strategy choic~. This
question cannot be answered only frorn looking at the actual strategy choices. We extract

this additional information after the experiment b,y asking the subjects to formula~te an

expert advice for an agent that would participate in an auction with the rules as in the

experiment. This agent should play the game on t.he player's behalf. The questionnaire

can be found in Appendix 2.
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3.4 Hypothesis

We investigate two hypotheses: one on equilibrium selection itself, and the other one on
the role of cheap talk in the equilibrium selection problem.

We have shown in the theory part that the game GT has several types of equilibria,
differing in t.he use and bid conditioning on private information signals, sidepayments, and
conditioning on the hist.ory of play. The game has a unique efficient equilibrium (efficient
collusion) that requires t.ruthful revelation of private information up to a certain maximal
round ofgame repetition, conditioning behavior on the received private information signals
(i.e. trust) and a rotating scheme in which a losing bidder is rewarded for announcing
truthfully a low value after the bidding stage is over by a sidepayment from the winning
bidder. In this equilibrium, players have to condition behavior on the observed history
of the game (bidding, private information signals, and sidepayments) and switch to a
punishment phase after any observable deviation. The game also has equilibria (simple
collusion) in which lower efficiency is achieved than in efficient collusion, but behavior
does not have to be conditioned on the (unverifiable) private information signals and
sidepayments are not necessary to sustain them. These equilibria condition only on the
history of the observed bidding behavior. And, finally, the game has low-payoff equilibria
(uncooperative equilibria), repetition of the stage garue equilibria, and in their simplest,
form players condition their behavior neither on private information signals nor on the
history of the game.

Do players in the repeated game increase the efficiency of their play above the unco-
operative equilibria? One has to consider that the equilibria with higher efficiency (and
payoffs) are more complex than the stage game Nash equilibria. They are also more risky
in the sense that either only one player type (high value type, for simple collusion), or
both player types (for efficient. collusion) are required to bid lower than in any stage game
Nash equilibrium. Hence, if their opponent is not playing the same efficiency irnproving
equilibrium, they might suffer short term losses before switching to the equilibrium that
is played by the other player. We hypothesize that players are constrained by cornplexity
and risk when selecting the equilibrium to play, and they will be more inclined to play an
uncooperative equilibrium rather than simple collusion, and more inclined to play simple
collusion rather than efficient collusion. This is our equilibriu~re selection hypothesis.

The second hypothesis concerns the role of cheap talk bidding proposals in the repeated
game. These proposals, while not allowing players to submit a full contingent strategy
plan for the repeated game, allow them to signal immediate intentions for the bidding
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stage, thus potentially allowing them to coordinate on the more efficient equilibria. We
allow two-way simultaneous messages in order to give players the chance to achieve mutual
assurance which equilibrium they intend to play.

Under our co~n~rreunication hypothesis, players will be more likely to coordinate on
the efficient collusion in sessions where cheap talk bidding proposals are allowed. As a
consequence, the average efficiency in the control sessions without cheap talk would be
lower than the average efficiency in the treatment sessions with cheap talk.

The game we implement is quite complex. We hypothesize that. the bidding proposals
serve as a teaching tool, when one player in the pair is not aware of the collusive bidding
opportunities. Under the teaching hypothesis, players in the cheap talk sessions submit
bids coinciding with the collusive bidding proposal even if the current. bidding proposal is
not coordinated, i.e. the players did not agree on the way to play the gaane. The players
achieve the gains from the teaching in the repeated interaction with the same player in
one game.

3.5 Data analysis

This section is organized as follows. We first assess players' ability to collude by the
efficiency they achieve, i.e. by the payoff a pair of players earns as a fraction of the
maximal payoff the pair of players could have earned. ~laximal efficiency is achieved
if in each round, the bidder with the higher value is the winner of the bidding while
submitting the lowest possible bid. There is an equilibrium of the repeated game such
that the maximal efficiency is achieved in rounds 1 to 9. We then ask if the realized
efficiency depends on the presence of bidding proposals and study the bidding proposals
themselves. How often do players propose to bid according to the efficient collusion in the
first round of a game? And how often do they comply with such a proposal? We compare
round 1 bidding according to the efficient collusion in sessions without bidding proposals
to sessions with bidding proposals The presence of bidding proposals is our treat.ment
variable. So, throughout the section, we refer to the sessions without bidding proposals
as control sessions, and to the sessions with bidding proposals as treatment sessions.

Then, we study the use of value messages. Do players condition the bids on the
received value message? Do players sending truthful value messages behave different from
players sending value messages not coinciding with own value?

In theory, sidepayments have to be used in efficient collusion to guarantee the truthful
value messages, and sidepayments are zero for the other equilibria. We evaluate the use
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of sidepayments along these lines.
Finally, we try to identify the equilibria consistent with the player's bidding behavior.

FY~om now on, we use a shorthand notation for the bids as follows: no bid means the
player chooses the option to stay away froin bidding, i.e. chooses bid N. We also remind
that in the parametrization used in the experiment, bid 2 corresponds to the reservation
bid, bid 10 corresponds to the bid L, and bid 20 corresponds to the bid H.

To identify bidding according to the efficient collusion, we look for players with low
value, sending a truthful value message and staying away from bidding when receiving
message that the other player has high value. To identify bidding according to t.he simple
collusion, we look for players with high value who bid 2 disregarding the value message
of the other player. And to identify bidding according to the uncooperative equilibria, we
look for players with high value bidding always 10.

Finally, we summarize the data collected in the questionnaire, and draw conclusions.

3.5.1 Efficiency and communication

Before analyzing players' behavior in detail, we first. have a look at a rough indicator
of players' ability to coordinate on efficient collusive equilibria, the fraction of t.he total
available surplus t.hey capture.

In Table 3.1 we present the total payoff a pair of players could earn in the first nine
rounds of a repeated game GT if players coordinated on the most profitable equilibrium
in each of the three equilibrium classes, uncooperative, simple and efficient collusion. The
table is in points, and in the experiment, 1 point was worth 0.25 NLG. We concentrate on
the payoff earned in nine rounds because it is the maximum duration of t.he cooperative
phase of the efficient collusion. In each session, five games were played, and in each game,
we use in the table the actual values drawn for the player pairs to calculate the payoffs2.
In the first nine rounds of the game, a pair of players could earn on average 86.4 points
(21.6 NLG) if playing the uncooperative equilibrium. The gain from coordinating on a
more profitable equilibrium between the most profitable strategies (i.e. with maximal
duration of the cooperative phase) in any two equilibrium classes is around 30 (7.5 NLG).
In the first nine rounds of the game, a pair of players could increase the income from
average 21.6 NLG if playing the uncooperative equilibrium, to average 36 NLG if playiiig

2In the experiment, we draw a pair of values in each round just once and use the same realization of
the private values in all player pairs, so that the whole cohort of player pairs generates comparable data
with respect to the random vaziable.
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Game Uncooperative equilibrium rr~` Simple collusion rrsc Efficient collusion rrEc

1 88 (22 NLG) 122 (3Q5 NLG) 152 (38 NLG)

2 84 (21 NLG) 112 (28 NLG) 132 (33 NLG)
3 88 (22 NLG) 122 (30.5 NLG) 152 (38 NLG)

4 84 (21 NLG) 112 (28 NLG) 132 (33 NLG)
5 88 (22 NLG) 13ï (34.25 NLG) 152 (38 NLG)

Table 3.1: IVlaximal payoff for a pair of players in the first nine rounds of a game with
parameters used in the experiment: r - 2, L- 10, H - 20 for different equilibria.

Sessions

with bidding proposals without bidding proposals

Game D4ax T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 C1 C2 C3 C4
1 1.73 0.70 0.76 0.75 1.00 0.92 0.65 0.80 0.75 1.00
2 1.57 0.63 1.05 0.86 1.18 0.89 0.84 1.00 0.95 1.18
3 1.73 1.00 1.24 0.89 1.35 1.12 0.96 0.98 1.16 1.35
4 1.57 0.99 1.20 0.86 1.33 1.04 0.96 1.03 0.97 1.33

5 1.73 0.95 1.11 0.96 1.29 1.24 1.01 0.96 0.99 1.29

Table 3.2: Average efficiency per session and game.

the efficient collusion, i.e. increase the income by two thirds. We expect that this is

a sufficient motivation for the subjects to be interested in coordinating on the efficient

collusion.

Average efficiency of player pairs in control sessions C1 to C4 (without bidding pro-

posals) and treatment sessions T1 to T5 (with bidding proposals) are presented in Table

3.2. As a benchmark, we use the payoff of the uncoaperative equilibrium of the repeated

game, which is the stage game Nash equilibrium in undominated strategies, cru, played by

both players in every of the first nine rounds of the game. In column "IV1ax" of the table
we present the maximal achievable payoff if playing according to the efficient collusion

as a fraction of this benchmark. Hence, 1.73 in that column rneans that in the most

profitable equilibrium players could gain 1.73 time the benchmark payoff, entries above 1

denote that players earned on average gains in efficiency (due to some collusive efforts),

and entries below 1 denote the play of dominated st.rategies.

We observe that only in some sessions (T2, T4, T5 and C4), players are partially able
to capture efficiency gairrs. Three of these are sessions with bidding proposals, but we have
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to note that other two treat.ment sessions T1 and T3 are similar to two control sessions C1
to C3, and conversely, players succeed to sustain collusion successfully in cont.rol session
C4 without bidding proposals. We observe high variation within one session type, and
the differences, if any, between sessions without and with bidding proposals cannot be
detected at the aggregate level. The average efficiency in these gaines is 1.12, somewhat
above the stage game Nash equilibrium.

Observation 1: Efficiency Players' ability to achieve efficiency above 1, connected to
the repetition of the stage game Nash equilibrium in undominated strategies, is not
prevailing. In game 1, the average efficiency is O.t37. After players gain experience,
they achieve efficiencies slightly higher than 1, indicating some collusive bidding.
However, over all five games, the average efficiency is 1.12, far below maximal sus-
tainable efficiency, which is on average over the five games 1.72.

One explanation for the absence of rnore collusive bidding is the fact that collusive
strategies are on a cognitive level more demanding than the uncooperative equilibria. We
get a proxy for understanding the efficient collusive equilibria from the post-experiment
questionnaires. Subjects were asked to advise an agerrt who will bid in their name in an

auction. In question 6 of the questionnaire, we elicited this advice for a round 1 scenario
set up in such a way that the efficient collusion called for no bid by the arrswering subject.
Agent's own value was 10, he sent value message 10, ancí received value nressage 20. In this
scenario, around halfof the subjects both in control (52o7c) and in treatment sessions (48~I,)
advised the agent to submit a bidding proposal according to which the agent chooses bid
N, see Table 3.23. Among them, 91~1o in control and 73~~ in treatment sessions indicat.ed

that the agent should comply with the bidding proposal, see Table 3.24. It seems that

the fraction of players who understand the efficient collusive equilibrium is higher than
the fraction of pla,yers who succeed to coordinate on it.

Observation 2: Understanding the efTicient collusion Based on questionnaire data,

around half of all participants undcrstand the payoff dominance of the efficient col-

lusion, both in control and treatments ~essions.

The Mann-Whitney U test does not give support for rejecting the null hypothesis that
players achieve the same efficiency in both session types~.

~For game 1, we have as many independent observations as player pairs in each sessiou, a unit of
observation is a player pair in one game. n~ - 23 and ni - 32. in control and treatment sessions.
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For illustsation, we estimate the following regression on the efficiencya ef achieved in
first. nine rounds of a game (t-values in parenthesis, R2 - 0.248, N - 275) by a pair of
players,

ef - 0.385(1~.a221 ~- 0.041g(a.assl f 0.108qe! (7.~s3) f 0.080qcrnnp(s.i2ol ~- 0.0066P(o.az71.

The positive ( and significant) variable g E{1, ..., 5} denoting the game in which the
efficiency was generated indicates that players learn to bid more profitably when they
gain experience. Besides learning the collusive bidding, this is also due to the decrease
of strictly dominated bids that prevail in the beginning of sessions, i.e. bidding 20 when
player's value is 20. Of the same order are the two variables based on yuestionnaire
data. qe f indicates player's understating of efficient collusion; qef- 1 if player's bidcíing
proposal in question 6 of the questionnaire is consistent with the efficient collusion, and
qef - 0 otherwise. qcora~ indicates player's advice to comply with the bidding proposals
made; qcomp - 1 if player advised to comply his own bidding proposal in question 6
of the questionnaire, and qcomp - 0 otherwise. Understanding efficient bidding qef is
significant at 5Plo level. The dummy variable bp for the presence of bidding proposals,
though positive, is not statistically significant, confirming that on aggregate level. we find
that the presence of bidding proposals doc~s not affect players' ability to achieve efficient
outcomes.

Observation 3: Effect of bidding proposals On average, pla,yers achieve the same
efficiency whether they are allowed to send nonbinding bidding proposals or not.
We do not find any strong support for the communication hypothesis on aggregate
level.

respectively, and the 2-tailed p-value p- 0.762.
For games 2 to 5, a unit of observation is the average efficiency by a cohort of players in one game.

n~ - 4 and ni - 5, for any game, and the 2-tailed p-value p- 0.730, p- 0.910 p- 0.730, p- 1.000 for
the game 2 to game 5, respectively.

aVariable eJ is for each player calculated as the total earnings in first nine rounds of every game the
player and his co-player eazned, divided by the maximal payoff the two players could earn in these first
nine rounds. This vaziable, unlike players' payoffs in a game, accounts for the stochastic element (value
assignment) that differed across games, though it was kept constant across sessions (i.e. game 1 session
T1 had the same realization of values as game 1 session C4, e.g.)
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Player i proposes to bid by himself

Value v~ no bid bid 2, 10 or 20 All proposals

10

20

28~42 (67010)

8~44 (18070)

14~42 (33oI'o)

36~44 (82~)

42~86 (49010)

44~86 (51o7a)

10 or 20 36~86 (41q) 50~86 (59070)
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Table 3.3: Round 1 treatment sessions: Player i sends value message 10 and receives
message 20.

3.5.2 Bidding proposals

Concentrating only on sessions with bidding proposals, how effective were these in sup-
porting the effrcient outcomes, and one or the other form of collusion? Did bidders ignore
the proposals or did the proposals affect the bidding?

The bidding proposals are "cheap talk" structured messages, simultaneously exchanged
by the players before the bidding. Moreover, the bidding proposals connected t.o signalling
the efI'icient or the simple collusion are not self-signalling with respect to the player's im-
mediate, short run payoffs. Whatever bid a player intends to submit, in short run he
prefers that the other player bids "low", in line with the cooperative phase of some collu-
sive equilibrium. So, we may expect that the proposals would be ignored in the bidding
stage as they are not. credible. However, if a bidding proposal is interpreted by its receiver
as a signal of intention, then signalling collusion in the repeated game and deviating from
it in the bidding phase could lead to a punishment and be very costly to the sender of
the proposal in the long run. Because of these long run considerations, communication
via messages that are not self-signalling with respect to the immediate gains might be
easier to sustain in repeated games, where it is a part of reputation building for the
communicating player, than in one-shot games.

First, we focus on round 1 in games with bidding proposals. In Table 3.3, we present
the fraction of bidders who submitted a bid proposal consistent with the efficient collusion
when this was costly to them in short term, i.e. they announced value message 10 and
received value message 20. Out. of all round 1 observations, 54~ player pairs (86~160)
were in this situation. And around half of the time, 49~10 (42~86), the value message 10
was truthful.

We observe that in 41~10 (36~86) of the cases when the value messages suggest that
the bidder should choose no bid accordirrg to the efFicient collusion, the bidder indeed
proposes this. However, there is a sharp difFerence between the subsequent. bidding of the
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Value v; Choose no bid Bid 2, 10 or 20 All bids
10

20
18~28 (64~0)

1~8 (3010)

10~28 (36070)

7~8 (97010)

28~36 (78P1o)
8~36 (22070)

10 or 20 19~36 (53010) 17~36 (47010)

Table 3.4: Round 1 treatment sessions: Actual bids when player i sends value message
10, receives message 20 in round 1 and proposes to choose no bid.

players who announced the low value truthfully, and those who actually had value of 20,
but announced value 10. When the value message 10 was truthful, 67QI'o (28~42) of the
truthfully reporting players receiving value message 20 in round 1 propose that they will
choose no bid. And more than half of these proposals 6401 (18~28) are fulfilled, see Table
3.4. Only 18oIo (8~44) value misrepresenting players receiving value message 20 in round
1 propose that they will choose no bid. And this proposal is fulfilled in only 3Plo (1~8) of
the cases, see Table 3.4. No subject chooses no bid if he did not propose it.

Hence, truthful low value messages are followed in round 1 by bidding proposals com-
plying very often with the efficient. proposals when the received value message is 20, but
only half of these proposals are actually realized. This is rather a high defection rate, and
we expect that it affects the chances to sustain collusion in further rounds~.

It is interesting to compare round 1 bidding behavior in treatment sessions to round
1 bidding behavior in control sessions without bidding proposals. We again consider
players sending value message 10 and receiving value message 20. In control sessions,
43010 (49~115) player pairs are in this situation, and 43~0 (21~49) were such t.hat the low
value player reported truthfully own value message, see Table 3.5. This closely matches
the situation in games with bidding proposals where in 49`ic (42~86) player pairs the player
sending value message 10 and receiving value message 20 reported truthfully own value.
However, in control sessions only 19P1o (4~21) of t.he truthfully reporting low value players
choose no bid in round 1 after receiving value message 20, see Table 3.5, as compared to
64010 (18~28) in treatment sessions, see Table 3.4.

Hence, there seems to be a difference in the initial play of the repeated game between
sessions with and without bidding proposals, despite the fact that. we do not find a sta-

'When we compare this to the data from one-shot games reported in the survey of literature, the
picture is similar. Players nearly always signal the payoff-dominant equilibrium, but the signals are often
void, and players do not follow them, especially when the messages are not self-signalling. Here, half
of the players signalling payoff dominant equilibrium deviate. Given that we investigate repeated game,
where reputation building plays a role, this seems rather a high percentage.
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Value vT Choose no bid Bid 2, 10 or 20 All bids

10

20

4~21 (1910)

0~28 (Oq)

17~21 (S1oÍo)

28~28 (100P1o)

21~49 (43070)

28~49 (57P1o)

10 or 20 4~49 (8010) 45~49 (92Q1o)
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Table 3.5: Rourrd 1 control sessions: Actual bids when player i sends value message 10
and receives value message 20.

tistically significant difference between session t.ypes on the level of outcomes (players'

efficiency gains). In round 1, there is a higher inclination towards efficient collusion in

games with bidding proposals and bidders also quite often send bidding proposals that

are in line with t.he efficient collusion. However, half of these proposals are defected upon.

One can hypothesize that these defections create the opposit.e effect to the coordination

effect of the proposals and push the play of the game away from collusive equilibria.

In order to assert whether another aspect of collusion, the presence of sidepayments

in round 1, does not reinforce the development in the two session types differently, we

compare the sidepayments received by bidders who stayed away from bidding in round 1

in treatment sessions (19 subjects) and control sessions (4 subjects). The iVlann-Whitney

U test gives no support for rejecting the zero hypothesis that these bidders are rewarded

in the same way in both session types (p-value-0.549). When we extend the consideration

for sidepayments to all bidders who lost in round 1, the Mann-Whitney U test still confirms

that they receive the same sidepayments in control and treatment sessions (p-value-0.808,

N - 55)6.
Hence, treatment sessions seem to start in the cooperative phase of the efficient collu-

sion more often than control sessions, but we do not find difference in the overall capability
of bidders to achieve higher efficiency (and payoffs). This cannot be attributed to lower
sidepayment reinforcement in round 1, as bidders are rewarded in a similar way across
the session types.

Observation 4: First round proposals and bids The subjects start in the coopera-
tive phase of the efficient collusion more often in the treatment sessions than in the
control sessions, but half of the initial proposals that are in line wit.h the efficient
collusion and in favor of the other bidder are defected upon. Hence, the possibl,y

~The same conclusion is obtained, if we extend the test to all subjects who lost bidding in round 1.

The sidepyaments in control and treatment sessions do not differ significantly, the iVlann-VVhitney U test

yields p-value-0.124.
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positive effect of the bid proposals (coordination) is counteracted by a negative effect
(observed defection and distrust).

In the analysis that follows we use, if not noted otherwise, for comparability reasons the
data from the first 10 rounds of every repeated game that are common in all observations.

Out of all bidding proposals made in the first 10 rounds of the repeated game, in
53~10(1690~3200) of the cases the bidder submits the bid as he proposed for himself. How-
ever, bid compliance with own bid proposal depends on whether the bidder reported his
own value truthfully or not. Aggregated for both low and high value, in 68o1c (1139~2003)
of the cases when the value was reported trutlrfully, the bidder submits a bid as in his
proposal, while only in 28P1o (330~1197) of the cases when the bidder misrepresented own
value.

Truthtelling and value misrepresenting cases are also connected to different proposal
being made. In particular, value rnisrepresenting cases are much more likely to be con-
nected with a proposal that the bidder will choose no bid. Bidders propose to choose
no bid in 22`yc (699~3200) of the cases, and in 36P1o (239~699) of the cases, the bidder
complies with own proposal and chooses no bid. But, the bidders sending a truthful value
message comply in 51010 (226~437) of the cas~, and the bidders not. sending a truthful
value message comply only in 6~7: (13~232) of the cases. Some of these bidders possibly
used the proposal of no bid in case they did not want to communicate with the other
bidder at all, but were forced to sencí some bid proposal by the setup of the experiment.

It is of interest to consider the conditioning of behavior on the bid proposals in case
the proposals were coordinated, i.e. the players agreed in the communication stage on
one bid combination, ancí in case the proposals were not coordinated. Observing experi-
mentally played one-shot games with two-sided communication, various authors suggested
that coordinated strategy proposals in the cheap talk phase are followed by the proposed
strategies more often than uncoordinated proposals. This makes sense as uncoordinated
proposals suggest. that there is a disagreement between the players which strategy combi-
nation should be played. In a repeated game, however, the players have to consider long
run effects of their current actions, hence there might be a reason for choosing a strategy
coinciding with own proposal even if the proposal in not coordinated. One reason for
doing so is teaching. If the strategies leading to efFiciency gains are more complex and
require higher cognitive skills than the payoff dominated strategies, then it could take one
player to see through the complex and more profitable equilibria, and try to teach the
other player how to play them.
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Not coordinated

2228~3200 (70oïc)

Coordinated

972~3200 (30Q~o)

Table 3.6: Bidding proposals.

Coordinated proposals (972~3200) Efficient proposals Other proposals All coordinated

not followed by proposed bid
followed by proposed bid

204~749 (27Q1o)

545~749 (73P1o)

97~223 (44Q1o)

126~223 (56oI'o)

301~972 (31QIo)

671~972 (69010)
All (followed and not followed) 749~972 (77010) 223~972 (23P1o)

Table 3.7: Bidding after coordinated bidding proposals.
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In Tables 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 we summarize the bid proposals along three categories:
coordination, efficienc,y, and coincidence of own bid proposal with own bid. A bid proposal
b; -(b;,b', ) by player i how player i should bid, b;, and player j should bid, b;, is ef~acient
if after the value messages mz and m~ exchanged by players i and j, the proposal depends
on the messages in the following wa,y. If m; ) m~, then b; -(2, N), where N stands for
no bid, if m; C m~, then b; -(N, 2), and if mi - m~, then bt -(2, 2). A proposal is
coordinated if proposals b; and b~ by players i and j are such that 6; - bj for i, j- 1, 2.

Out of all bidding proposals, 30010 (972~3200) are coordinated. These coordinated
proposals are followed by the proposed bid somewhat more often than uncoordinated
proposals, in 69010 (671~972) vs. 46~0 (1019~2228) of the cases.

How oRen players bid according to their own proposal when it is coordinated with
the proposal of the other bidder depends on the proposal. They comply with coordinated
efficient proposals quite frequently, in 77070 (749~972) of the cases, while not efficient
coordinat.ed proposals are complied somewhat less often, in 56~10 (126~223) of the cases.
These numbers, however, do not take into account if the value message sent by the bidder
was truthful or not, hence distorting the information on behavior in cases that look as if
connected to efficient proposals, that actually are not leading to efficient outcomes because

Not coordinated proposals ( 2228~3200) Efficient proposals Other proposals All not coordinated

not followed by proposed bid

followed by proposed bid
495~1053 (47Q1o)

558~1053 (53o1a)

714~1175 (60010)

461~1175 ( 40oJó)

1209~2228 (54qo)
1019~2228 (4óplo)

All (followed and not followed) 1053~2228 (48~) 1175~~22,~ (53`~)

Table 3.8: Bidding after not coordinated bidding proposals.
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Own proposal ( N,2) is coordinated Own proposal (N,2) is not coordinated

Value v; No bid Bid 2, 10 or 20 tio bid Bid 2, 10 or 20
10

20

131~144 (91010)

7~31 (23010)

13~144 (9Plo)

24~31 (77PIo)

34~65 (52Q1o)

0~31 (Oo1o)

31~65 (48P1o)

31~31 (100`rIo)

Table 3.9: Player i sends value message 10, receives value message 20 and proposes
bi - (N, 2).

bidders did not reveal private information truthfully

Therefore, we select now only the efficient proposals made by players proposing for
themselves a bid that is costly to them in the short run. This happens if player i sends
value message 10 and receives value message 20, and we consider the players proposing
b; -(N, 2), corresponding to the efficient. collusion. It also happens if player i has value 20,
and we consider the players proposing b; -(2, 2), corresponding to the simple collusion.

The situation when player i submits the efficient. proposal b~ - (N, 2) after he received
from the other bidder a higher value, message than his value message occurs in 271 cases,
see Table 3.9. In 77~10 (209~271) of these cases, the bidder reported the low value truthfully.

We observe that. many of the efficient proposals, 65PIc (175~271), are in this situation

coordinated. Most of t.he coordinated proposals are followed by the proposed bid, i.e. no

bid, 78~10 (138~175). Truthfully reporting bidders facing a coordinated proposal comply

with their own proposal nearly exclusively, in 91`~C, (131~144) of the cases. Tl~uthfully

reporting facing efficient proposal that is not coordinated still comply in 52P1o (34~65) of

the cases. We take this behavior as an evidence of some teaching efforts. Players take
actions that may be costly to them in short term to improve final payoffs.

The situation when player i has high value and proposes b; -(2, 2) occurs in 358

cases, see Table 3.10. In 39~0 (141~358) of these cases, the bidder reported truthfully

that his value is high. 32~c (114~358) of these simple collusion proposals are followed by

the proposed bid 2, but when a player with high value did not submit a truthful value

message, he mostly did not comply with the proposal (2,2), in 89`io (192~217) of the

cases. These are the players who try to "trick" the other player to believe that they are

going to bid low because their value is low, and then they submit most often the bid of

10. We observed this type of behavior very often. When the bidder submitted truthful

value message, the compliance rate is much higher. For coordinated proposals, it is 79c1o

(50~63), and even for not coordinated proposals, it is 50o1e (39~78), again interpreted as

some teaching efforts.
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Player i sends value message

10
20

Own proposal (2,2) is coordinated

Bid '2

10~1L (9clo)

50~63 (79P1o)

Bid 10, 20 or N
102 ~112 (91~10)

13~63 (21010)

Own proposal

Bid 2
15~105 (14qo)

39~78 (50oIó)

Table 3.10: Player i has value 20 and proposes b; -(2, 2).
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2,2) is not coordinated

Bid 10, 20 or N

90~105 (86c1o)

39~78 (50e1c)

We suggest that there is some evidence for teaching on the side of some bidders
evident for bidders who report own value truthfully. When a proposal is efficient, but
not coordinated, and in short run costly to such a bidder who submitted it, in 50010
(39~78) of the cases the player i with a high value proposing b; - (2, 2) complies with own

proposal, and in 52`~0 (34~65) of the cases the player sending low value message, receiving

high value message from the other player and proposing 6; - (N, 2) complies with own
proposal. Players take this costly actions in all games suggesting that it is not an artefact
of learning the game by experimenting .

We also observe that when players' proposals are coordinated on the efficient collusion,
the bidder who reported his value truthfully and faces a possibly costly decision is much
more likely to make this decision in the case of efficient collusion, 91P1o (131~144), than in
the case of simple collusion, 34010 (60~175). So, simple collusion is simpler, but players are
less likely to comply with proposals coordinated on it than in case of the efficient collusion.
The effort of coordinat.ion is perhaps not worth khe gain in case of simple collusion (one
round ex-ante expected payoff of simple collusion and uncooperative equilibrium is 46
and 4, respectively), and the motivation becornes stronger when the coordination gain
increases (to one round ex-ante expected payoff of efficient. collusion 4r ). There is some
evidence that this effect is present in simple one-shot coordination games, see Battalio et
al. [6] for an example where increasing the coordination gains on the efficient equilibrium
affect coordination success.

Observation 5: Bidding according to own bidding proposal. Subjects bid accord-
ing to their own proposal more often when the proposal is coordinated than when
it is not. They are also more likely to bid according to their own proposal when the
proposal is efficient, suggesting that the bid proposals are not used for communica-
tion and intention signalling when players play inef6cient, not. collusive strategies.

When in a situation requiring that the colluding subject bids lower than in any uncoop-
erative equilibrium, subjects are more likely to comply with a coordinated proposal
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Sessions

Value is 10 and value message 20

Value is 20 and value message 10

T1
37070

52P1o

with bidding proposals ~ without bidding pr
T2

29Q!

52~10

T3
25`~c

64010

T4
15oI'o

41 Plo

T5
27`~C

39~

C1
23Qlc

40Q1e

C2
15P1c

5~~e

Table 3.11: Value messages not coinciding with value.

C3
1210

65oJó

posals

C4

13~0

51 qo

suggesting efficient collusion than a coordinated proposal suggesting simple collu-
s10T1.

Finally, subjects also quite often comply with the collusive proposals when they are not
coordinated, and this even after they had time to learn the game. This suggests
some teaching intentions of such complied uncoordinated proposals.

3.5.3 Value messages and sidepayments

Value messages
We consistently observe that players are more likely to misrepresent own value when

it. is high, see Table 3.11. This behavior may be due to some players trying to "bluff'and
make the other player believe that he is not facing a bidder who bids high. Then, bidding
high by the bluffing bidder might increase his own payoff in the current round. This
form of bluffing, if it is such, is in any case not consistent with trying to bluff a bidding
having in mind the efficient collusion. In that case, on contrary, it might be in short run
profitable to pretend to be a high type, instead of pretending to be a low type.

Due to this behavior of bidders, in all sessions the value message 20 is more informa-
tive. We do not find a treatment effect influencing value messages when looking at the
fraction of truthful reports in the first 10 rounds. While other aspects of the history of
the game might affect the players' signalling strategy, we find no significant difference in
the way players report their private information between sessions with and without bid-
ding proposals~. We discussed in previous section that players sending truthful rnessages
use different bidding strategies than the players misrepresenting their value. They also
respond to the value message of the other bidder in a different. way.

In the questionnaire, 50o-10 of the treatment sessions participants and 34.7PIo of the
control sessions participants advice to send a truthful value message.

' The Mann-Whitney U test. for all games, 2-tailed p-value p- 0.327.
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Received value message is 10

sent value message is 10 and true value is 10

sent value message is 20 and true value is 20

sent value message is 10 and true value is 20

sent value message is 20 and true value is 10

Sessio

without bidding proposals
20070 ( out of 248)

33Io (out of 241)

2clo ( out of 43)

~o1c (out of 312)

ns

65

with bidding proposals

27eIo (out of 216)

40010 (out of 371)

2~0 out of (100)

3Plo out of (370)

Table 3.12: Winners sending 4 and more points as a sidepayment.

Sidepayments

The necessity of sidepayments to support truthful information revelation is restricted
to the cooperat.ive phase of efficient collusive equilibria. The amount of sidepayments sent
in one game by a player during control and treatment sessions do not differs.

Sidepayments are not rartdom, and often strictly positive. Winners revealing truthfully
their private information send positive sidepayments more often than winners who mis-
represent their value, see Table 3.12. In this table we present the fraction of winners who
send sidepayment of 4 or more points (coinciding with incentive compatibility conditions
derived in the theory part, supporting truthful revelation of private information).

Less than 5010 of the winners misrepresenting their value in their value message send,
upon receiving value message 10 from the losing bidder, a sidepayment of 4 points or
more.

On the other hand, winners reporting truthfully their own value send, upon receiving
value message 10 from the losing bidder, a sidepayrnent of 4 points or more roughly in
one third of the cases. The rewards are more common if the truthfully reporting winner
had a higher value than the losing bidder, but. even in case of equal value messages, one
third of truthfully reporting winners send at least 4 points to the other bidder.

A closer look at the type of players sending sidepayments and situations in which
sidepayments are sent tells us that sidepayments indeed have the form of a reward: for
a given type (with value 10 or 20), a winner will send a higher sidepayment the lower
the bid of the losing player was. Average sidepayments sent by the winner, depending
on the winner's value, value message as well as the bid of the losing player, are presented
in Table 3.13. Consistent with efficient collusion, the sidepayments are highest (around
7 points) when the winner has value v- 20, sends truthful value message ~n - 20, and

aMann-Whitney U test for all games, 2-tailed p-value p- 0.293.
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Loser's bid in sessions
Winner's a-ithout bidding proposals with bidding proposals

value value message N 2 10 N 2 10

10
20

10
20

2.50
7.05

1.19
2.67

0.00
0.73

2.98
6.30

1.70
2.32

0.00
0.34

10

20

20

10

0.85

1.15
0.70
0.23

0.00
0.28

0.90
2.44

0.14

0.34

0.00

0.28

Table 3.13: Average sidepayments sent by winner depending on the bid of the losing
bidder.

Loser's bid in sessions
Winner's withotrt bidding proposals with bidding proposals

value value message N 2 10 N 2 10
10

20

10

20
25~0
84010

18~

30010
Oola

8010

56e1o

76o1a

17e1o

26P1o

Oolo

3070
10

20

20

10

8elo

8~0

Oo1a

óoJo

OoI'o

1 oJc

10010

38oJo

lplo

2o7e

Oo1o

1~c

Table 3.14: Winners sending incentive compatible sidepayments depending on the bid of
the losing bidder.

the losing pla,yer bids 0. The pattern is qualitatively the same in control and treatment
sessions.

In Table 3.14 we present complementary information on the fraction of winners, who,
upon observing the looser's bid, send a sidepayment compatible with incentives to reveal
valuations truthfully (at least 4 points).

Truthfully reporting winners with value 20 are most likel,y to send incentive compatible
sidepayments (84~1c and 76`~C. of them do in control and treatrnent sessions, respectively).
Additional interesting information is gained on winners with value 20, who "hide' in their
value message behind the low value 10. In 38~10 of the cases, they send sufficiently high
sidepayment if the other bidder abstains from bidding. These bidders, even if not trusting
fully the other bidder to bid according to the efficient collusion. do not want to deviate
in an observable way.

The amount of sidepayments sent by a player over ten rounds is posit.ively correlated
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Sessions

with bidding proposals without bidding proposals

Value Bid T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 C1 C2 C3 C4

10 ~ 1~0 14~1a 6010 25c~o 22 io 2~0 ócio 3clo 17o1c

10 2 78oIá 78P1c 75P1o 66q 57010 81~ 83P1o 76070 80010
10 10 21 ~0 7~ 19010 9010 22o1c 16QIo 11 Plo 20P1o 3010

20 N OoÏo 1 Qlo 1070 7070 1 lo Oo1c 2c7'o O~o 10l0

20 2 11Q1c 29oI'c 4o1c 42oJo 41~0 9Qlo 28070 20oJ'o 64~0

20 10 83~ 67o7e 90oIo 50010 54cIó 88010 69~ 7910 33c7o

20 20 6~0 3clo 6010 10l0 4070 3Plc 1070 1 oIó 1 oJo

Table 3.15: Bid frequency in all sessiorrs.
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with the player's payoff in both control and treatments sessions~.

We conclude that sidepayments serve a role in addition to income smoothing, namely
as an efficiency-promoting tool, via extracting truthfrrl reports. These truthfirl reports are
necessary for efficiency gains of the efficient. collusive strategies some players succeeded to
implement. Sending sidepaymerrts pays out.

3.5.4 Bidding

In Table 3.15 we report the frequency of feasible bids for a player with value t~ E{ 10, 20}
in all sessions, and in column "All" aggregated for sessions of one type.

We observe that the rnajority of bids is concentrated on the undominated stage game
Nash equilibrium: bid 2 for value 10, and bid 10 for value 20. Table 3.17 supplements t.his
information by the frequency of players who consistently over the first ten rounds of the
game bid according to this st.rategy. In this table, we do not allow any deviation from the
stage game Nash equilibrium over the first ten rounds. and thus understate the number
of players who most of the time, but not all the time play a strategy from eu. By game
5, a majority of the players submits bids according to eu in sessions T1, T2, T3 and C1,
C2, C3. In the remaining sessions, players' behavior is more volatile.

This supports our observation 1 we made before that only some players achieve ef-
ficiency gains. Players coordinate most often on simple repetition of stage game Nash

~For all games, the Pearson's correlation coefíicient is 0.462 for control sessions, 0.338 for treatment
sessions and significant at lolo level in both cases.
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Value

10
10
10
20
20
20
20

Bid
Se

with bidding proposals

N
2
10

sions

without bidding proposaLs

238~1536 (16o-Io)

1088~1536 (71oI'o)
210~1536 (14010)

N
2
10

94~1101 (8~10)

876~1101 (79010)

131~1101 (12010)

9~1196 (lqo)

420~1196 (35oTo)

752~1196 (63010)

15~1196 (Oo7'o)

37~1664 (2qo)

480~1664 (29010)
1094~1664 (óóolo)

53~1664 (3010)20

Table 3.16: Average bid frequency.

Sessions

with bidding proposals wíthout bidding proposals

game T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 C1 C2 C3 C4
1 50qo 31q 20P1o 310l0 17010 30PIo lOPlo lOl0 13010
2 40PIo 38010 70010 25010 33oI'o 70qc 30010 60P1o 13~

3 ó0qo 38oÍo 60qo 31oI'o 33010 50P1o 40010 40010 6~
4 60P1e 440l0 70Q1o 38oÍo 25010 90010 40~10 60P1o 13Q1o

5 6007ó 56010 90010 2501ó 17Q1o 70~ 60o1c 50~10 6~

Table 3.17: Frequency of players playing undominated stage game Nash equilibrium in
rounds 1 to 10.
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equilibria, ignoring possible gains from information sharing, and even simple collusion
strategies without necessity to share information.

Surprisingly, we do not observe simple collusion very often. There is some indication
that players incline towards simple collusion more likely in the games without bidding
proposals, while in the games with bidding proposals, efficient collusion is more likely. A
low value bidder is twice as likely to choose no bid in sessions with bidding proposals than
without bidding proposals, while high value types do not have a lower propensity to bid
2 in sessions without bidding proposals, see Tak,le 3.15. On t.he contrary, high value types
submit bid 2 in 35P1o of the cases in sessions without bidding proposals and in 29Q1o of the
cases in sessions with bidding proposals. While bidding 2 by a high type might be part
of simple or efficient collusion, the fact that there are only half as many choices of bid
N when the value is low indicates that simple collusion is partially responsible for those
bids.

Observation 6: Simple vs. efficient collusion Sirnple collusion is more likely to be
responsible for some of the efficiency gains in sessions without cheap talk bidding
proposaLs than in games with bidding proposals. On the other hand, the propensity
to efficient collusion is higher in games with bidding proposals than in games without
the cheap talk bidding proposals. Thus, efficiency gains in games without cheap talk
are mostly due to the simple collusion, while efficiency gains in games with bidding
proposals are due to a rnix of efficient and sinrple collusiorr.

Estimating the bidding function

In order to shed light on the question "how do players bid?" and on the role of the cheap
talk bidding proposals in this process, we estimate bidding functions in the following
multinomial logit model.

Prob(bid - j~x ~ v - 10) -
Qio,I~

e~
i r ~ ep,o,i~

k k

ep~o'z~
Prob(bid - j ~~; ; v- 20) - ~ pzo~~ ~

ke k

where ~ is the parameter vector for bid j and player type r,, where j E {N,2,10}
for v- 10 and j E{N, 2,10, 20} for v- 20. x; is the i-th vector of observations. Let us
denote a general vector of observations by ~.
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By doing this, we intend to explain the probability that player with a certain value
in the current round will choose a particular feasible bid. The explanatory variables are
the round and game in which the bid was submitted, the relevant information from the
current round, i.e. the value message sent. and received by the bidder and information
on the previous round cooperation relevant behavior, i.e. the presence of sidepayments
and bidding in the line of cooperative phase of a collusive equilibrium. Also, we include
a dummy for the treatment variable, and its interaction with coordinated proposals.

Admittedly, the estimation is done by neglecting the possible dependence of obser-
vations. We treat data from every repeated game as a sequence of independent random
trials. While we do not want to oversell the results of these procedures, they allow us
to combine the factors that we have discussed separately above, and assess their relative
influence.

We aggregate the data of cont.rol and treatment. sessions into one dataset. One observa-
tion for value v E{10. 20} is a vector x-(game, roun.d, tt, mg, Lheapc, Lspic, bp, propc).
It describes the date of the observation in terms of gante E { 1, ..., 5} and raun.d E
{2, ...,10}. We exclude round 1 to avoid missing observations of the lagged va.riables,
and data beyond the 10-th round to avoid missing observations across games and ses-
sions. To understaud the use of value messages, we include a variable tt where tt - 1 if
bidder's value message coincides with the current value, and tt - 0 otherwise. On the side
of received value messages, the variable mg - 1 if the bidder received message 20 from the

other bidder, and mg - 0 otherwise. Two lagged variables, Lheapc, Lspic, describe pre-

víous round bidding and sidepayments. Variable Lheapc - 1 if the other bidder appeared

to be bidding according to the cooperative phase of the efficient collusion in the previous

round, and Lheapc - 0 otherwise~~~. Lspic - 1 if the winner of the previous round sent

sidepayment compatible with incentives to reveal truthfully private information", and
Lspic - 0 otherwise. The treatment dummy variable 6p - 1 for observations collected in
treatment games with bidding proposals, and bp - 0 for observatious collected in control
games without. bidding proposaLs. Finally, dummy variable propc - 1 if in the session with
bidding proposals, the current rormd proposals are coordinated, and propc - 0 otherwise.

All binary explanatory variables are defined in such a way that if value 1 is attained,
we expect an increase in the probability of bidding according to the cooperative phase

~uA player appears to bid according aeC~ if he does not deviate in an observable way, i.e. upon sending
value message 20 or upon sending message 10 and receiving message 10 he bids either 0 or 2; and upon
sending value message 10 and receiving value message 20 he bids 0.

~~ That means, the sidepa}'ment was at least 4 and at most 9 points.
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of the efficient colhrsion, because the previous round bidding and sidepayments were in
the line with this form of collusion, and the player sends truthfirl value message in the
current. round. Thus, we expect. that the weights predicted for bids N and 2 are higher in
cases when the binary variables attains value 1 rather than 0. If the treatment variable is
effective and bidding proposals indeed help players to sustain efficient. collusion, we expect
the effect in the same direction of both variable bp and propc.

Definition 3.1 Obseruation ~ is cooperative if x is such that tt. - 1, Lheapc - 1, and
Lspic - 1, and uncooperative if .r is such that tt - 0, Lspic - O,and Lheapc - 0.

Due to the nonlinearity of the probability model, we face the problem of evaluating
the marginal effects of the explanatory variables. The marginal effects are in general
not constant. and depend on the observation. :~loreover, taking simply derivatives is not
possible as our explanatory variables are discrete. The usual practise of averaging the
marginal effects at different observations costs then a lot of information with respect to
the size of the marginal effects.

We therefore demonstrate the effect of each explanatory variable by presenting esti-
mated bid probabilities for both player types in the two most extreme cases: for a coop-
erative observation and for an uncooperative observation. For each explanator,y variable,
we then consider the effect. of "switching off" the variable in a cooperative observation
(the investigated variable is set to 0, other variables are as in cooperative observation);
and"switching on" the variable in the uncooperative observation (the investigated variable
is set to 1, other variables are as in uncooperative observation).

We expect that different weights will be given to low bids when the observation is
cooperative and when it is not. Also, it is in the line with efficient collusion that the
bidding of a low value player is sensitive to the received value message: upon receiving
message 20, the player bids N, otherwise bids 2, while bidding of high value player is not.
sensitive to the received value message, and he always bids 2.

The estimations of the bidding function can be found in Appendix 3. We summarize
the predictions of this model in two by two tables, organized by value (10 or 20) and
observation (uncooperat.ive or uncooperative). Tables 3.18 and 3.19 contain the predicted
bidding for value 10 under uncooperative and cooperative observation, and similarly 3.20
and 3.21 contain the predicted bidding for value 20 under uncooperative and cooperative
observation.

In each of these tables, there are actually included three estimated bid functions,
depending of the treatment dummies. One for a session without bidding proposals, one
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Estimated weights to bids in sessions

Received message
20
10

w-ithout bidding proposals

Bid N
2010

Oo1o

Bid 2

66010

81 q~

with bidding proposals

proposal not coordinated
Bid N

2qo

OQIo

Bid 2
67010

82o1c;

proposal

Bid N
lOqo

7~0

coorclinated

Bid 2

60010

80qo

Table 3.18: Value 10: Bidding estirnations for game 3, round 6 at uncooperative observa-
t ion.

Estimated weights to bids in sessions

without bidding proposals with bidding proposals
proposal not coordinated proposal coordinated

Received message Bid N Bid 2 Bicí N Bid 2 Bid N Bid 2

20

10

5707'0

9Plo

41PIo

89010

65qo

12o1c

33010

86010

90010

41010

9010

58oI'o

Table 3.19: Value 10: Bidding est.intations for game 3, rotmd 6 at cooperative observation.

Received message

20
10

Estimated weights to bids in sessions

without bidding proposals

Bid N Bid 2 Bid 10

Oqo

OoJo

l lolo

8qo

88010

90c~

with hidding proposals
proposal not coordinated
Bid N Bicl 2 Bid 10

Oo1o

1 `ic

7`10

i"lc

89`l~

90`~

proposal coord

Bid N
3~0

Ocro

Bid 2
10`ro

1410

nated
Bid 10

8401'0

83 Jo

Table 3.20: Value 20: Bidding estimations for game 3, round 6 at uncooperative observa-
tion.

Estimated weights to bids in sessions

wlthout bidding proposals with bidding proposals

proposal not coordínated proposal coordinated
Received message Bid N Bid 2 Bid 10 Bid N Bid 2 Bid 10 Bid N Bid 2 Bid 10

20

10

4010

OPIc

82c1c

89010

14070

11P1o

14070

1Qlo

67~

82~0

19o1e

lóolc

18q

1~

72q

90~1c

10~

8~0

Table 3.21: Value 20: Bidding estimations for game 3, round 6 at cooperative observation.
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for a session with bidding proposals when the proposals were not coordinated, and one
for a session with bidding proposals when the proposals were coordinated.

Let. us consider first the Tables 3.18 and 3.20 which contain predictions at the un-
cooperative observations. We observe that the estimated bids do not vary extensively
depending on whether proposals were allowed or not. Iir the uncooperative state, the
players bid in a similar way in both session types and in the way consistent. with the stage
game Nash equilibrium, i.e. for value 10 most of the weight is given to bid 2, see Table
3.18, and for value 20, most of the weight is given to bid 10, see Table 3.20. At the unco-
operative observation, we expect players do not condition bidding on the received value
message, because outside the efficient. collusion, these messages convey no information.
This is the case for value 20, but. for value 10, we see a shift of the bidding towards very
aggressive bid 10 after the received message is 20. Such bidding yields for sure payoff of 0
for the bidder submitt.ing it. Two points are interesting: t.hat players are willing to submit.
these very spiteful and costly bids, and that they condition thereby orr the received value
message. The first point can be explained by observing that bid 10 in ca.5e t.he value is
10 is part of a punishment phase after defection from the cooperative phase of a collusive
eqtulibrium. The second point seems to be explainable only by players naive approach to
the cheap talk messages.

Now, let us consider the Tables 3.19 and 3.21 which contain predictions at. the coop-
erat.ive observation. These predictions differ from the previous: they depend more on the
received value message and on the presence of (coordiuated) bidding proposals. First,
both for value 10 and 20, and any received value message, the bids predicted for the
cooperative observation are indeed cooperative, compared to the predictions made at the
uncooperative observation, i.e. they put more weight to lower bids. 1~Ioreover, we observe,

exact.ly as expected, that when the value is low, bidding is highly sensitive to the received

value message while this is not the case when value is high. Finally, bidding is "more

cooperative" giving higher weights to lower bids in sessions with bidding proposals than
in sessions without biding proposals, and in sessions with bidding proposals, particularly
when the proposals are coordinated.

Consider first the case of bidding when value is 20 in Table 3.21. Unlike at uncooper-
ative observation, where more than 80~0 of the bids are predicted at bid 10 corresponding
to the uncooperative equilibritun, now more than 80P1o are predicted for bids N and 2, i.e.
bids consistent with one or another form of collusion.

Now we concentrate on bidding when value is 10 in Table 3.19. Here bidding depends
strongly on the received value message, which is consistent with the eflicient collusion.
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In sessions without bidding proposals, up to 57~ weight is given to the bid N, and in
sessions with coordinated biding proposals, up to 90010! When a proposal is made, but
is not coordinated, then the estimated probability of an efficient bid is 65~10, comparable
more to sessions without bidding proposals than to sessions with coordinated bidding pro-
posaLs. We recall that we consider here predictions at a cooperative observation, hence
the decrease of properrsity to bid collusively just due to an uncoordinated proposal is
actually very surprising: players observed cooperative biddirrg and sidepayments in t.he
previous round, and nothing else has changed besides that in the chap talk stage, bidders
exchanged messages that were not coordinated. We observe that these t.heoretically irrel-
evant nonbinding messages infíuence players' beliefs quite strongly, even if the history of
play gives no reason to change the beliefs.

The last thing we note is that when proposals are coordinated and the value is 10,
the predicted weight to bid N is 41P1o even if the received value message is 10, i.e. when
the computer randomization could choose the winner of the auction for colluding players
equally well as players' coordination via the bidding proposals. Players prefer to take care
for this randomization by assigning the winner via bidding proposals.

Observation 7: Bidding We observe that a cooperative history of play fosters cooper-
ative bidding. The bidding at. a cooperative observation, defined by previous round
incent.ive compatible sidepa,yments, collusive bidding, and current round truthtelling
value messages, is more c.ooperative than bidding at. uncooperative observations. At
a cooperative observation, players condition on the received value messages as pre-
dicted by the efficient collusion. In addition, the reassurance role of the bidding
proposals is important. The presence of bidding proposals when they are coordi-
nated yields the highest propensit,y to collusive bidding at a cooperative observation
and removing the coordination of proposals decreases significantly the propensity
for collusive bídding even at a cooperative nbservation.

3.5.5 Questionnaires

The Tables 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24 summarize the information collected in the questionnaires
with 46 participants in four control sessions (without bidding proposals) and 64 partic-
ipants in five treatments sessions (with bidding proposals). The numbers in the tables
denote the fraction of participants in corrtrol or treatment experiments that gave the
answer indicated in the first column.
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Advice Question(s)
Sessio

5.a, 5.b

5.a

5.b

5.f

5.f

5.f

35P1o

86q

43Q1o

35010

35P1o

30Q1o

send truthful value message when v-10 and v-20

send truthful value message when v-10

send truthful value message when v- 20

do not send sidepayments

send as sidepayment less than half of earnings

send as sidepaymnent half of earnings

Table 3.22: Questionaire data.

Question 6(a):
Agent should propose a bid

according to efficient collusion

according to simple collusion

according to uncooperative equilibriutn

other

without proposals

Sessio

without proposals

52o1c

13~10

15Q1o

20o1c

ns

75

with proposals

50oïo

83oI'o

57PIo

34e1o

2501'0

41010

with proposals

48o1c

17070

11 ~!c

24`'lc

Table 3.23: Bidding proposal when own value is 10, the value message sent is 10 and the
value message received is 20.

We observe that trust in value messages received from the other players is positively
correlated with own truthtelling. The participants who advice to send a trut.hful value
message (35P1o in the control and 50P1o in the treatment. sessions, see Table 3.22) are more
likely to advice to trust in the received value message. The nonparametric Spearman's
correlation coefficient equals to 0.599, and is significant, p- 0.01, 2-tailed. This may
indicate that players predict. the trustworthiness of others by their own trustworthiness.
On the other hand, players may become more trusting because they started in the game
as truthtelling players, thus collecting more cooperat.ive experience.

Nevertheless, players seem to be unable to completely ignore the cheap talk messages -
even if they themselves send nonrevealing signals. Both in control and treatment sessions,
around half of the participants proposes the efficient collusive strategy, see Table 3.23.

We also asked the participants (question 8 of the questionnaire), which type of com-
munication, value messages or bidding proposals, would they prefer, if the game was such
that only one of the messages was allowed. From the theoretical viewpoint, it is the knowl-
edge of the private valuation signal that is necessary for the efficient collusion. However,
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Question 6(b):

Bid according to own proposal if it is

efficient collusion, requesting bid 0

simple collusion, requesting bid 2

uNE, requesting bid 2

other proposal

all proposals

Sessio
without proposals

91070

88010

43P1o

67~!

80P1c

ns

with proposals

73010

100Q1o

86010

25P1o

óóolc

Table 3.24: Average advice to comply with own bidding proposal when it may be costly
to the agent.

more than half of the players, 5401o in control and 6401o in treatment sessions, suggested
that they prefer the bidding proposals as they reveal "more information". In fact, what
the bidding proposals reveal is whether the player complied with his own proposal or
not - and in this way say something about the players' intentions, while value messages,
whether truthful or not, are neutral from this viewpoint.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we study a two-player repeated first price auction game with private valttes
and a discrete strategy set. By adding a pre-game communication stage and explicit
sidepayments t.o the game we are able to support various collusive strategies as equilibria
of the finitely repeated game. We experimentally study the behavioral salience of these
equilibria, in particular those that achieve payoffs above the payoffs achievable in the
one-shot version of the game.

In the equilibrium selection hypothesis we h,ypothesize that the complexity of the
efficient equilibria prevents players from coordinating on them.

As a treatment variable, we introduce into the game an additional cheap talk stage in
which the players simultaneously send bidding strategy proposals after they exchanged
signals on their private information. The bidding proposals are computerized, structured
and anonymous. According to the communication hypothesis, this form of communication
allows players to coordinate their beliefs about which equilibrium they play, and reassure
them to bid below the st.age game eyuilibrium bids. Hence, we expect that acíding cheap
talk bidding proposals improves players' ability to bid collusively.

It is observed in the experimental literature (for a survey, see chapter 2) that the effect
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of communication in simple games is rather strong, and players are able to coordinat.e
on the efficient equilibria rnore often when communication is allowed than when it is
not allowed. It is therefore of interest. to submit the effect of communication to closer
investigation in games that are more complex.

One role communication might play in complex games is to teach players about the
existence of equilibria they are not aware of. In the teachirrg hypothesis we suggest that
adding cheap talk bidding proposals to the game may help bidders to inform theír co-
players about the possibilities of the collusive bidding.

Our observations do not support an unambiguous effect of communication in the com-
plex repeated game we study. The claim that being able to communicate will lead to
efficient outcomes is definit.ely sensitive to the struct.ure of the game.

On the aggregate level, we cannot reject the equilibrium selection hypot.hesis. It is
indeed the case, that pla,yers mostly coordinate on the simple equilibria that consist of
repeating the stage game Nash equilibria that do not require coordination and trust in
the other players' cheap talk messages, or the use of sidepayments. The average levels of
efficiency are low.

Looking closer at the individual behavior, some players try, and succeed, to coordinate
on more profitable equilibria. In this respect, the variance we observe among sessions is
interesting and seems to be more pronounced than the difference between the control
and treatment sessions. In both control and t.reatment s~sions, players earn on average
the same payoffs, and send the same sidepayments, but the individual sessions differ
among each other. The cornmon feature is t.hat in both session types, the behavior of
players signalling truthfully their privat.e type is more "cooperative" than that of players
misrepresenting their value. The propensity t.o bid according to the efficient collusion is
somewhat higher in sessions with cheap talk bidding proposals, whereas players bid more
often according to the simple collusion in the sessions without the cheap talk bidding
proposals.

When bidding proposals are allowed, bidding according to efficient collusion is nearly
perfectly correlated with the appearance of bidding proposals that are coordinated on the
cooperative phase of the efficient collusion. When players collude, they "communicate".
So, while on the aggregate level we also have to reject t.he communication hypothesis,
because there is no unambiguous increase in efficiency due to the presence of the bidding
proposals, we have to note that there may be two counteracting effects of the bidding
proposals leading to this result. One of them is the stable communication pattern in the
player pa,irs who eventually coordinate on the efficient collusion, i.e. the reassurance role
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of the two sided communication. The other one is the considerable number of proposals
that are in line with efficient collusion, but defected upon. The defections then create
mistrust, and collusive bidding breaks down. As an outcome of these two effects, when
collusion occurs in sessions with the bidding proposals, it is either very stable, or it ends
abruptly. Van der Heijden et aL [68] also find a similar pattern in a giR-exchange game,
where sidepayments allow to increase efficiency if players coordinate on rather complex
equilibria. It is observed by the authors that trust and cooperation is withdrawn fast, if
some player deviates.

It seems that even if using the nonbinding communication to build reputation in
a repeated game is an interesting candidate to help players to select among multiple
equilibria, adding communication may lead in repeated games to more competitive rather
than to more cooperative behavior. In a repeated game, the defections from own intention
signals can be directly observed. This generates mistrust and may motivate player's to
abolish the efforts to submit collusive strategies.

As mentioned earlier, it may be the case that complex equilibria are not sustained
easily in the games, because some players take longer time to understand them. According
to the teaching hypothesis, the communication might serve also as additional resource of
informat.ion for the players. According to this hypothesis, the bidders aware of the efficient
collusive equilibrium strategy will comply to their own collusive bidding proposals even
if this proposal is not. coordinated. We find some support for this hypothesis. Even
if bidding according to the collusive proposal is possibly costly for the bidder, and the
efficient proposal is not coordinated, the frequency with which the bidders submit these
bids is higher than the frequency with which they bid according to an uncoordinated but
inefficient proposal.

Summarizing, we have a mixed evidence for the effect of adding a cheap talk stsategy
proposal stage to a complex repeated game with private information. On the aggregate
level, there is no strong change in behavior observed between session with and without
the strategy proposal stage. However, it seems that this observation is due to averaging
out the effect of few players who were able to coordinate on the most efficient equilibria,
and others, who behaved competitively.

In a paper studying a game similar with respect to its complexity to our game, Char-
ness and Garoupa [28] observe quite differently from us that subjects settle prevalently on
the collusive equilibria. One crucial difference in their design is that players learn in every
period about. the truthfulness of the private information signal received from the other
player, because the payoffs are publicly known. In the game we study in this chapter,
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the bidders never learn the true payoffs of the other player, and they can only deduce the
cooperativeness of the co-player from observing the received sidepayments. Despite the
fact that ex-ante, the trust into other player's private information signals is warranted at
a certain level of sidepayments, behaviorally this may be not t.he case. It is a question for

future research whether players with public information about current values and hence

payoffs of their co-players would find it easier to coordinate on collusive equilibria, after

this part of t.rust and payoff comparison uncertainty is removed.

3.7 Appendix 1: Instructions for participants

INTRODUCTION: You will now participate in an experiment on economic decision making.
The experiment will last approximately 1.5 hours. You will be paid after the experiment. No

other experiment participant will learn how much you earned. You will be paid 5 NLG for your

participation PLUS any additional earnings you make in the experiment. How much you earn

crucially depends on your decisions made in the experiment. During the whole experiment, you
are not allowed to talk to other participants. Disobeying this rule results in your exclusion from
the experiment.

You will participate in 5 games. In each game, you will play to one another participant of

the experiment. One game lasts at least 10 rounds. After the lOth round, we will flip a coin. If

head occurs, the game is over. Otherwise, you play another round. This continues at most until

the 15th round. After 15 rounds, the game is over.

After the experiment, you will be paid all what you earned in two of the 5 games. The two

games for which you will be paid will be determined after the experiment randomly, by drawing
two cards out of 5 cards with numbers 1 to 5.

Note that you will play each game consisting of 10 to 15 rounds with another participant of

the experiment. You will not learn the identity of this participant, and you will not play two
games with the same participant.

GAME DESCRIPTION: One game consists of 10 to 15 rounds. In each round of the game,
one object will be sold. You and the other participant will bid for the object. You will bid the
price you want to pay for the object. The person with a higher bid wins the object. If two equal
bids appear, the computer randomly chooses the winner. You may succeed to buy an object in

some rounds, and not succeed in other rounds. All bids are in points: 1 point - 25 cents; 4
points - 1 NLG.

In the computer program, you will always be called Blue. The other buyer will be called

Green.
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VALUE: At the beginning of each round, you will be informed how many points the object
is worth to you in this round. If you bid a certain price and you win the object, you earn in
that round your value 1~1INUS the price. You are not allowed to bid a price higher than your
value. Your value can be in each round 20 points (5 NLG) w-ith probability one half, and 10
points (2,5 NLG) with probability one half. It will be determined randomly by the computer
each round.

The Green player will be assigned the value in the same way as you, but independently of
you. Therefore, he may be assigned another value than you. Each round you will learn only
your own value, but not the value of the Green player.

Computer screen: You will learn your value iii each round in the field: "The value to Blue
is:

VALUE D4ESSAGE: After hearing your value, you can send a message to the Green player
about your value: you can send either the number 10 or the number 20. It is your choice and
you are allowed to send any of the two numbers.

Computer screen: You enter the value message in the field next to the text "Blue says: my
value is:" Scroll in the field with the mouse, or type on keyboard the number as you wish. Then
confirm by pressing OK using the mouse.

The Green player will do the same. You aiid the Green pla,yer will learn the value messages
at the same time.

Computer screen: Look for the message from Green in the field "Green said: my value is:"
BIDDING PROPOSAL: You can now make a proposal how you and Green should bid. You

can suggest for Blue and Green one of the allowed bids: 2, 10 or 20. In each round, you can
also choose to suggest that Blue and~or Green should stay out from bidding in that round. The
bidding proposal does not oblige you to bid accordingly.

Computer screen: You will enter your proposal in the fields below text: "Blue proposes"
Enter the proposal how you, Blue, should bid this round next to the field "Blue wil] bid";

and enter the proposal how Green should bid this round next to the field "Green will bid". Then
confirm by pressing OK using the mouse.

Green will do the same. You and Green will learn the proposals at the same time.
Computer screen: Look for the proposal from Green in the field "Green proposed"
Find the proposal how you should bid in the field "Blue will bid", and the proposal how

Green should bid in the field "Green will bid".

BIDDING: Bid is the price in points you want to pay for the object and it must be one of
three numbers: 2, 10, 20, or the words "no bid" if you want to stay out from bidding in that
round. You cannot bid higher than your value. If you choose to stay out, you do not participate
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in this round, and you cannot win the object.

Computer screen: You will enter your bid in the field next to "Blue bids". Type one of the
allowed bids, or scroll into the field with the mouse. Then confirm by pressing OK using the
mouse.

WINNER: The bidder with the higher bid wins the object. In case of two equal bids, the

winner will be determined at random by the computer: each bidder therr wins with probability

2. The amount of points of the winner from the bidding is winner's value MINUS winner's bid.

In case both players stay out, nobody buys the objects in this round.

SIDEPAYI~4ENTS: If you earn in some round a positive number of points, you can send to
Green any part of it as a sidepayment. That means you are allowed to setrd any amount between
0 points and the number of points you earned in this round. This nurtiber is then subtracted
from your earnings. If Green earns in some round a positive number of points, he~she can also

send a part of it to you. This is then added to you earnings in that round.

Computer screen: You will enter your sidepayment in the field next to "Blue gives to Green

from own earnings". Type in any number between 0 and the total number of points you earned
this round, as you wish. Then confirm by pressing OK using mouse.

Computer screen: If you did not win the bidding in this round, find the sidepayment from
Green in the field "Green gave to Blue".

EARNINGS IN ONE ROUND: If you win the object in some round, your earnings in this

round are: your value MINUS your bid MINUS sidepayment to Green. If you do not win the
object in some round, your earnings in this round are: sidepayrnent frour the Green.

3.8 Appendix 2: Questionnaire

1. Participant Nr.

2. Age :

3. What do you study?

4. Do you live with your parents?

5. Suppose you have to instruct your lawyer to bid in your name in an auction like the ones
you just participated in i.e. the lawyer can send messages about your value, make bidding
proposals, decide whether to bid or not in each round, and there is a possibility for the
winner of the auction to send a part of the earnings to the other participant of the auction.
What instructions would you give your lawyer? Instructions have the form:
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~ - If Blue value is 10, Blue will say that the value is:

- If Blue value is 20, Blue will say that the value is:

- Do believe ~ do not believe the said value by Green:

- Bidding proposals should change depending on Green said value: yes~no

- Blue will bid according to the Blue proposal: yes~no

- Should Blue stay out from bidding? (explain your answer).

- In case Blue wins, what sidepayment should Blue give? (explain your answer).

- Would you add something more to the instructions?

6. Imagine the following situation. In the first round, your value is 10 and you send the
message that your value is 10. You get a message from Green that his value is 20. (a)
What would you propose as bid for Blue and bid for Green? (b) Would you bid according
to the proposal (yes~no)? (c) In case you win, what sidepayment would you give to Green
(e.g. 0, 1, less than half of the points, half of the points, rnore than half of the points)?

7. Imagine another situation. In the first round, your value is 20 and you send the message
that your value is 10. You get a rnessage from Green t.hat his value is 10. (a) What
would you propose as bid for Blue and bid for Green? (b) Would you bid according to
the proposal (yes~no)? (c) In case you win, what sidepayment would you give to Green
(e.g. 0, 1, less than half of the points, half of the points, more than half of the points)?

8. Imagine you are going to play an auction like the one you just participated in and you are
asked to choose for you and Green only one type of the messages to be used in the whole
game. Either you will both have the possibility to send the value messages, or you will
both have the possibility to send the bidding proposals. Which one would you choose:
value messages or bidding proposals? How woulcí you explain your choice?

3.9 Appendix 3: Bidding function estimation

In Tables 3.25 and 3.26 we present the c.~stimated parameters for players with t~ - 10 and
v- 20, respectively, in the treatment sessions where players were allowed to send cheap
talk bidding proposals.
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Bid N Bid 10
Qo P~~o) Q1o P~~10)

g -0.035 0.567 -0.500 0.000
r -0.052 0.077 -0.023 0.316

tt 1.686 0.000 -0.939 0.000

mg 2.624 0.000 0.755 0.000

Lspic 1.357 0.000 - 1.122 0.003
Lheapc 1.040 0.000 -0.258 0.104

bp 0.320 0.122 - 0.056 0.699
propc 1.601 0.000 0.102 0.626
const -5.946 0.000 0.176 0.471

Log-likelihood - -1336.35
Pseudo RZ - 0.2590

Table 3.25: Value 10: estimated bid model.

Bid N Bid 2 Bid 20
1~o P~~O~ 1~2 PÍN2~ N2o P~N2o~

g -0.389 0.003 0.041 0.258 -0.513 0.000

r -0.315 0.000 -0.033 0.119 -0.033 0.601
tt 0.827 0.039 0.961 0.000 0.327 0.293

mg 2.544 0.000 -0.357 0.002 0.045 0.886
Lspic 2.530 0.000 2.070 0.000 1.259 0.111
Lheapc 0.667 0.121 1.134 0.000 -1.650 0.000

bp 1.000 0.034 -0.487 0.000 1.366 0.001
propc 0.951 0.021 0.723 0.000 -0.040 0.928
const -4.829 0.000 -1.962 0.000 -2.842 0.000

Log-likelihood- -1535.93
PseudoR2-0.2234
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Table 3.26: Value 20: Estimated bid model.



Chapter 4

Ef~iciency vs. risk in an evolutionary
model with cheap talk

In this chapter, we address t.he evolution of communication via cheap talk in 2 x 2 coordi-
nation games with complete information. We analyze a model that links the evolution of
meaningful messages to the payoff structure of the game and to the equilibrium selection
when risk and payoff dominance select different equilibria. We extend hereby the model
by Kandori, Mailath and Rob [76] (henceforth KMR) by adding a comrnunication stage
to the underlying coordination game. This game with a pre~play communication is played
by a population of anonymously and randomly matched individuals. Before the coordina-
tion game any two matched individuals send simultaneously a message from a 6nite set of
messages that have no a priori meaning. Each individual is prograrnmed to play a fixed
strategy during one time period. The time runs in discrete steps, and in one period, an
individual is randomly re-matched in a round robin fashion to play the game against the
other individuals in the population. The average payoff from these encounters determines
the "success" of the strategy employed by the individual. At the end of any period, all
individuals imitate the most successful strategies, i.e. they fix for the next period their
strategy to be the strategy (or one of the strategies) that earned c.urrently the highest
average payoff.

A strategy for an individual consists of the message prescription for the pre-play
communication round, and a map that prescribes for every paír of exchanged messages
the action that will be played in the 2 x 2 coordination game.

A subset of the feasible strategies could be described as "communicating". An individ-
ual programmed to play according to a communicating strategy sends a particular message

85
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as a signal of intention to play the efficient strategy in the underlying coordination game,
and conditions the action taken in the underlying game on the sent. and received messages.
Another subset. of feasible strategies could be described as "not communicating". An indi-
vidual programmed to play according to a not communicating strategy sends a message in

the communicat.ion stage at random, and chooses a fixed strategy in the underlying game
disregarding the sent and received messages. This amounts to "babbling" in the pre-play

communication stage. We assume that an individual cannot recognize the strategy of the

individual he is playing against. Hence, the babbling of the noncommunicating individu-
als creates noise for the "communicating" individuals. We study how the presence of the
communicating types affects the set of strategies that are stable under an evolutionary

dynamics according to wliich individuals imitate khe most successful strategies and make
occasionally mistakes in their imitation.

In Section 4.1 we survey the currently known results about. endogenous communication
via cheap talk, and connect this literature to the stochastic evolutionary stability in the
class of games we study. In Sect.ion 4.2, we introduce our approach, and in Section 4.3 we
present the model and applied solutiou concept. In Section 4.4 we consider m messages

which are symmetric from the viewpoint of the noncommunicating individuals, and in

Section 4.5, we restrict ourselves to two messages and introduce asymmetry into the

message set. In both cases, we investigate under what conditions the efficient equilibrium

is played by the population in the long run. Section 4.6 concludes. The proofs are given

in the Appendix.

4.1 Motivation and results in the literature

Introducing payoff irrelevant strategies into a game does not destroy existing equilibria,
therefore cheap talk per se does not select equilibria from the equilibrium set of the game
without communication. It rather creates new equilibria that are payoff equivalent to
the existing ones, and that are supported by different beliefs about the meaning of the
messages, i.e. the way players condition their strategy choices in the rmderlying game
upon the messages sent and received in the communication stage.

The approach we apply in this chapter to the multiplicity of equilibria in cheap talk
games is the evolutionary selection: we assurne that the game is played by a population
of individuals anonymousl,y and randomly matched to play the underlying game with an
additional communication pre-stage. Within one period each individual uses a fixed st.rat-
egy in all matches he participates in and earrLS some average payoff in these matches. Due
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to the anonymity, each game is played as a one-shot. game. The survival of individuals is
guided by a payoff-dependent dynamics, selecting against. strategies that currently earn
lower average payoffs than other strategies. In particular, we assume that this dynam-
ics is driven by imitation. Individuals with strategies achieving highest, payoffs in the
population are imitated, i.e. their strategies survive in the population, and strategies of
individuals performing worse disappear. The population st.ate at any time is described
by the distribut.ion of currently used strategies in the population.

Usually, evolutionary solution concepts request that. a candidate evolutionary solu-
tion, a population state, is stable against the occurrence of rare mutant.s. The mutants
are individuals with strategies not present in the candidate solution state, or present in

different proportions. Static solution concepts impose conditions on the state or set of

states to be stable, i.e. not disturbed by such mutant entrants.

Dynamic solution concepts identify the state or set of states in relation to a particular
dynamics and stability may be challenged by repeating mutations, or a large fraction

of the population mutating simultaneously. These two types of solution concepts may

lead to different insights into evolutionary stability. Another difference in modelling an

evolutionary process is to consider one populat.ion for every role in the garne, or to consider
one population for symmetric games and symmetrized versions of asymmetric games. The
difference between these two approaches is the absence of own-population effects in the
first case. The multi-population approach is oft.en used when addressing cheap talk in
evolutionary models. We choose in this chapter the single population approach to avoid

that a differentiation of the message set. into meaningful messages is imposed exogenously

by assigning roles to the players.

The sensitivit.y to own population effects is left. aside in rnodels where individuals

matched to play the game come for each player position in the game from a different pop-

ulation. In the multi-population models, the strategies with payoff ties created by adding

cheap talk yield a way in which the population compositions can drift from states where

communication has no meaning and players choose a fixed action in the underlying game

independent of the received message, to population compositions where players condition

on the cheap talk messages and send particular message(s). This drift is possible because

the evolutionary dynamics does not exert pressure against currently unused strategies,

hence the meaning of the unused messages is free to be assigned randomly. And allowing

long enough t.ime, any configuration of inearungs is attained with positive probability. The

absence of own population effects guarantees that the drift in the used message meanings

is not punished, if it. occurs only in one population. This is one of the main roads towards
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efficient. outcomes in the literature surveyed below.
When mutations occur simultaneously, or in a single population, the mutants have

less freedom in responding to the currently unused messages, as the mutants have to be
performing well against other mutants as well as against the incumbent strategies.

In the following, we first present results from the literattue on communication where
mutations a.re rare and each pla,yer role is filled by a different population. One round of
simultaneous exchanges of inessages from a finite message set without exogenous meaning
is added to the game. Individuals in any population are characterized by the message sent
in the communication stage and a strategy in the uncíerlying game, which is a mapping
from the set of sent and received messages to the strategy set of the player. It is assumed
that individuals cannot. distinguish the strategy of the individual t.hey are matched to.

4.1.1 Evolution of communication via cheap talk with gradual

strategy adjustments and in environments without noise

The main result in this literature is t.hat efficient outcomes are evolutionarily stable if
the underlying game is a two player finite game with common interest. Denote by e~ the
maximal payoff player i can achieve in the underlying game G, i.e. e; - maxs„s~ ~t(s„ s~),
where ~r;(s„ s~) is the payoff to player i when he chooses strategy s, and the other player
chooses strategy s~. Game G is a game of comrrron interest if ~,(st, s~) - et ~~r~(s~, s;) -
e~. Whenever one player attains his maximal payoff, ttren also the other player attains
his maximal payoff.

In this literature, the unsent messages are used to drift towards the efficient outcomes.
For illustration, assume that individuals from two populations are matched to play a
common interest game with mult.iple equilibria, and before playing the game, one player,
the sender, sends a message from the set of feasible messages, that is observed by the other
player, the receiver. If initially the population of senders us~ only strategies prescribing
to send a message from a strict subset of the message set, the response after the unused
messages may drift. freely in the receiver population because the information sets with
these messages are never reached. Therefore, the receiver population may respond in
the underlying game with an action not corresponding to an efficient equilibrium to all
received messages, but drift t.o responding by the efficient strategy to some currently
unused message. If a critical mass of drift occurs, the sender population may switch to
sending this message and choosing the action corresponding to an efficient equilibrium.
Once an efficient equilibrium is played and the game is a common interest game, the
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populations are locked in. In an efficient equilibrium, namely, both players achieve their
highest payoff. In order to leave that. equilibrium, a mutant should occur that fares at
least as good against the incumbent as the incumbent himself, and better against his own
type than the incumbent against the mutant. This, obviously, is not possible if the players
already settle on t.he efficient outcome.

Sobel [118] first introduces one round of pre-play communication into a finite two-
player game and shows t.hat in garnes with common interest, for every efficient outcome
there is a strategy profile supporting this outcome in the evolutionary stable set. The
evolutionary pressures exerted by rare mutations t.end to destabilize inefficient outcomes
via unused messages, as mentioned above.

Matsui [87] introduc~ another set valued stability concept., cyclically stable set, which
is derived with respect to the best response dynamics. When individuals in a population
take best responses to the current. population state, the population st.ate s is accessible
from the population state s' when there is a best response path from state s' to state s. A
cyclically stable set (CSS) is closed under accessibility and any t.wo members of CSS are
mutually accessible. Matsui [88] shows for the class of 2 x 2 common interest games in a
two population scenario that CSS contains only states yielding the efficient outcome.

Before continuing the survey on multi-population dynamics, let us corrtrast these find-
ings with one-population dynamics.

Schlag [111] studies one population dynamics and shows for partrce.rship games, where
~r;(s) -~r;(s,) for any strategy combination s, that the strategies in the evolutionary
stable set either imply to an efficient outcome, or each of the elements of the set is a
strategy t.hat sends each message available in the message set with positive probability
so that there are no unused messages. An unanimity ga~ne is a syrnmetric game where
~r;(s;, s~) -~r;(s~, s;) 1 0 if s; - s„ and ~r;(s;, s~) - 0 otherwise. Every unanimity game
is a coordination game, hence in two population dynamics, the result. of Sobel [118] ap-
plies. It transfers into the one-population dynamics because of the structure of the game
where players always earn the same payoff. However, Schlag's result does not exclude the
existence of evolutionary stable sets with inefficient outcomes where all messages are sent
with positive probability.

Schlag [112] extends the previous result to common interest. games. He contrasts
the effect of pre-play communícation in one and two-population models using replicator
dynamics according to which the strategies that perform better than average in the current
population grow, and those below average diminish. The nature of interaction, in one
population or two isolated populations, affects the ability of cheap talk and evolution to
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select away from inefficient outcomes. With two-populatiorr dynanucs, common interest is
necessary and strfficient for efficient stable outcomes, while with one population dynamics,
common interest implies that ef~icient outcomes are stable, but inefficient evolutíonary
stable strategies may persist. Schlag concludes by noticing that "whether or not costless
pre-play commv,nication leads to efficiency in evolutionary stable sets depends in whether
or not there is role identiftcation. "

The most general result in the group of multipopulation dynamics is presented by Kim

and Sobel [79] considering two finite populations, playing a general, possibly asymmetric
n x n. game. The strategy updating process followed by the players is assumed to be
rather restrictive: it is gradual and always weakly payoff improving. At any occasion, a
single individual is given the opportunity to update the current strategy for a strategy
that weakly improves upon this strategy. Any better performing strategy is chosen with
positive probability. It is assumed that strategy updates continue even if all current
strategies perform equally well, so that lock in suboptimal st.ates is avoided. With two-
sided commm~ication the only efficient outcome is reached under this dynamics in games
with common interest.. For general games, all efficient outcomes recur infinitely often.

Kim and Sobel [79] also consider ono-sided communication and show that when the
tuiique preferred outcome of the player sencíing a m~sage, the sender, is part of a strict
Nash equilibrium, then this strict Nash equilibriunr is the only stable outcome (see their
Proposition 4, p.1190). The sender achieves his preferred outcome.

As an example of the extreme working of the drift after ttnsent messages with one-sided
communication in an asymmetric game, Kim and Sobel consider the battle of sexes game
as in Figure 4.1. If the row player population is given opportunity to send a message
out of a set of at least two messages, m. and m', then the row player will eventually
receive his preferred payoff 2. The following argument leads to t.his outcome: suppose
initially the row player sends message m and plays Bl. The column population plays
A2 after receiving message m, and the response after the unused message na' may freely
drift towards response B2. When all column players drift to this strategy (what happens
with positive probability in a finite time), the row population switches to playing A1
and sending message m', resulting in its preferred equilibrium (A1, B2). The cíynamics
without mistakes is crucial. An occasional mutatiort in the row population with message
m' followed by Br prior to a suff'iciently massive drift by the colunm population would
lead to a decrease in the payoffs of the strategies introduced by the drift, and the drift
could not lead to the extreme outcome as described above, where the population achieving
initially its preferred outcome ends up with a lower payoff due to an "innocent" strategy
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A1 (0,0) (2,1)
(0,0)

AZ BZ

B~ (1,2)

Figure 4.1: Battle of Sexes

update after an unsent message.
Kim and Sobel achieve their strong result in an environment without mistakes or

mutations. Otherwise, the drift towards a strategy that uses the appropriate responses
to currently unused messages would not be "cost.less". The strategies drifting in their
responses to unsent messages would be confronted with these messages with positive
probability, hence they would have to be payoff improving against any messages and this

is the case only after sufficiently many players already switched to the new strategy.
So, while yielding strong results, this model does not address two important aspects:

effect of noise in communication, and the role of simultaneous strategy adjustments. The
first issue is handled by Bhaskar [10], the second by Blume [12].

4.1.2 Evolution of communication via cheap talk with simulta-

neous strategy adjustments and in noisy environments

Bhaskar [10] considers noisy communication in finite, possibly asymmetric games, played

in a truly asymmetric contest where every player is endowed with a strategy for both roles

of the game, and nature decides which role the individual fills. The payoff to a player is

the average from the payoffs to both roles.

Which with positive probability, the message received by one player does not coincide
with the message that was send by the other player. The exchanged messages are thus
not common knowledge, and successful strategies have to be resistant to t.he noise. This
in principle means that there are never "unsent. messages", and the main trick to arrive at
efficient outcomes, working of the dynamics towards efficiency via the drift after unsent
messages, is restricted due to the noise.

Bhaskar shows that inefficient strategy cannot be a neutrally stable strategy in the
model with noisy communication. A neutrally stable strategy is a strategy that. cannot be
successfully wiped out by a mutant though it may be successfully invaded by a mutant
earning the same payoffs as the neutrally st.able strategy. Then he int.roduces t.he noise
robvst Nash equilibriunz, a limit of Nash equilibria in games with the noise level converging
to zero. This solution concept selects froin the Nash equilibria in the game without noise
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one that is stable in this sense. Bhaskar proves that when allowing count.ably infinitely
many messages, a noise robust Nash equilibrium is eíficient.

Robson [103] considers another issue. Communication is not noisy, but exclusive. He
introduces into a one-population model mutants who send messages not recognized by
other players, only by their own t,ype. This exclusive message can be effectively used to
identify an own type, in which case an efFicient equilibrium is played, while a best response
is played against the incumbent noncommunicat.ion individuals. Due to the fact that the
messages are secret, i.e. cannot be observed by the incumbent player type, they cannot
be punished. The problem faced by one-population models is assumed here away b,y the
specific message a mutant sends. These "secret handshakes" select an efficient equilibrium
in the class of partnership gam~.

Later in this chapter we study implications for Robson's rnodel when mutants have
a limited ability to recognize their own kincí. We consider commwiicating player types
interacting in one population with player types who send signals, but do not condition
their behavior on the signals, and ask if Robson's result is received even when handshakes
are not fully secret.

The second strand of the literature, represented by the following paper, considers
possibly large fractions of populations adjusting their strategie,s sinrultaneously. Under
this assumption, Blume [12] is able to connect explicitly risk and efficiency in games with
cheap talk in a nrulti-population model. He considers general two-player games with a
unique strategy combination that maximizes sender's payoff in the garne, imposing the
condition that this maximal payoff is attained at a strict Nash equilibrium of the game.
In this class of games, he derives results for one-sided and multi-sided comnrunication.

Blume assumes that members of two populations update strategies simultaneously
according to a best response dynamics with incomplete sampling from the currently used
strategies. He shows that stable outcomes of such dynamics can be conveniently charac-
terized by curb retracts. A curb ~tra.ct is a minimal set of strategies closed under the
inclusion of best replies. It is spanned by pure strategies of the game and contains a
Nash equilibrium called curb equilibriunr. Applying this solution concept to one-sided
and multi-sided communication leads to different. conclusions.

With one-sided communication, there is an upper bound on the message set size so that
communication is effective in selecting the preferred outcome of the population sending
the cheap talk messages, and this bound is stricter if the risk of the preferred equilibrium
increases. If the underlying game is a 2 x 2 symmetsic game, the appropriat.e risk measure
coincides with Harsanyi and Selten's risk dominance condition. The dynamics leading to
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this outcome can be described as follows: initially individuals in the sender population
send one of the messages and play the efficient equilibrium strategy; receivers switch to the
efficient equilibrium after the used message and their responses after the unused messages
drift; senders draw different. samples from receivers populations and consequently send
different messages to induce the eflicient equilibrium. At this moment, the drift. in the
receiver population leads differerrt subgroups of receivers to sample different senders and
to drift a differerrt unique rnessage after which the efficient equilibrium is played. Now,
a sender sampling receivers with different messages after which the efficient equilibrium
strategy is played is facing a risk when sending a message. It might be a different. message
than the receiver he is matched to uses as a signal to play the efficient strategy. The
more available messages, the higher the risk. And if this risk does not outweigh the
benefits of the efficient equilibrium, t.he individuals in the sender populat.ion switch away
from playing the strategy corresponding to the efficient equilibrium to a strategy that is
"safer", i.e. yields higher expect.ed payoff.

With multi-sided communication, Blume finds no upper bound on message set size
connected to the risk of the preferred equilibrium of senders (now, all players of the
game), such that the efficient outcome is the curb equilibrium. This is due to the fact
that any curb retract which supports the efficient outcome must include all strategies
consistent with this outcome. Call the efficient strategy s. Assume population 2 sends
message m and plays s after receiving message k and plays s' ~ s after message k' ~ k;
now population 1 optimally sends message k and plays s after m arrd .s' after m'. However,
population 1 responded optimally also if sending message k and playing strategy s after
any message. Hence, both of these strategies have to be in the curb retract of population
1, if the strategy of player 2 is in the curb retract. of player 2, but then also the strategy
of population 2 where the player 2 sends message m' and plays the efficient strategy after
any message must be in the curb retract of player 2, as it is a best response to a strategy
inside t.he set. Now, ineflïcient outcomes belong to the curb retract, and there is no way
how to go around it without modifying some of the modelling assumptiorrs. Blume does
so by assigning some a priori information corrtent to the messages.

In particular he assumes that any strategy in the game wit.h communication links
exogenously one particular message to one particular strict Nash equilibrium of the un-
derlying game. If both players exchange the same message, an individual exogenously
linking this message to a particular strict Nash equilibriurn will play this equilibrium.
When both players play the equilibrium, the player with a message linked to it receives
besides the payoffs from the underlying game also a small payoff boost.
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Under this assurnption, efficiency is achieved disregarding the message space size and
risk. This is due to the small payoff boosts that players receive if they coordinate on the
efficient equilibrium supported by exchange of inessages linked to that equilibrium. The
payoff boosts exclude the possibility of an unrestricted drift. To see this, suppose that
in population 1, message m induces the payoff boost. Then there is a sequence of events
such that the population 2 drifts to sending the message m. Once t.his message is in use,
the state is locked because population 1 now receives the highest possible payoff in the
game in which the population 1 prefers to coordinate on the efircient outcorne by usirig
the message m.

Concluding, in multipopulation models, drift after unused messages can be utilized
to arrive at efficient equilibria in common interest garnes. When a single population is
matched to play the game, eff'iciency cannot be guaranteed. If the communication is noisy,
and sufí'iciently many messages are introduced, then in the limit, as t.he noise disappears,
the efficient equilibrium is selected. The role of the message set size and the risk of the
equilibria stands out when considering large fractions of population updating strategies
simultaneously. Two-sided communication assuming an a priori meaning of the messages

selects the efficient equilibrium, but the role of both risk and message set size is made

unclear by the added assumption. Assuming the a priori information content of inessages

takes away t.he role for risk and message set size. We intend to recover both of these
aspects in this chapter.

4.2 Introduction

We study communication in the environment of K1IR [76]. In a one-population scenario,
individuals are matched in a round-robin fashion t.o play a symmetric 2 x 2 coordination
game. Before submitting strategies, they exchange one round of simultaneous messages
from a finite message set. We introduce two important relaxations compared to Kim and
Sobel [79] and Blume [12]. First, the adaptation dynamics is more general. Players are
allowed to update their strategies simultaneously, and strategies performing worse in the
current population than the present strategies enter the population via mutations. Second,
we study two-sided communication, but do not restrict the meaning of the messages.
Individuals assign ex ante meaning to messages, but we allow for any meaning and those
individuals who assign meaning to some, not necessarily the same, message, have to
survive evolutionary pressures in a population with individuals who do not assign meaning
to messages at all.
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We also address the role oí the message spac.e size, assuming individuals use a finite
number of inessages and the whole population updates strategies simultaneously. Similarly
to Blume's result for one-sided communication, we show that the message set size matters.
Increasing the size of the message set promotes the survival of communicating players.
This is in contrast to Kim and Sobel's [79] results based on gTadual evolutionary dynamics,
where there is no connection between the message set size and stability of communication

as soon as the message set contains at least two messages.

We investigate the evolutionary support of the assumption that one is likely to observe
players who share a meaning of inessages, even if they compete in t.he population with

players who ignore the communication channel completely. While Blume [12] uses the
assumption that players "recognize" meaningful communication if the messages form a

strict Nash equilibrium, we let the players who behave according to this assumption
compete with players who ignore the messages and players who use different messages to
signal the same equilibrium. Hence, the communicating individuals we consider behave as
if the messages had some pre-specified a priori information content, and we study under
which conditions this assumption is warranted, i.e. whether these individuals survive the
pressure of the evolutionary dynamics we postulate.

We consider the set-up as in KMR with an added pre-play stage, in which players
simultaneously exchange one round of inessages from a finite message set.. The players
play a 2 x 2 complete informat.ion game with two strict Nash equilibria, one of which is
Pareto efficient. The efficient equilibrium, however, does not have t.o be risk dominant.
We enlarge the KMR model by "communicating" player types. The strategy of such a
player type in the underlying game is not coiistant on the messages sent and received
in the pre-play communication stage. Specifically, we assume t.hat every communicating
player type is characterized by one message he sends in the communication stage of the
game and if the individual he is currently matched to sends the same message, then
the communicating player type plays one particular action in the underlying game, the
efficient equilibrium strategy, otherwise he plays another action in the underlying game.
We assume that t,he communicating player t.ype is not able to distinguish when he is
matched to another individual of his type as the message he uses is sent with positive
probability by any of the noncommunicating player types. The communication channel
is noisy due to the presence of player types who do not condition their behavior on the
sent and received messages. We address the competition of individuals speaking "different
languages". We consider a message set with ra messages and to each message, there is
one player type who sends this message as a signal to play the efficient equilibrium.
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(a, a~ (b, c)
(d, d)

A B

(c, b)

Figure 4.2: The underlying game G

We find that there are games where the message set with two messages is large enough
for the communicating player type to turn the populat.ion dynamics towards the play of
the ef6cient. equilibrium in the long run, but also games where the number of inessages
must be considerably higher t.o achieve this effect. In particular, we show that when
the message space is small, the result of KvIR prevails and the inefficient equilibrium
will be played in the long run if it is risk dominant. Increasing the risk of the payoff
dominant equilibrium that. is not the risk dominant equilibrium tightens the requirement
on the size of the message set. Our r~ults are different from Blume's results for two-sided
communication because in the games where risk and payoff dominarrce select different
equilibria, we find that. payoff dominant equilibria are not always played.

Then, we study in detail the case of two m~sages. This generalizes the "secret hand-
shake" model of Robson. We modify the model so that one message is nrore informative
than the other in the sense of being sent with lower probabilit,y by the noncommunicating
individuals. We investigate the effect of this mcssage with informative advantage and
when it is likely to change the outcomes of the evolutionary dynamics as compared to
messages used uniformly by the nonconrmunicating player types.

4.3 The model

Consider a finite population consisting of N individuals. N is even. to avoid an unrnatched
individual at any moment. Time runs in discrete steps (periods) and in every period, any
individual in the population is sequentially anonymously matched to any other individual
in the population to play the symmetric two-player game G in Figure 4.2. So, in one period,
an individual plays the game G to every other individual in the population exactly once.
In each of the games an individual earns payoff according to the payoff matrix in Figure
4.2, and the relevant evolutionary fitness of the individual is the average payoff earned
in wit.hin one period. Before the begin of the next period, all individuals update their
strategies simultaneously and independently by imitating currently the most successful
strategy.
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We focus on games with strictly positive payoffs satisfying a ~ c, d) b, a~ d, i.e.
games with two strict Nash equilibria, one of which, (A, A), payoff dominates t.he other
equilibrium, (B, B). Payoff dominance of (A, A) and the assumption that (B, B) is an
equilibrium implies a 1 d) b, i.e. a 1 b.

If, additionally, (A, A) is dominated in risk by (B, B) as defined by Harsanyi a,nd
Selten [67] and in the introduction to Part II, then a- c c d- b. For games where this
inequality ís satisfied, payoff and risk dominance as equilibriurn selection criteria do not
agree on the sa.me equilibrium. Moreover, 0 c a- d c c- 6 implies here c 1 b.

We will consider both games where risk dominance selects the same eqtulibritun as
payoff dominance, and games where these two criteria are conflicting, and study an effect
of cheap talk communication added to the game G.

The underlying game G is preceded by a pre-play communication stage. Arry time
when two individuals are matched, they both send simultaneously to each other a mes-
sage from a finit.e set Nl with cardinality m. This cortstitutes pre-play communication
stage in the form of a two-sided simultaneous communication. Each player in a match
observes the nressage sent. by the ot.her player in this match, and then both players si-
multaneously choose an action in the underlying game G. We denote this extended game
with a communication stage by GM. The messages irr GM are cheap talk because they do
not affect the payoffs players receive in the following sense: if a player sends a message
and plays strategy A after he receives the same message, but strategy B after any other
message, and if this player is matched to a player using the same strategy, then these
players end up playing the efficient equilibrium (A, A). The messages they exchanged
affected their action choice and hence the payoff they achieve from the underlying game
G. However, if these two players would switch simultaneously to sending and responding
by A to another message, the same result obtains. Hence, the identity of the message
that is sent in the communication stage does not affect per se the payoffs players earn in
the underlying game. The messages have also no a priori meaning; in the above example
any message could have been used as a signal for playing strategy A. When players use
strategies as in the above example, i.e. they play different strategies after different mes-
sage were exchanged, they behave as if a specific message exchange had a meaning, and
information content.

We ta.ke in this chapter an evolutionary approach to the information content of ines-
sages and assume that individuals playing the game with communication GM are botmd-
edly rational. Each individual is programmed to play a particular strategy in GM. A
strategy in GM is a message sent in the communication stage, and a mapping f from
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the product set of the messages sent and the rnessages received to the strategy set of G,
f : ~1~1 x,M --~ {A, B}. Individual's strategy is his type. We restrict the set of feasible
types to a subset X of the set of all feasible types.

In general, we consider two classes of types - communicating and noncommunicating

types.

The noncommrrnicating types "babble" in the communication stage. They send all
available messages with positive probability and play a fixed act.ion from the underlying
game, i.e. f is a constant. We consider either uniform babbling where all available mes-
sages are sent with equal probability, or nonuniform babbling where one message is sent
by the noncommunicating types with lower probability than the remaining message(s). A
limit case of the nonuniform babbling by the noncommunicating types is Robson's [103]
model where one message is not sent by t.he noncommunicating types at all.

We assume that every communicating player type is identified with a unique message

this type sends in the communication stage as a signal to play the efficíent equilibrium.
We, however, do not force any rneaning onto the messages, hence for any message available

in the message set, there is one type who sends that message in t.he communication
stage. The commrmicating types also differ from the noncommunicating types in the

action choice in the underlying game. The comrnunicating type's strategy f is not a

corrstant, but prescribes at the two distinct information sets of a communicating player

type different strategies. The two informations sets t.he commm~icating player type can

distinguish are when the message sent coincides with the rnessage received, and when the

message sent. does not coincide with the message received. On the first information set,

any communicating type chooses action A in the undc~rlying game, and on the second

irrformation set he chooses action B. Hence, all comrnunicating player types behave as

if they assign meaning to the m~sage they are sending, and the meaning is "let's play

action A". Nloreover, they naively interpret the received message as if sent by their own

type. The inference problem a rational communicating player type would have to solve at

this moment is substituted here by the assumption that the communicating types follow

their behavioral strategy. We then subject these behavioral, strictly boundedly rational

communicating types to a competition with other types, to analyze whether their "as if"

behavior is justified in an evolutionary sense.

We denote by X the set of all feasible types, i.e. strategies in the game with commu-
nication G"~. The state of the population is described by a vector z E Z- N~x~ with
components zI denoting the number of individuals of type x E X in the population, such
that zz ) 0 for all x E X and ~IEx z2 - N. An individual of type x earns in one period of
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the game with communication G"~ a payoff ~rz(z) that depends on the current population
state z and on the individual's type x, but not on his identity. Let us denote by n(x, y)
the payoff earned in t.he one-shot communication game GM by type x if he is matched to
type y. Then ~rz(z) is the one period average payoff of type x if the communication game
is played with the round robin matching and the population state is z, i.e.

~~(z) - N 1 1 I~ zy~(x, y) -~(x~ x)J .
`yEX

The term ~r(x, x) is substracted in ~rz(z) as an individual of type a cannot be matched
to himself, hence there is one type x less in the population state to be matched to. We
assume that the population size is large enough so that. it is not these asymmetries that
drive our results, and this will be stated explicitly later.

The payoff function rz(z) is the relevant payoff function in the evolutionary game. It
summarizes how well type x E X is performing in state z. We now postulate a dynamic
process on the set of population states z, derived from individual's behavior. We assume
that the behavior is driven by imitation of types that currently perform best in the popu-
lation, and by occasional mutat.ions. At the end of a period, all individuals simultaneously
update their own type. With a small probability e E(0, 1), an individual is subject to
a mutation (mistake, experimentation) and switches to any feasible type with positive
probabilit.y. With a high probability 1-~, the individual imitates a type with highest
average payoff in the current population.

Imitation
We index by t the population state in period t. Denote by W(zc) C X the set of types

who earn in period t the highest average payoffs, W(zc) - argmaxyEx ~y(zc).
The imitation dynamics is such that if zc,2 ) 0 and x E W(zc) then zc~l,z j 0 otherwise

zct1,I - 0. In ot,her words, if there is a unique type in the population at time t which
achieves a maximal average payoff in the population, then it is the only type that will be
present in the population in time period t-F 1. If several types achieve maximal average
payoff in time t, then any population composition where all or at least one of these types
are present is achieved in t.ime t f 1 with positive probability.

Imitation dynamics has been studied in evolutionary literature previously, and is an
alternative model of individual behavior to the best response dynamics. An imitating
individual chooses myopically the currently most successful strategy, while this might
differ from a best response against. the current population. There is a lot of support for
such myopic behavior from experimental evidence, and it is a reasonable alternative to
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the best reply dynamics, irnposing lower rationality assumption on the individuals than
the best response dynamics. In the case of best response dynamics, it is assumed that the
individual knows the population composition and can calculate a best response against it.
In the case of imitation dynamic, as we do, players know which player type earns currently
the highest average payoffs, and adopts that strategy. In the stochastic evolutionary model
we consider, the strategies that are imitated have to survive the evolutionary pressures
of any combination of mutations entering the population, including mutations that are a
best response against the current population.

The imitation dynamics generates a Markvv chain on t.he finite state space Z and we
let P-(pZZ~)Z,Z~EZ denote the transition matrix where ~~~- is the probability that the
state z' is reached from the initial state z via imitation dynamics.

4.3.1 Solution concept

We introduce now some concepts and results we use to solve for the long run equilibria
of our model.

Definition 4.1 The vector .~ - (~r, ..., alZl), .~~ E[0, 1] a~id ~i ~; - 1 is a stationary
distribution over the stat.es i~a Z of the process P if ~P -~.

A stationary distribution assigning probability 1 to one state of the state space is
called a stationary state and we identify it with the state assigned probability 1. For a
stationary state z` under the imitation dynamics, zt - z" implies z~tl - z'.

Trivially, all monomorphic states where zs - N for some ~r E X are stativnary under
the imitation dynamics. We do not specify the imitativn dynamics in detail when there
is more than one player type with the highest payoff. We show that. even if this is so and
mixed, nonmonomorphic states are stationary under the specification of the imitation
dynamics, this does not affect our results about the long-run behavior of the system.

In general, the Markov process derived from the imitation dynamics can have several
stationary distributions and the initial state of the population determines which stationary
distribution will be reached in the long rurr. Hence, the long run outcomes of the process
P are history-dependent.

The intriguing result fronr the literature on stochastic evolutionary dynamics is that.
if the individuals' behavior is perturbed by allowing mistakes or experiment.ation at. the
individual level then the long run behavior does not depend on the initial conditions.
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We take this approach to guarantee path independence of the long run out.comes and
perturb the process P in the following way. Each time period, an individual updates
his current type to a new type by imitating the current.ly most successful type(s) with
probability 1-~, and updates to any type with probability e 1 0. Let this perturbed
dynamics be described by a transition matrix PE - (pE~,)Z,Z~EZ. Now, pZZ, ~ 0 for any
z, z'. The Markov process associated with PE is irreducible. It is a standard result in the
theory of Markov processes' that PE has a unique stationary distribution ~` being

i) stable: for any ~ - (~1i ..., ~IZI), ~; E [0,1] and ~i ~; - 1, ~P` -~ aE as t -~ o0

ii) ergodic: for any initial state z, T ~i1 z~ -~ a~ almost surely as T-. oc

Foster and Young [56] introduce the concept. of stochastic stabilit.y.

Definition 4.2 The stochastically stable distribution ~' of the process associated with the
transition matri~ PE, is a` - limE-,o ~E.

Ultimately, we look for the states that will be observed in the long run with positive
probability, which are the stochastically st.able states.

Definition 4.3 The set of stochastically stable states SSS is giuen. by SSS -{z E
Z~~z ~ 0}.

To characterize the limit distribution .~` of the perturbed dynamics we apply the
method of directed graphs on the state space and mutation counting method by Freidlin
and Wentzell [59], and introduced into economics in K:~1R [76] and Young [126]. Now, we
introduce some preliminaries of the graph-theoretical tools applied in this chapter.

Definition 4.4 For z E Z, a z-tree T is a set of ordered pairs (z', z"), z', z" E Z, such
that b'z; E Z, z; ~ z, there is only one pair (z', z") E T sv.ch that z' - zt, and from every
state ~ E Z, x~ z, there is a sequence of pairs (zo, zl), (zl, z2), ..., (z~-1, zk) such that
zo-x andz~-z.

A z-tree is a tree on the state space Z with the root at the state z E Z, arid a unique
directed path without cycles from any state z' E Z, z' ~ z, to the root z.

1 A classical reference to introduction into theory of Markov processes is the text by Karlin and Taylor
(77].
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Denote by TZ the set of all z-trees. To every state z, we assign a number that is a

measure of the transition probability along all trees of this state. This number, denoted
by q~, is the sum of transition probabilities along all z-trees in TZ where the Lransition

probability along a z-tree is the product of the transition probabilities associated with

the pairs of states creating the tree, i.e. q~ -~TET: ~~Z,,Z„~ETpZ,.Z,,.
As we assume that individuals update their types independently, this expression is a

polynomial in e. For a tree T E T~, we denote by cz(T) the lowest order of the polynomial
summarizing the cost of t.ree T, and by cZ the order of a z-tree with the lowest order
polynomial, i.e. cZ - minTET: cz(T). Also, let aZ be the coefficient of the term e`~ in a
minimum cost z-tree.

Freidlin and Wentzell [59] prove the following.

Lemma 4.1 Let be given a Markov chain vnth a set of states Z and transition probabil-

ities p;,Z- for z, z' E Z, and assume that every state can be reached from any oth.er state

in a finite number of steps. Then the stationary distribution of the chain is the vector
c- 9:
Lz~EZqz~ zEZ

The following theorem (Theorem 1 in K~1R [76], p. 42) utilizes the polynomial form

of qz to describe the set of stochastically stable states.

Theorem 4.1 The limit distributian ~' e~ists and is un,iq~ae. In particular, .~z -~rEZas,
z E Z, and the set of stochastically stable states is given by arg minlEZ c2.

In this way, the limit stationary distribution is characterized in terms of a measure

derived from the minimal cost tree associated with every state in the state space. The

states with positive weight in the limit dist.ribution are the states with the lowest order

in the polynomial qz.

We now make a connection between this expression and the dynamics described by PE.

In particular, we show that cZ is the minimal number of mutations needed to construct a
minimum cost tree of state z.

First, let us consider a transition probability p2z~ between two states z, z' E Z under
the perturbed dynamics.

Lemma 4.2 pZZ~ is a polynomial in e of order cZ~, -~Igw1Z~ zs.

Proof. Denote by c~~~ the minimal nuinber of individuals that have to update their
type via mutation so that z' can be reached from z under the perturbed imitation dynam-
ics. These are all the individuals that are under the state z' of a type that would not be
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imitated under the state z, i.e. cZL~ -~x~wlZ~ zÍ or, equivalently, cZ2~ - N- ~TE~i,IZI z'2
because ~IEit,~z~ z'2 are all the individuals who could have chosen the t.ype in state z'
according to the imitat.ion dynamics from the state z.

All individuals in the population update their type according to the perturbed imit.a-
tion dynamics independently, therefore any transition from state z to z' that requires k
mutations will be realized with probability (1 - e)N-k Ek -(I -~-~ ... f(-1)N-kEN-k)~k

Denot.e by BLZ~(!c) the number of mutually exclusive events that require k mutations so
that state z' is reached from state z. Then, pzZ, - ~k~r:, BZZ~(~) (1 - e)N-kek. The
leading term of pZ2, is of order cZ2~ with coefficient. B~~~(cZZ~). ~

The coefficient BZ~-(cZZ,) is the product of two combinatorial expressions, one quanti-
fying the number of times we can sample cZZ- individuals from the population described
by z so that state z' can be reached performing nec:essary mutations by the sampled in-
dividuals, and another quantifying t.he number of times we can allocate these mutating
individuals to the types so that fina.l state z' is reached.

Consequently, qz as a product of transitions pZ.~~~ along a z-tree is polynomial in e with
the smallest power to the mutation probability e equal to the sum of mutatiori, needed to
achieve transitions between pairs ofstates in some z-tree T, and so cZ (T) -~i~,,~„~ET cZ~z~~.
The lowest order of a z-tree T is the total mutation cost of this tree. The state(s) with
a t.ree that uses the smallest number of mutations among all minimum cost trees are t.he
stochastically st.able states. In this way the search for the set of stochastically stable
states reduces to the search of states for which we can build a tree using the srnallest
number of mutations to achieve transitions between t.he pairs of states forming ares of the
tree.

We now prove two lemmas that simplify this task for our imitation dynamics. Both
proofs are based on a tree cutting procedure which is often used in the literature to provide
counterexamples to minimal cost trees, see Young [126] and Levine and Pesendorfer [84].
The procedure applies to the idea that if we "cut" a tree at. a certain point by eliminating
one arc, the set of nodes of the tree is divided into two subsets, and the structure induced
on each of these subsets by the pairs of nodes as in the origiiial tree is a tree as well. A
new tree can now be created by adding an arc from the root of the original tree to a new
root of the new tree created by this cutting procedure.

The following lemma states that we may restrict our search for stochastically stable
states to the states that are stationary under the unperturbed dynamics.

Lemma 4.3 Denote the set of stationary states v,nder the unperturbed dyna~nics P by F.
Then, z E SSS implies z E F.
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We first need some notation and a way how to decompose mutation cost of a tree. We
work with a tree which is oriented to the root, i.e. every state different from the root. has a
unique successor and possibly several predecessors. For a tree T on A, denote by LT C Z
states that are only a start to an arc but not an end of an arc in T. This is the set of leaves of
the tree T. For a state z', denote by succT(z') the unique state such that (z', succT(z')) E T
and by predT(z') a set of states that satisfy predT(z') -{y E Z~y - succk(~), k- 1, 2...,
for x E LT such that there is k c oo satisfying svcck(x) - z'}, where succ~(x) is the
successor function applied k-times in sequence. If z' E LT, predT(z') - 0.

If T is z-tree, for any z' E Z, z' ~ z, it can be wTitten as T- Ty,ed, (~~~ U TZ~p,.ed, (Z~~ U
{(z', succT(x')}, where Tp,.edT(Z-~ is a z'-tree constrained to nodes being states in the set
predT(z') sueh that for any (y, y') E Tp,.edT(Z~~ it holds (y, y') E T, and TZ~~ed,.(Z~~ is a
z-tree constrained to the nodes being states in the set, Z but not in the set predT(z') such
that for any (y, y') E Tz~p,.ed, (~-~ it holds (y, y') E T.

Denote by c(T') the cost of some tree T', i.e. the sum of mutatíons needed to achieve

transitions from the leaves to the root between the state pairs forming the ares of the
tree T'. Then for any z' E Z, the cost of tree T, denoted by c(T), can be decomposed as
c(T) - c(Tp,.edr(i~~) f c(TZ~~,.edT(i~~) f ci~SLeCT(z~~, where ci~sti~T(i~~ is the cost of trarrsition
from state z' to its successor. We use t.his decomposition to prove Lemma 8.

Proof. Suppose z E SSS but z is not stationary under P. Then, there is a monomor-
phic state z' E Z such that p~i~ 1 0. This follows from the properties of the imitation

dynamics: if z is not. stationary, then it is composecí of at least two types ~, y E X, z,~ ~ 0

and zy ) 0, such that nr(z) 1~rl,(z) for all x' E X with zy~ 1 0, and ~rI(z) ~~ry(z).

The state z' with zT - N is trivially a stationary state, and p~Z, ) 0 by assumption

that any individual updates his own type to any currently best performing type with

positive probability. The cost of the minimum cost z-tree T can be decomposed as

c(T) - c(T~ed,(Z~~)fC(TZ~predT(z'~)fcs'S,.~T(Z'~ with cZ~s„~T(~-~ 1 1 because z' is a monomor-
phic stat.e, hence any other state can be reached from it only via mutat.ions.

Now consider a z'-tree T' constructed on the state space Z such that T' - Tp,ed,.(Z-~ U

Tzlp,.ed,.(Z'~U{(z, z')}. Now, c(T') - c(7'P,ed.,(2'~)fc(7'z~p,edT(~'~)-~eZ~~ with cZZ~ - 0 sinee z is

not stationary under the imitation dynamics and z' is the state reached without mutations
from state z. So, we have shown that there is another state z' such that cz~ c czi and a
state that is not stationary cannot be in SSS. ~

According to this lemma, when looking for states with the cost of minimum cost tree
that is smallest among all states we may focus on trees constructed on the restricted set
of states F. A cost of transition between any two states in F is given by the number of
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individuals that have to mutate so that the transition takes place.
Using the same approach, we eliminate from among the candidates for stochastically

stable states those stationary states which are not monomorphic. The following propo-
sition states that t.he mutation cost of a minimum cost tree for some state z E Z is
minimized at a monomorphic st.ate. The proof is again based on a tree cutting procedure.

Proposition 4.1 If z E Z is such that for sorrce x E X, z~ E (0, 1), then thern exists
z' ~ z, z' E Z so that cZ~ C cZ.

Proof. Suppose z E SSS but z is not monomorphic. Then, there is some monomor-
phic state z' ~ z, z' E Z such that pZZ~ - 0. Hence cZ2~ - 0, and there are no mutations
needed to reach the state z' from the st.ate z. Let T be a minimum cost tree of state z.
Then c(T) - c(Ty,ed,.lZ~)) f c(TZ~p,.edTlZ~)) ~ cZ,s„e~,lZ~). Since z' is a monomorphic state,

ez~succr(z') J 1-
Now consider a z'-tree T' constructed on the state space Z such that T' - Tp,.edT~z-) U

TZ~PredT(z') U {( z, z')~. NOW, e(T') - e(TPred7'~2')) ~ e(T7,~VredT(z')) ~ CZZ~ with c~~~ - 0 since

z' is reached with positive probability frorn z via imitation dynamics. So, we have shown

that there is another state z' such that c~- G c„ and a state that is not mouoinorphic

cannot be in SSS. ~

The least costly way to incorporate a stationary mixed population state into a min-
imum cost tree of a monomorphic stationary state is to introduce sufficient number of
mutations to achieve this mixed state from one of t.he monomorphic states, and then a
single mutation leads to another monornorphic state. Travelling back and forth between
monomorphic states via the mixed states is the cheapest way to incorporate the mixed
states into the minimum cost tree at an additional cost of one mutation.

Moreover, as any monomorphic state tree has to include the same nodes corresponding
to the mixed stationary states (if any), these additional mutations costs add up t.o the
same number in any minimum cost tree of a monomorphic state. We can therefore simplify
the search for stochastically stable states by constructing minimum cost on trees on the
set of monomorphic states only.

This is the approach we will now take. We first investigate the model when there is
a finite number of inessages and uniform babbling by the noncomnrunicating t,ype. Then
we consider two messages, where one of thern is sent with a lower probability by the
noncommunicating type than the other message.

We will construct minimum cost trees on the set of monomorphic stationary states,
calculate the mutation cost of transitions between any two monomorphic st.ates, and
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finally identify the set of stochastically stable states.

4.4 Uniform babbling with a finite number of ines-
sages

Let us assume that there is a finite number of inessages, ~n 1 2, and there are two
noncommunicating types who babble in the communication stage. The lat.ter send each
message with equal probability m. When choosing an action in the underlying game G,
they do not condition on the message sent or received. One noncommurricating type is
programmed to choose the action A and the other is programmed to choose the action B
in the underlying game G.

We assume that there are as many corumunicating types as there are messages in the
message set. Each communicating type is defined by one of the ~a messages he always
sends in the communication stage. The communicating player type understands the
message he sends as a signal of intention "let's play equilibrium (A, A)" and responds to
receiving the same m~sage by choosing the act.ion A in the underlying game G. Otherwise
he chooses the action B. So, a communicating type behaves as if the population members
shared information content of inessages, and exactly one of the rn, m~sages, the one
he sends; has the meaning "let's pla,y (A, A)". When the messages exchanged do not
form a Nash equilibrium (i.e. the ot.her player does not send the same message as this
communicating type), then the communicating type plays strategy B.2

So, we assume that the communicating types attach a specific a priori meaning to one
of the messages, but we allow as many types as messages so that any message can have
that meaning. Moreover, the individuals of a communicating type have to compet.e with
types who babble and hence create a noise in the communication stage.

Without the communication stage, considering only the two player types each pro-
grammed to choose one of the actions of the underlying game, K1~1R show individual
behaving according to a perturbed best response dynamics under uniform matching end
up in the long run playing the risk dominant equilibrium even when it. is not payoff
dominant.

2We could make the strategy of the communicating player type in case of unmatched messages de-
pendent on the current population composition. Our choice is for low sophistication on the side of the
communicating types that is unfavorable to the survival of the communicating player types in competition
with noncommunicating player types choosing startegy A.
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We show that this long run outcome is not always robust to t.he introduction of com-

municat.ion via cheap talk before the game is played. When we introduce communicating

player types who condition their action choice in the underlying G on the sent. and received

messages in the communication stage, then risk dominance, when it conflicts with pay-

off dorninance as a select.ion criterion, is characterizing the stochastically stable outcome

only if the noncommunicating player types babble uniformly and the message set is small

in a sense which includes quantification of the payoff loss or gain at the disequilibrium

outcome and the payoff gain from coordinating on the efficient equilibrium. If the message

set is large in the same sense we specify later, then the efficient equilibriurn will be played

in the long run due to the survival of the communicating player types. In the case the

payoff and risk dominance select the same equilibrium, this equilibriurn will be played by

the noncornmunicating type choosing the action A in G. These results hold under the

assumption that the population size is large enough, as specified later.

Let us denote t.he set of t.ypes by X-{A, B, Cl, ..., C„~} where the noncommunicating
types are denoted by the action they choose in the underlying game G as A and B, and the
m communicating player types are denoted by C~ where index i denotes the i-th message

in t.he set ,M. Let us denote an arbitrar,y communicating state by M.

From this moment we will often refer to a comnrunicating type by 11~1 because we will

assume that types A and B randomizing uniformly over all available rnessages. In that

case, all communication types are mut.ually excharrgeable - they satisfy the anonymity

condition. With respect to the interaction with player types A and B, these m conunu-

nicating types are in principle m replicas of one type.

The state ofthe world at any time is the population composition z- (zA, zB, z~, , . .., z~m),
where zz is the number of individuals of type x E X. Z is the set of all feasible population

states, Z -{z E Nm}2~ zA -}- zB ~- ~m 1 z~, - N}. We refer to a monomorphic state
with zt - N for some x E X as state x. If x E{A, B}, we refer to the state as a non-
communicating state, and if x E{C~, ..., C,n}, we refer to the state as a communicating
state.

When the population state is z, the payoff to the player type x E X is equal t.o:
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~n(z) - I a(zA - 1) -~- bzB f~a -F (m- 1)bzck N 1 1
L k-1 ~

~e(z) - I czA ~- d(zB - 1) ~- ~c -~ (m- 1)dzck N 1 1
L k-1 ]

~r z raf(~-1)czA}6~-(m-1)dzaf(z~;-1)af
~ z~kd 1c, ( ) -

L k~i,k-1
N - I

For illustration, we now first consider a few examples of stochastically stable states in
populations where the type set is restricted to two types, i.e. the dynamics operates on
a face of the state space. We assume that the message set contains ~n messages. These
examples illustrate the evolutionary advantages and disadvantages of the communicating
and noncommunicating player types for a state space restricted to a face of the state space
allowing all player types in X.

To find the state with the minirnal minimum cost tree under the imit.ation dynam-
ics assuming that the set of player types is restricted t,o two types amounts to finding
which of the two monomorphic states can be easier reached via mutat.ions from the other
monomorphic state.

For two states ~, y E X, cxy is the number of mutations needed to reac.h state y from
state x. cIy can be easily calculated as the minimal k for k E {0, 1, ..., N}, such that
~ry(z(k)) ~~rz(z(k)) where z(k) is a state such that zy(k) - k and zz(k) - N- k. It is
the minimal number of individuals needed to change type ~ to type y in a population
originally composed only of type ~ player types so that the type y is imitated by all players
in the next. period.

Two "noncommunicating" types A and B:
Kandori, Nlailath and Rob [76] show for the bPSt resporrse dynamics and uniform

matching that if the population consists only of noncommunicating player types A and
B, then the monomorphic state in which all players play the risk dominant equilibrium
strategy is the only stochastically stable state.

For the class of games considered in K~IR and this chapter, the result is the same
under the imitation dynamics. It ís easy to calculate transition costs between any two
monornorphic states. One considers the population composed only of the two types for
which the calculation is done, and calculates the population composition where both player
types earn the same payoff. We find that c,Ae -~Na-a}d-b~ and ceA -~N a-b ~, soa-cfd-b
that cAB 1 cea iff a- c) d- b.
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If a - c G d- 6, i.e. (A, A) is the payoff dominant equilibrium but dominated in
risk by the equilibrium (B, B), then cA6 G cBA and the state B can be reached from the
stat.e A at a lower number of mutations than the other way round. It follows that the
monomorphic state B is the stochastically stable state when t.he equilibrium (A, A) is not
risk dominant.

Two "communicating" types ~lf and [l1' :
In a population consist.ing of two communicating types, individuals always arrive at.

equilibrium outcomes. When the individuals of the same t.ype are matched, they earn
payoff a, and when two types using different m~sages are matched, they earn payoff d G a.
As soon as one communicating type is more likely to be matched with an individual of his
own type than with someone of the other communicating type, this type earns a higher
payoff, i.e. chfh~~ - ~2~.

Now, we consider the interactions of a communicating type with a noncommunicating
type.

The "noncommunicating" type A and a"communicating" type M:
We consider a message set containing rn, messages, and the states when population is

composed of only two types, one noncommunicating type sending every message in the
message set with probability m and choosing unconditionally action A in the underlying
game G, and one communicating type sending one of the ~n, messages in the communica-
tion stage with probability 1, and choosing A in the underlying game G only if receiving
the same message as the message sent, else choosing action B. This boundedly rational
communication strategy carr be harmful for t.he communicating player type.

The transition costs between the states A and M are cA~r -~Na ~}á 6~ and cnrA -
~Na ~}á b~. Observe that cA~r 1 c,~fA iff c C b. The message set size does not play a role
here. Every time two individuals of types A and ~L1 are matched with the same type, and
m times when matched with a different type, they earn the same payoff a, but. when the
noncommunicating type sends a message that is not the one used by the communicating
type, what happens with probability m', then t.hey arrive at a disequilibrium outcome.
The stochastic stability of the noncommunicating or communicating player type depends
on who is p:mished at the disequilibrium outcome where one player chooses action A
and the other action B in game G. If c c b, then choosing action B is being punished
in comparison to the payoff of the individual in the same match choosing action A. In
this case, it is harder t.o disrupt the rnonomorphic state A than the monomorphic state
M. On the other hand, if c 1 b, choosing B is rewarded in comparison to the payoff of
an individual choosing A, and is harder to disrupt the monomorphic state tL1 than the
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monomorphic state A.
The "noncommunicating" type B and "a communicating" type M:

This restriction of the type set leads to a handshake model in the spirit of Robson's
model [103] where initially, the inefhicient stable state B is disrupted by the presence of a
communicating player type. Unlike in Robson's model, the player of the communicating
type cannot always distinguish the type of the individual he is matched to. They can only
recognize the identity of the other individual in the match if they receive a messages that
would never be sent by their own type. In that case, they choose the incumbent's action
B.

The difference to the previous case, when the incumbent played action A, lies in the
different payoffs the type B and communicating type earn when matched to their own
type.

Type B matched to his own type earrrs a payoff d, while the communicat.ing type
matched to his own type earns a payoff a ) d. When an individual of a communicating
type is matched to an individual of type B, m1 times t.hey receive t.he same payoff d
and m times the disequilibriurn payoffs 6 and c, respectively. Hence, both the equilibrium
premium of choosing A, a-d, and the disequilibrium premium of choosing A, 6- c, which
may be negative, will play a role at determining which type will be more successful in the
population.

We calculate c,~r6 -(N m( a-d)td-c - m (a-d) ~ and c.B~r -(N d-b ~
m(a-d)fd-c~-d-b m(a-d)t2d-b-c m(a-d)f2d-b-c

m(a-d) ~ where m(a - d) f 2d - 6- c) 0 for any ~n. 1 1 as m) 1) bt`-Zd due tom(a-d)f2d-b-c ' a-d

the assumption that (A, A) and (B, B) are both Nash equilibria, i.e. b- d c 0 c a- c.
Adding and substracting the term m(a-d) in transition costs between state B andm(a-d)t2d-6-c
M does not affect the set of stochastically stable states if N is large enough. In this sense
we assume that the population is large enough.

The role of the size of the message set is evident from the dependence of transition
costs between states M and B on m. As the number of available messages increases, the
mutation cost of transition from the communicating state 1L1 to the state B converges
to N- 1 and vice versa the cost of leaving the state B to state lf1 can be made very
"cheap" in terms of mutations, c,~rB ) cBhr ~ m) a-á. So, the communicating state will
be stochastically stable and the efficient equilibrium will be the outcome of the perturbed
imitation dynamics in the long run, when the mutation probability converges to zero, if
there are sufficiently many messages in the message set. Moreover when c c b, there
are always sufficiently many messages, and the condition on the message set size can be
binding only if c~ 6.
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The ultimate evolutionary survival of communicating types has to be investigated
in the model including all feasible types. From the dependence of the trarrsition costs
between the monomorphic states on the message set size we may expect that also the
minimum cost trees for each state will depend on m. Intuitively, increasing the message
space size makes the player type B less successful in the presence of cornmunicating player
types. The more messages has the t.ype B to randomize from, the lower is the probability
that he "hits" the message interpreted by the corrununicating player type as a signal to
play strategy A, in which case the B type earns c and the communicating player earns
b. Most of the time, however, when these two player types meet, they both earn d, while
when two communicating player types meet, they both earn a.

To find the minimum cost tree for each state, we can use the symmetry of the problem
with respect to the communicating st.ates. The transition from or to any of the communi-
cating states to or from any of the noncommunicating states does not depend on the index
of the communicating state: for all player types ~ E X, cnr2 - cnr~2, and clni - cznt~,
for any two communicating statPS M, M'. Thus we will find the rninirnum cost trees for
the state space consisting of three monomorphic states A, B, tLI where M is one of the
communicating monomorphic states and augnrent the resulting rninimum cost trees by

the m- 1 edges such that each edge starts in one (yet unconnected) communicating state
and ends either in another communicating state (in a way so that cycles do no arise), or
in the state A, or in the stat.e B, depending whether c~rnr~, cnr,r or c~rB, respectively, is
the smallest arnong these tluee transition casts. There will be in principle one way how
to do this, depending on the number of inessages m and the payoff structure of the game
given by the payoffs a, b, c, and d. Due to the fact that the transition costs involving the
communicating states are independent of the name of the communicating state, we may
construct many trees with the same cost that differ only in the permutation of t.he order

in which the communicating states are connected to the tree. Still, all such trees will have
the same cost.

This extension procedure preserves the tree structure of the t.ree built on the state
space {A, B, tLi}, and creates a tree at the stat.e space with m communicating states
connecting them at minimal cost an existing tree. Consequently, it is a minimum cost
tree.

So, the search for minimum cost trees consists of finding the cost minimizing way to
connect. m- 1 communicating states to the set of monomorphic states {A, B, M} and
finding a minimum cost tree on this set. There are three directed rooted trees on the
state space consisting of three states, see Figure 4.3. In this figure, R is the state which
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Figure 4.3: All R-trees on the set of nodes P,Q,R.

is at. the root of the tree, and P and Q, are the remaining states.
From the payoff function ~~(z) in the evolutionary game, we can calculate explicitly

the mutation costs of transition between any two monomorphic states:

- r a-c - a-d ~ - r d-b a-d l
~ CAB I Na-ctd-b a-ctd-b ~ CBA I Na-cFd-6 ~ a-cfd-b I

N
~ ~hfAf' - ~2~

. cnfA - ~1V2áb c~ and cAnf - ~1V 2á b` ~~ , where 2cr - b - c) 0 as a- c 1 0 1 b- a.
The last inequality follows from the assumption that (A, A) payoff dominates (B, B),
i.e. a~dlbhencealb.

. n`~a-d)-Fd-c - m(a-d) d-b m~a-d)
cnls - ~Nm(a-d)td-ctd-ó m(a-d)t2d-b-c~ andcBhf - ~Nm(n-d)f2d-b-c~m(a-d)t2d-b-c~

where m(a - d) f 2d - b- c 1 0 for any m) 1 as m. ) 1 1 6 á`ád due to the as-
sumption that (A, A) and (B, B) are both Nash equilibria, i.e. b- d c 0 G a- c.

We denote by c(.~) t.he cost of t.he minimum cost tree of a monomorphic state x E X,
being the total number of mutatiorrs needed for transition along the minimum cost tree
of the state x. The comparisons of the transition costs between monomorphic states in
terms of mutations can be found in lernmas A1.1 to A1.7 in Appendix 1. We refer to
these lemmas in the proofs of Propositions 10, 11 and 12.

We concentrate here on the results that are not círiven by a small population size and
asymmetries resulting in the matching protocol: in a population consisting of types x
and y, type y is more likely to meet type x than type ~ himself, but this difference is of
order Nr 1 so that as N increases, the matching asymmetry resulting payoffs diminish.
We assunre that population is large enough such that these asymmetries do not affect
any player type's success, i.e. we consider N such that. if for given m, rrt(z) ~~y(z),
then keeping proportions of x and y fixed, the same inequality holds for any N' ~ N.
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More precisely, we assume N ~ max{ zd-b-c za-b-~ zm(a-d) m(za-e-c) } - N. For' d-b ' a-c ' m(a-d)-(c-b)' m(a-b)}6-c

any population size N~ N, we consider t.wo cases: when c 1 b and c c b. If c 1 b, the
identity of the stochastically stable states depends on the size of inessage space m. If
c c 6, any message set with m~ 2 is "large enough".

The first proposition uncovers the subclass of games where the result of KMR holds
even in the presence of the communication stage. In these games, communication is not
effective.

Proposition 4.2 Consider the class of games G where c 1 6. If the message set is
"small", i.e. JVl consists of 2~ m c a-d messages, and the noncommunicating play-
ers óabble uniformly, then the limit dist~zb2etion .~` - (0, 1, 0, ..., 0) where .~Z - 1 for z
such that zB - N. Hence, the state B is the unique state in the set of stochastically
stable states and the ine,fficient equilibriu~rc play is the long run outcome. of the perturbed
imitation dynamics.

Proof. The restriction on the message set size 2~ m G a-~ implies that the equi-
librium (A, A) is the payoff dominant equilibrium, but not the risk dominant. equilib-
rium. For c 1 b and m C a-á, the minimum cost trees of the monomorphic states
have the following costs, see Appendix 1: c(A) - cBA f mcn1ói c(B) - cAn~ f mcnre,
c(M) - cqhf f cg~f ~(m -1)mch1ó. Now c~~B G cBti~, see (A1.1) in Appendix 1, therefore
c(B) C c(M). From m(a - d) G c- b and m 1 2 it follows that a- c C d- b. In this
case, cAnt C cBA because (a - c)z -(d - b) (a - b) c 0, see (A1.5) in Appendix 1, therefore
c(B) G c(A). ~

The second proposition states when communication via cheap talk affects the stability
of the inefficient outcome in games for which (B, B) is still a risk dominant equilibrium..

Proposition 4.3 Consider the class of games G where c) b. If the message set is "large ",
i. e. JVl consists of m) a-á messages, and the noncommunicating playes babble uni-
forrrcly, then the limit distribution .~` - (0, ..., 0, m, ..., m, 0, ..., 0) where .~Z - m for all
z E Z such that zx - N for ~ E{Cl, ..., C,,,}. Hence, all monomorphic communicating
states G„ i- 1, 2, ..., m, are in the set of stochastically stable states and the efficient
equilibrium play is the long ran outcome of the perturbed imitation dynamics. Any of
the messages attains the meaning of signalling the e,~cient equilibrèum with the same
probability m .

Proof. The restriction on the message set size m ) Q-d allows games where (A, A) is
a payoff dominant and a risk dominant Nash equilibrium, or games where (A, A) is payoff
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dominant, but not risk dominant equilibrium. For c 1 b and m~ á-a, the minimum
cost trees of the monomorphic states have the following costs, see Appendix 1: c(A) -
cenrfcnrn-~(m-1)cnrnr, c(B) - min{cAa-}-cnrn~-(m-1)cnrnr,canrfcnre~-(m-1)cnrnr},
c(M) - cAnr ~- c~nr -~ (m - 1)cnrnl. Now, cAnr G cnfA, see (A1.2) in Appendix 1, therefore
c(M) G c(A). tiloreover cAnr f cB,~r G cqg f cnrq because c,4nf G cAB, see (A1.6) in
Appendix 1, cBnf G cnrA, see (A1.7) in Appendix 1, and cBnr G cnrB, see (A1.1) in
Appendix 1, therefore c(tb7) G c(B) .~

Finally, the noisy environment. drives out the communicating player types in games
where (A, A) is the efficient and risk dominant equilibrium and choosing action A is not
punished at the disequilibrium outcomes, i.e. b) c.

Proposition 4.4 Con.sider the class of ga~nes G where c G b. If the noncommu~aicating

players babble uniformly, then the limit distribution .~' -(1, 0, ..., 0) where ,~z - 1 for

z E Z such that z,~ - N. He~ace, the state A is the unique state in th.e set of stochastically

stable states and the e,~cient equilibrium play i.s the long ru,n outcome of the perturbed

imitation dynamics.

Proof. The restriction on the payoff structure of the game G, c G b, implies that

(A, A) is a payoff and risk dominant. Nash equilibrium of the underl,ying game. For c G b,
the minimum cost trees of the monomorphic states have the following costs, see Appendix
1: c(A) - cenr f mcA1,~, c(B) - cAQ f mcnra, c(!LI) - cnnr f cenr -4- (m - 1)cnrA. It holds,

cnrA G cAnr, see (A1.2) in Appendix 1, therefore c(A) G c(M). ~foreover, cAnr -~ cenr G

cas -F cnrn as c,~nr G cAói see (A1.6) in Appendix 1, and c~nr c cnrA, see (A1.7) in
Appendix 1, therefore c(M) c c(B). ~

We find that the connection between the play of the efí'icient equilibrium in the long
run and the message connected to this equilibrium being self-signalling is only partial.

For games where b 1 c, the messag~ connected to the equilibrium (A, A) are self-
signalling (d 1 c), and indeed (A, A) is the long run outcome of the dynamics; however,
this is not due to the survival of the communicating player types. For games where b G c

and (A, A) is the payoff and risk dominant. equilibrium, the messages connected to the
equilibrium (A, A) are not necessarily self-signalling, but the communicating player type
prevails and (A, A) is played in any case. Finally, when (A, A) is payoff dominant, but
dominated in risk by (B, B), then the message set size determines the long run outcome
in a way that is not in line with the condition c G d for the mc~sage to player A to
be self-signalling. It rather matters how does the coordination premium on the efficient
equilibrium, a-d, compare to the payoffs the players achieve at a disequilibrium outcome,
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c- b. The more messages there are, the lower t.he coordination premiurn has to be so that
the efficient equilibrium is the long run outcome of the dynamics. Increasing c or d makes
it more likely t.hat for a fixed m, the condition m 1 a-6 will be satisfied, and the efficient
outcome will prevail in the long run. The condition that the message to choose action A
is self-signalling in this game is c c d, hence increasing d and decreasing c makes it more
likely that messages will be credible in the game.

4.5 Nonuniform babbling with two messages

We will look now at the same model with only two nressagc:s in the message set and two

communicating players, each assigning the meaning "let's play A" to one of the messages.
Now, however, the noncommunicating types are not babbling "uniformly". They are

more likely to send one of the available messages than the other. This irrtroduces some
pa.rtial exogenous differentiation into the message set. The message that is sent. less often
by the noncommunicating types serves as a better signal for a communicating player type
to identify when he is matched to his own player type. The probability with which a
nressage is sent represents the reliability of the message. The message is more reliable if

the probability with which it is send is lower. At one side of the modelling spectrum is
Robson's model where the incumbent plays strategy B and sends message "no message"
with probability 1. Now, a mutant (a communicating player type) enters who sends the
message "message" with probability 1. In this ca.5e, the reliability of the mutant's message
is one.

We now allow for situations where the incumbent (which can be a type unconditionally
choosing action B or action A in the underlying game) sends one message with positive
probability, but lower than the probability with which he sends t.he other message. We

int.roduce in this way exogenously an asymmetry into the message set.

We might expect that the presence of inessages with differing reliability leads to the
efficient equilibrium (A, A) played in the long run - and this is indeed the case. Suppose
that risk dominance selects a different equilibrium than payoff dominance. If the reliability
of one of the messag~ is high enough, then the set of stochastically stable states will no
longer contain all the communicating player types, but only the type using the more
reliable message. In the long run, only this message can attain the meaning of signalling
the efficient equilibrium (A, A), and t.his equilibrium will be played.

Let us denote the communicating player type using the more reliable message sent by
the noncommunicating types with probability p E[0, 2) by L, and the communicat.ing
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.S
(a) one possible tree

S
(b)three possible trees

S -S
(c) six possible trees (d) six possible trees

Figure 4.4: All R-trees on the set of nodes P, Q, R, S.

player type using the other message by H.

I

I

We will look for minimum cost tre~ for each monomorphic state x E X-{A, B, L, H}.
There are sixteen directed rooted trees on the state space consisting of four states, see
Figure 4.4. In this figure, R is the state which is at the root of the tree, and P, Q, and
S are the remaining three states in any order. We consider all combinations in trees (b)
and (c) and all permutations in tree (d), to generate all the trees.

When the population state is z, the payoff to the player type ~ E X is equal to:
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~rA(z) - [a(zA - 1) -f- bzó f (ap f 6(1 - P))zL ~ (bp ~- a(1 - p))z6]
1

N-1

~r z cz f d z 1) -f (cp -~ d(1 - p))z1, ~(dp f c(1 - p))zy]B( ) - [ A ( B- 1
N-1

~L(z) - ](ap f c(1 - p))zA f(bp f d(1 - p))zB f a(zL - 1) f dzy] 1
N-1

1
~y(z) -~(~ f a(1 - p))zA -~ (dp f b(1 - p))zy f- dzL f a(zy - 1)]

N- 1~

From the payoff function ~I(z) in the evolutionary game, we can calculate explicitly
the mutation costs of transition between any two monomorphic states:

~ CAB -~N a-c - a-d 1, CBA -~N d-b } a-d ~a-c~-d-b a-ctd-ó a-cfd-ó a-ctd-b

N~ CLH - CHL - ~2~

~ CLA - CHA - ~N2a-bbc~ aTld CAL - CAy - ~N2a-6~-c~~ where 2a - 6- c i 0 aS

a- c) 0 1 b- a. The last inequality follows from the assumption that (A, A)
payoff dominates (B, B), i.e. a) d 1 6 hence a) 6.

~ C -~~( a-d}P(d-c) - a-d ~ and C - ~N P(d-b) a-d ~
LB a-dfp(2d-b-c) a-dfp(2d-b-c) BL a-dfp(2d-b-c) } a-dtp(yd-b-c) .

As the reliability of the message L increases to 1, i.e. p decreases to 0, cBL converges
to 0, i.e. it becomes very "chcap" in terms of mutations to leave state B for state
L.

. c -~N a-c-P(d-c) - a-d ~ and c rN (r-n)(d-6)
H6 a-cfd-b-p(2d-b-c) a-cfd-b-p(2d-b-c) By - I n-cfd-b-p(2d-b-c) ~

a-d As the reliabilit of the messa e L increases to 1 i.e. decreasesa-cfd-6-P(2d-b-c) ~ ~ Y g , p

t0 O,Cgy CORVergeS t0 CBA and CyB cOIlVergeS t0 CAg.

We denote by c(~) the cost. of the minimum cost. tree of a mononrorphic state x E X,
which it is the total number of mutations needed for transition along the minimum cost
tree of the state x. The comparisons of the transition costs between rnonomorplric states
in terms of mutations can be found in Lemmas (A2.1) to (A1.10) in Appendix 2. We refer
to them in the Propositions 13 and 14.

We concentrate here on the results that are not driven by a small population size
and asymmetries resulting in the matching protocol and assume in the remainder of this

2d-b-c 2a-b-c 2(a-d) (a-d)(2a-b-c) t
subsection N ) max{ d-b ~ a-c ' a-c-(d-b)fp(c-b) ~(a-c)(a-d)-p(c-b)(a-ci.d-b) i- N'
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Proposition 4.5 Assume that the m.essage set consists of two messages and the non-

communicating player types send one. of the messages vrith probability p c 2. Consider
the class of games G where c 1 b. If (i) (A, A) is both risk and payo,ff dominant Nash
equilibrium of the underlying game G, or if (ii) (A, A) is payoff dominant and ( B, B) is
a risk dominant Nash equilibrium of the underlying game G, and the reliability of the
message sent with probability p G 2 by the noncommunicating player types is low, i.e.
p) d-bé ~6-~) then the limit distribution ~' - (0, ..., ~~, aw, ..., 0) where az ~ 0, ~w ~ 0,
~Z f.1w - 1, for z, w E Z such that zL - N and wy - N. Hence, both states L and H
are in the set of st.ochastically stable states and the e,~cient equilibrium play is the long
run outcome of the perturbed imitation dynamics;

Proof. The minimum cost trees for states A, B, L, H have the following costs, see
Appendix 2 : c (L) - C(H) - CALfCBL~CLH; C(A) - Irnn{CLA~CBL~CyB; CBq~-CLy-~Cyg};

c(B) - min {CAB f CHA ~ CLy; CAH f CHB f CLy J.

Neither of the two candidates for minimum cost B-trees has the minimal cost. On one
hand, CAH ~ CBB f CLH 1 CAL f CBL ~ CLH beCauSe CH6 ~ CLy, see (A2.2), arid cLy ) cBL,
see (A2.3); and on the other hand, cAB ~-cyA f cLy 1 cAL -~ cBL t cLy because cA6 1 cAL,
see (A2.5), cLy 1 cyL, see (A2.3), and cyA ~ cLy, see (A2.4). Hence, c(B) 1 c(L).

Also, neither of the two candida.t~ for minimum cost A-tree has minimal cost. On one
hand, CBA}CLH}CHB 1 CALfCBL}CLII ~eCallse CyA 1 CBL, see (A2.6) alld CLy ) cAL, See
(A2.4) and cyy 1 cLy, see (A2.2); and on the other hand, cLAfcBL~-cy6 ~ cAL~-cBLfcLB
because cLA ) cAL see (A2.4) and cyB ) cLy see (A2.2). Hence, c(A) ) c(L). The states
with the minimal cost tree among all states are in this case the states H and L. ~

Proposition 4.6 Assume that the message set consists of two messages and the noncom-
municating player types send one of the messages urith. probability p G 2. Consider the class
of games G where c] b. If (A, A) is payoff dontinant equilibrium and (B, B) is risk dom-
inant Nash equilibrium of the underlying game G, and the ~~liability of the message sent
with probability p c 2 by the n.oncom~raunicating player types is high, i.e. p c d-6c-6-ci

then the limit distribution ~' - (0, ..., ~Z, ..., 0) where ~~ - 1 for z E Z such that zL - N.
Hence, then the state L is the unique state in the set of stochastically stable states and the
ef,~icient equilibri,um play is th.e long run outcome of the perturbed imitation dynamics.

Proof. The minimum cost trees for states A, B, L, H have the following costs, see
Appendix 2: c (L) - CyB -~ Cqy f CgL; c(H) - cAL f ceL f cLy; c(A) - min{CLA ~ CBL f
CHBe CBA ~ CLy ~ CyB}; C(B) - min{CAB ~ CHA ~ CLH, CAH ~ Cyg ~ CLyJ.
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Neither of the two candidates for cninimum cost. B-trees has minimal cost. On one

hand , cLA f CBL } CHB 1 CNB f CAB ~ CBL because CLA ~ CAy , see (A2.4); on other hand,

CBA ~ CLy ~- Cy6 ~ CH6 f Cqy -~ CBL becaUSe CBA ~ CRL, see (A2.6), and cLy ~ cAy, see

(A2.4).

Also, neither of the t.wo candidates for minimum cost A-trees has the minimal cost. On

one hand , CAB ~ CBA } CLB 1 CAL f CBL ~ CLy becau5e CAB ~ CAL, See (A2.5), CHA 1 CLH,

see (A2.4), and cLy ~ cBL, see (A2.3); and cAy ~ cy6 f cL6 ~ ctr6 ~- cA6 ~- cBL because
CLy 1 CBL, See (A2.3).

Finally, c(L) G c(H) becat~se cH6 G cLy, see (A2.2). State L has the minimal cost

tree among all states. ~

Proposition 4.7 Assume that the ncessage set consists of two messages and the noncom-

municating player types send one of the messages with probability p G 2. Consider the

class of games G where b) c, then the limit distribution ~' -(1, 0, ..., 0) where .~Í - 1 for

z E Z such that zA - N. Hence, the state A is the unique state in the set of stochastically

stable states and the ef,~icient equilibrium play is the long run outcome. of the perturbed

imitation dynamics.

Proof. The condition b) c implies that (A, A) is payoff and risk dominant Nash

equilibrium of the underlying game G. The minimum cost trees of the monomorphic

states have the following costs, see Appendix 2 : c(L) - c(H) - cAy ~- cBL -f CLA,

C(A) - CLA f CBL ~ CHA; C(B) - CLA ~ CAB f CyA.

Now, CgL G CgA, see (A2.6) in Appendix 2, and cBA G cA6 when (A, A) is a payoff

and risk dominant Nash equilibrium, hence c(A) c c(B). Also, cLA G cAL for b~ c, hence

c(L) - c(H) 1 c(A). The minimal cost A-tree has the minimum cost of mirumum trees

of all states. ~

In this case, efficiency is guaranteed but the communicating players do not survive.

We find that with two messages which are exogenously differentiated, communication

always leads to efficient outcomes, and if one of the messages is sufficiently reliable, then

in the long run, we will observe with probability one that to this message is assigned

the meaning "let's play A", and individuals who assign this meaning to the more reliable

message survive the evolutionary pressures.
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4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we study the evolution of communicatíon in a model where messages have
no exogenous meaning. The underlying game is a symmetric 2 x 2 coordination game and
we assume that. individuals of one population are anonyrnously and randomly matched to
play the underlying game. :~1ost of the models considering evolution of communication
via cheap talk avoid the own-population effects by assuming the roles to the players are
assigned exogenoiLSly. Our assumpt.ion of single population complements the information
on the role of the message set size and riskiness of the efficient equilibrium outcome to
achieve efficiency via cheap talk comrnunication.

We assume that there is a finite message set and the cornrnunication is noisy. Before
the game playing stage, both players send simultaneously a message from a finite set
of available messages. The noise is endogenously generated by allowing the presence of
individuals who randomize among all messages in t.he message set. All individuals update
their strategies according to an imitation dynamics, imitating the player type with the
highest average payoff, and they are matched in a round robin fashion every round.

We show that in the symmetric 2 x 2 games with two strict Nash equilibria, if risk
dominance is not in conflict with payoff dominance, the efficient orrtcomes will be ob-
served in the long run. Wlren risk dominance selects a cíifferent eyuilibrium than payoff
dominance, and the noncommunicating players are babbliug unifornily sending any of
the available messages with equal probability, then the efficient outconre depends on the
number of inessages available in the message set., i.e. on the level of noise generated by the
noncommunicating player types. The higher is the number of inessages, the lower is the
noise. Therefore, if the message set is large enough, m 1 a-b , the efficient equilibrium will
be played in the long run, and any of the messages rrray attain the meaning of signalling
the efficient equilibrium in the long run. Here, a- d is the coordination premium of the
efficient equilibrium, and c- b is the disequilibrium premium from choosing the action
corresponding to the risk dominant equílibrium. If the message set is small, m c c-6 , the
risk dominant equilibrium will be observed in the long run, and messages do not attain
meaning.

In the first case, the efficient equilibrium is the outcome of the dynamics in the long
run, as suggested by Robson's model without noise, and in the second case, the inefficient
equilibrium is the outcome of the dynamics in the long run, as suggested KMR's model
without communication. We connect these two results by assigning to them a level of noise
in the population, given by the number of inessages available to the noncommtmicating
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players. The nrore messages, the lower is the noise irr t.he population.
Then we consider a message set. containing only two messages and introduce exoge-

nously asymmetry into the message set. We assume that one of the messages is sent by
the noncommunicating player types with a lower probability than the ot.her rnessage. If
the messages are differentiated in this way, then efficiency is always achieved. If payoff
dominance does not conflict with risk dominance in selecting the efficient equilibrium in
the underlying game, then the noncommunicating player type playing this equilibrium
survives; but in case of a conflict between these equilibrium selection criteria, the efficient
equilibrium will be played in any case. If the probability with which one of the messages
is sent by the noncommunicating player types is small enough, then the asymmet.ry in-
troduced into the message set selects a unique communicating player type in the long run
- the player type using the message set infrequently by the noncormnunicating types. In
this case, there is a unique message that attains meaning in the long run, and it is the
message assigned to the more reliable message. Otherwise, both communicating player
types will be observed in the long run, and any message can attain meaning in the long
run.

Robson and Vega-Redondo [104] show that the results of K:~1R are also sensitive to the
matching protocol. If the uniform random matching is replaced by a true random match-
ing, the payoff function of every strategy becomes a function of the realized matching.
They show that. this dynamics converges relatively fast to a Pareto efficient eyuilibrium
rather than selecting the risk dominant equilibrium. They moreover extend this result,
the selection of efficient equilibrium, to the common interest games as defined by Aumann
and Sorin [3]. The nature of interaction in the population matters as well for the out-
comes of the dynamic process. Ellison [42] shows that with local interaction, the speed of
convergence can be considerably higher. These observations could be relevant for a model
with cheap talk for example when considering the spreading of "different languages" in
a population, i.e. t.he assignment of ineanings to messages in a game when interactions
take place locally, and may be considered to extend the present model.

4.7 Appendix 1: m messages and uniform babbling

The mutation costs of transition between any two monomorphic states, A, B, tl1 and 11~I',
where M and M' are two distinct communicating states, are as follows:

- r a-c - a-d l - ~ d-6 a-d ~~ ~AB I Na-ctd-b a-ctd-b I' ~BA Na-c~-d-b ~ a-ctd-b '
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N. cn,er - r 2~ .

- r a-b ~ - I a-c IC61A Nza-b-c , CAni N2a-b-c

C N
m(a d)fd c - m(a-d) , C - rN d-b } m(a-d) l.

A1B -~ m(a-d)td-cfd-b m(a-d)t2d-b-c~ Bb1 I m(n-d)-F2d-b-c m(a-d)f2d-b-c I

These transition costs are compared in the following lemrnas.

Lemma A1.1: Suppose N~ m(ámd~-(~)-b). If c G b, or c 1 b and Trz 1 Q-d, then cBn1 G
cnlnr G cn1B. If c) b and m e Q-á, then c,r1B G cn1n1~ G cBn1.

Proof. cBn1 G CMn1~ b N
d-6 } m(a-d) G N

m(a-d)t2d-b-c m(a-d)t2d-b-c 2 '

This reduces to N(c - 6- ~rc(a - d)) G-2~n(a-d). Hence c 1 b and a-á ) m implies

cn1n1~ G cBn1, while a-d G m, and N] m(a d) -( )-b) implies cBn~ G ci11h1.. ~loreover,

cBn1 - N- cn1a, hence c.Bn1 G cnlnr ~ cn1B 1 cnlnc. ~

Lemma A1.2: cAti1 c ch1n1 G cn1A t~ c 1 6.

Proof. cA~1 G chlirl t~ N2á b` ~. G 2. This reduces to 2(a - c) c 2a - b - c. Moreover,

chln - N- can1, i.e. cAn1 G cn1n1 ~ cn1n1 G cn1,a. ~

Lemma A1.3: Suppose N) 2d66`. Then cAB G cn1B and c Bn1 G ce,a.

Proof. caB G cti1B p N(
a c - m(a-d)fd-c ) G a-d - m(a-d)

a-c{.d-6 m(a-d)fd-c~d-b a-ctd-ó m(a-d)f2d-b-c'

This reduces to N(d - b) (n - d) (1 - rn) G(a - d) (2d - 6- c) (1 - m), where a- rf ) 0

andl-ynGO. ~

Lemma A1.4: If 6 1 c then chlir G cn1B.

Proof. If 6 ] c then c,~i:r C c'.i~:v. bti~ Leuiiua (A1.2) and c,i~nr C c.1~tj b~' Lcmma

(A1.1). ~

Lemma A1.5: Suppose ( a - c)~ -(d - b)(a - b) G 0. Then cAh1 c c~:r.

Proof. cBA G cA,r1 ~s N((a - c)2 -(d - b)(a - 6)) 1 ( d - b)(a - 6). ~

Lemma A1.6: Suppose N 1 2á6~ `. Then cA~,1 G c aB and cB,a G cn1,1.

Proof. cAn1 G cAB a N(a - c) ( r - ' ) G- a-d
2a-b-c a-ctd-ó a-cfd-b

This reduces to N(a - c) (d - a) c (d - a) (2a - b- c) where d- a G 0. ~
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Lemma A1.7: Suppose N) m(2a-b-c)
Then cB~r G c,~r~ and cAhr G cnre-m(a-b)}b-c'

Proof. cenr G cnl,r ~ N d-b -F m(a d) G N a-6
m(a-d)}2d-b-c m(a-d)}yd-b-c 2a-b-c'

This reduces to
N ((d - 6) (a - c) - (a - b)(d - c) - (a - b)m(a - d)) G -m(a - d) (2a - b - c) , i.e.

to
N((a - d)(c - b) -(a - b)m(a - d)) G-m(a - d) (2a - 6- c) where a- d 1 0, so

that the condition is equivalent. to N((a - b)m -(c - 6)) ) m(2a - 6- c) . Similarly t.o

prove caw G ctite. ~
We identify now minimum cost trees on the set of states A, B, and m replicas of

the communicating state M. First, we find the way to connect m- 1 communicating

states at a minimum cost to a state A, B, or a communicating state M. Then we find

minimum cost tree on the set of three remaining states {A, B, M}, where M is one of the

communicating states. This then forms a tree on the set. of states A, B, and m replicas
of the communicating state M. Let c(~) denote the cost of such minimurn cost ~-tree.

Lemma A1.8: Suppose that for any m, N) n` (a-d)(2d-b-c) (a) For c) b and m G á-d,m(a-d)-(c-b)

c,~Ig G ctir,~r G c,~rq, hence a minimum cost tree for any state ~ on the set of states
A, B and m replicas of the communicating state ~ll will contain m- 1 ares starting

in one of the m- 1 communicating states other than ~lI and ending in state B. (b)

For c 1 6 and m~ a-á, chr,~r G chrB, hence a minimum cost. t.ree for any state ~

on the set of states A, B and m replicas of the comrnunicating state M will contain

m- 1 ares starting in a one of the m- 1 communicating states other than NI and

ending in another communicating state in such a way that cycles are not created.

(c) For c G b, chlq G c,~rnr, and c,~fA G cnrB, a minimum cost tree for any state x
on the set of states A, B and m replicas of the communicating state M will contain

m- 1 ares starting in one of the m- 1 communicating states other than M and

ending in state A.

Proof. (a) If c J b then c~f,~r~ G chrA, see (A1.2). i~loreover, if m G a-d, c~rB G c,~r,~r~,

see (A1.1), therefore c,~fB G c,~r,~r~ G c,~rA. (b) If c 1 6 and m~ a-á, c,~rhr~ G c~tA, see

(A1.2), and ctir,~r~ G c,yB, see (A1.1). (c) For c G b, c~rA G cnr,~r-, see (A1.2), and

cMA G ~MBi See (A1.4). ~

Denote by M a generic element of the set of monomorphic communicating states
{Cr,...,Cm}. In the previous lemma, we determined the way m- 1 of tlrese states will
be connected to a minimum cost tree of any state as a root. Now we combine this
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information with information in which way the remaining three states will form a tree
to find a minimum cost tree for each state on the set of monomorphic states A, B, and
~i~, ..., ~im.

Minimum cost A-tree on the set of monomorphic states A, B, and Cl, ..., C,„

There are t.hree A-trees on the set {A, B, ~l1 } with costs cl - cnrA~-cBA, c2 - cnrA-~cBni,
cs - ceA -f- cnie.

Lemma A1.A: The cost of a minimum cost A-tree c(A) is as follows: (a) for c) b and
c-bm c a-d, c(A) - mcn1Q -t- cBA, (b) for c) b and m) a-d, c(A) - cnrA -~ ceni -~

(m - 1)cnrnr~; (c) for c C 6, c(A) - mcnrA ~- cani.

Proof. (a) cA 1 c3 because cnfA ~ cniB, see A1.8, and c2 ) c3 because cniA ~ ceA,
see A1.6, and cenr ) cnie, see Al.x. Additional m- 1 ares each with cost cn~B are added
by Lemma A1.8. (b) c3 ) c~ because cnrQ ~ cnrA, see A1.8, and cl 1 cz because
cBA ~ cBnr, see A1.3. Additional m- 1 ares with cost cn~n~- are added by Lemma A1.8.
(c) c3 1 cA because cn~B 1 cniA, see A1.8, and ci ) cZ because cQA ) cQn~ see A1.3.
Additional m- 1 ares with cost cn~A are added by Lernma A1.8. ~

Minimum cost B-tree on the set of monomorphic states A, B, and C, ,..., Cm

There are three B-trees on the set {A, B, b1 } with costs c6 - cAB~-cniA, c2 - cAe-~cnie,
c~ - cAnr f cnre-

Lemma A1.B: The cost of a minimum cost B-tree c(B) is as follows: (a) for c 1 b and
m c Q-á, c(B) - cAnr f rrrcnrg. (b) for c) b and m 1 Q-d, c(B) - min{cB ~(m -
1)cnrnr.,cB ~- (m - 1)cnrnr-}, (c) for c G b, c(B) - mcnrA f cAa.

Proof. (a) cB 1 cB because cniA ) cni8, see A1.8, and c2 ~ cB because cAa ~ cAni,
see A1.6. Additional m- 1 ares each with cost cn~B are added by Lemma A1.8. (b)
cB ) cB because cnrB ~ c,~fA, see A1.8. Additional m- 1 ares with cost. cnrnr- are added
by Lemma A1.8. (c) cB ~ c6 because cnie ~ cniA, see A1.8, and cB ~ c~ because
cn~e J cae, see A1.3, and cAn~ ) c.h~A. see A1.2. Additional m- 1 ares with cost cn~A are
added by Lemma A1.8. ~ .
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Minimum cost Il1-tree on the set of monomorphic states A, B, and C~ ,..., C,,,

There are three M-trees on the set {A, B, M} with costs cir - cani -~ cBA, c2r - cAnr f
CBnle C3' - CAB ~ CBAI.

Lemma A1.M: The cost of a minimum cost ~I-tree c(M) is as follows: (a) for c~ b
and m G á-~, c(M) - cAnr f cynr f(m - 1)cnrB, (b) for c 1 b and m~ a-d,

c(M) - CAtir ~- cBnr f(m - 1)cniA, (c) for c G b, c(M) - cani -t- ceni f(m - 1)cnrnr~.

Proof. c3~ ) c2f because cAB ~ cAnl, see A1.6, and ci~ ) c2~ because cBA ~ ceni, sPe

A1.3. The minimurn cost trees then obtain by referring to Lemma A1.8. ~

4.8 Appendix 2: Two messages and nonuniform bab-
bling

The mutation costs of transition between any two monomorphic states A, B, L and H are

as follows:

~ C - rN a-c - a-d 1 c - rN d-b } a-d 1AB a-ctd-b a-ctd-b ' BA a-ctd-b a-ctd-b '

N~ CLH - CHL - ~21 .

- r a-b 1 - r a-` l.~ CLA - CHA iv 2n-b-c ' CAL - CAH N2a-b-c

rN(a-dtP(d.-c))-(a-d)~ - r Np(d-b)fa-d l
~ CLB - I a-dfp(2d-6-c) , CBL - I n-d~-p(2d-b-c) I.

rNta-c-Ptd-c))-~a-d)l r N~1-P)~d-b)ta-d
~ CyB - I a-ctd-b-P(2d-b-c) I, CBH - I a-ctd-b-p(2d-b-c)~'

For each monomorphic state x E X there are sixteen trees on the set. of monomorphic
states {A, B, L, H}, with state x as a root. Some of these trees have the same cost due
to the symmetries cLy - cyL, CLq - CyA, and cAL - cAy. We denote by T(z) the set of
minimum cost trees of state z.

Transition costs between monomorphic states A, B, L and H are compared in the
following lemmas.

Lemma A2.1: Suppose N 1 2á bb ` and p E [0, 1~2). Then cBL G cBy G cyA and
CAB G CyB G CLB.
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Proof. CBL G CBH ~
Np(d-b)}a-d G N(1-p)(d-b)}a-d

a-d}p(2d-6-c) n-ctd-b-p(2d-b-c)'

This reduces to (1 - 2p)(a - d)(c f b- 2d ~ N(d - b)) 1 0.
C G C ~ N(1-p)(d-b)}a-d G N d-b n-dBH BA a-c}d-6-p(2d-b-c) a-c}d-b } a-c}d-b'
This reduces to ( 2d - b- c)(a - d) G N(a - d)(d - b). ~

Lemma A2.2: Suppose for any p E [0,1~2), N 1 2(a-d) If a- c) d- b, ora-c-(d-b)}p(c-b)'

a-c G d-b and p 1 d-b~ (b-`) then c G c G c otherwise c, BH HL HB, HB G cHL C cBH.

Proof. Cgy G Cyg S~ N(]-p)(d-b)}a-d G N(a-c-p(d-c))-(a-d)
a-c}d-b-p(2d-b-c) a-c}d-b-p(2d-b-c) '

This reduces to 2(a - d) G N(a - c-(d - b) -~ p(c - b)). ~

Lemma A2.3: Suppose N) a d(ap(d? b) . If c~ b, or c G b and p 1 6-d , then
CyL G CLB, otllerWlse CLB C CNL C CBL.

cBL G

N(a-d}p(d-c))-(n-d) Np(d-b)-~a-d
Proof. CLB G CBL G~ a-d}p(yd-b-c) G a-d}p(2d-b-c)'

This reduces to N(a - d- p(c - 6)) G 2(a - d). The comparison for cBL -'2 follows
from cLB - N - ceL. ~

Lemma A2.4: CqL G CyL G CLA t~ C 7 b.

Proof. cAL G cyL t~ NZQ bc ~ G 2. s

Lemma A2.5: Suppose N 1 2Q6~ `. Then cAL G cAB and cBA G cL,4.

Proof. cAL G cA6 ~ Nzn bc G Na-c}d-b - a-c}d-b'
This reduces to N(a - c)(a - d) )(a - d)(2a - b- c), where a ] d. ~

Lemma A2.6: Suppose N) ( a-d)(2a-b-c)
If b 1 c, then cAL((a-c)(a-d)-p(c-b)(a-c~-d-b)) '

CLB G CLA.

G CBL and

Proof. cAL G cBL t~ N a-c G Np(d-b)}a-d
2a-b-c a-dtp(2d-b-c)'

This reduces to N((a - c)(a - d) - p(c - b)(a - c-F d- b)) 1(a - d)(2a - b- c). ~

Lemma A2.7: Suppose N 1 max{Zd-b-c 2d-b-c }. If b~ c, then cH6 ~ cLA.d-b ' d-b

Proof. By Lemma ( A2.1) cHB 1 cAB, and by Lemma (A2.~), c.A6 ] c,iL. B~' Lemma
(A2.4), if b 1 c then cAL 1 cLA, hence cHe 1 cL,a. ~
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Minimum cost A-tree on {A, B, L, H}

There are sixteen A-trees tA with the following costs cA, i- 1, ..., 16:

~ CA - CLA ~ CB.A f CHL : Cj - C2 ~ C3 - Cq beCallse

tA ~ T(A).

~ C2 - CHA ~ CyA ~- CL y: C2 - CA i C3 - Cá beCallSe

tz ~ T(A).

A~ C3 - CHA } CLH ~ CBL .

CBL

ceL

G cBA see (A2.6), therefore

G cyA see (A2.6), therefore

- A-Cq,

A A A~ Cq - CLA f CHL ~- CBL : Cq - C3 .

~ CS - CBA ~ CLH f CBy : CS - C6 1 c3 - c4 because cBy 1 cBL see (A2.1), therefore

ts ~ T(A).

~ C6 - CLA -~ CyL f CBy : C6 - CS 1 C3 - C4 beCallSe CBH 1 CBL See (A2.1), therefore
tfi ~ T(A).

~ C~ - CLA f CBA f Cyg : C~ ) c9 because ceA 1 cBL see (A2.6), therefore t7 ~ T(A).

~ Cg - CyA ~ CBA ~ CLB - C8 ~ c~ because cLB 1 cyB see (A2.1), therefore tá ~ T(A).

A~ Cg - CLA f CBL f CHB.

A~ Cl~ - CBA f CLH f CyB.

~ cil - cBAfcLB~-cyL : c11 ~ cló because cLB ) cyB see (A2.1), therefore til ~ T(A).

~ C12 - CHA f CBH -~ CLB

therefore t12 ~ T(A).

A~ C13 - CBA f CyB ~ CLB.

~ Clá - CBL ~ CLA f CyA.

: c12 1 cgA because cBy J CBL and cLB ) cyB see (A2.1),

~ c~ - cByfcLA-FcyA : c,s ) c14 because cBy 1 cBL see (A2.1), therefore tls ~ T(A).

~ C 6 - CBA ~ CLA } CHA - CB~ cls because cBA ) cBy see (A2.1), therefore t e

~ T(A).
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Now, for b ~ c, we find that clo ~ c13 because cLy ~ cL6 see (A2.3), therefore
tlo ~ T(A); ~- c4 ~ c14 because cLA G CLy see (A2.4), therefore t3 ~ T(A) and
t4 ~ T(A) ; and c13 ) cA because cH6 ~ cyL see (A2.2), therefore ts~ T(A). Finally,
c9 1 c14 because cyA G cyy see (A2.7), therefore t~ ~ T(A). We conclude that for 6 1 c,

( ) - Ac A - cla.
For c 1 b, c3 - c4 ) cló because cyA 1 cyA see (A2.5) and cBL ~ cyB as cLy )

cBL 1 cBy see (A2.3) and (A2.1), therefore t3 ~ T(A) and t4 ~ T(A). The two remaining
candidate A-trees for a minimum cost tree of state A are tló and t9. Finally, c(A) -
min{t9 , tlá}.

Minimum cost B-tree on {A, B, L, H}

There are sixteen B-trees t;~ with the following costs c6, i- 1, ..., 16:

~ CB - CAB ~ CHA f CLA : lf b G C, cB ~ cB because
b G c, tB ~ T(B).

CLA ~ CLH see (A2.4), therefore if

B~ C2 - CAB f CHA f CLy.

~ CB - Cqg f CyA ~- CLy : C~ - CB, if b 1 C, C3 1 C~ beeaUSe CLA G CLH See (A2.4),

therefore if b) c, tB ~ T(B).

~ CB - CAB f CHL f CLq : CB - CB; if b) c, tá ~ T(B).

~ CB - CAH f CHB f CLH - CB - Cg , cB ~ cB because cLA G cLy see (A2.4), therefore
if 6 1 c, tB ~ T(B).

~ C6 - CAL f CHB f C(,H . Cg - C8 , if b 1 c, ts ~ T(B).

~ CB - CAL ~ CHL f CLB : CB - Cg , cB 1 cs because c1.6 1 cyó see (A2.1), therefore
tB ~ T(B).

~ C8 - CAH f CHL ~ CL B: C8 - CB, tá ~ T(B).

~ C9 - CAL f CHB -i- CLB : C9 - Cló-

~ CIÓ - CAH -~ CHB ~- CLB : Cló - c9 .

~ CB - CAH ~ CHB f CL.A . C~ ) cB because cLA ~ cLy see (A2.4), therefore if b G c,
tB ~ T(B).
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~ CB - CAL f CHA f CLB : CB 7 cB because cLe ~ cH6 see (A2.1), therefore t6
~ T(B).

~ CB - CAg fCyL fCLg : CB ) c~ because cAB , cay see (A2.5), therefore tB ~ T(B).

~ CB - CAB } CHB ~ CLy : CB 1 cB because cAB ~ CAH see (A2.5), therefore tB
~ 7'(B).

~ CB - CqB ~ CyB -~ CLy : CB 1 c lo because cAB 1 Cqy see (A2.5), therefore tB
~ 7'(B).

~ C 6 - CAB } CyB f CLA . CB ) c6 because cA6 1 Cay see (A2.5), therefore t 16~ T(B). 18

For b 1 c, CLA G CKL G CAL S~ (A2.4), 11enCe CLA G CLB for 6 1 c; now c9 ~ cB and
cló ) cB because cLA G CaL See (A2.4) and cay G cyB see (A2.1), therefore t9 ~ T(B)
and tló ~ T(B); and similarly cB ) cB therefore tB ~ T(B); and cB ~ c6 because
cL6 J cLA therefore tB ~ T(B). Consequently, if 6 1 c, T(B) -{t6}.

For 6 G c, the remaining candidate B-trees for a minimum cost tree of state B are
either trees tB and tB, or trees tB and tfi. Firrally, c(B) - min{tB, tB}

Minimum cost L-tree on {A, B, L, H}

There are sixteen L-trees t~ with the following costs c; , i - 1, ..., 16:

L
~ Cl - CBL ~ CAH f Cyy : Cj - C2.

L~ CZ - CBL f CAL f CHB : Cl - C2 -

~ C3 - CHL } CAH f CBL : Cg - CQ , lf b~ C, C3 J C6 because cyL 1 cyA see (A2.4),

therefore if b 1 c, t3 ~ T(L).

~ C4 - CHL f CAL f CBL ~ C4 - C3 , if 6 1 c, tá ~ T(L).

~ C5 - CAL f CHA f CBH . CS 1~ because cBL G cyy see (A2.1), therefore ts ~ T(L).

~ C6 - CBL f CAL } Cyq : lf Ó G C, Cs 1 C4 beCaUSe CHA
b G c, ts ~ T(L).

~ CHL see (A2.4), therefore if

~ C7 - CAL f CBA ~ CHB - C7 ~ C2 because cBL G cea see (A2.6), therefore t~ ~ T(L).
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~ Cg - CyL f CAy i- Cgq : Cg - C9 , c8 1 c4 because cgL C cgA see (A2.6), therefore tá

~ T(L).

~ C9 - CyL ~ CqL ~- CgA : C9 - C8 , therefore t9 ~ T(L).

~ Clp - CHL ~ CAL f CBy . C0- Cll ~ clo 1 c4 because cgy ~ cgL see (A2.1), therefore

tio ~ T (L).

~ Cll - CyL -}- CAy -~ Cgy : Cjl - C ló, therefore til ~ T(L).

~ C12 - CyL ~ CAB } CBH . Cj2 ~ c13 because cgy 1 cgL see (A2.1), therefore ti2
~ T(L).

~ Clg - CyL f CAB -F CBL . C13 ~ c3 because cAg ] cAL see (A2.5), therefore t13 ~ T(L)

~ CI4 - CBL~CABfCyg : C14 1 c2 because cAg 1 cAL see (A2.5), therefore t14 ~ T(L).

~ Clg - CBL }CAB f CHA . Cls ~ cs because ca6 ~ cAL see (A2.5), t.herefore tl~ ~ T(L).

~ C6- CAL}CHAfCBA . Clfi ~ CS because cgA 1 cgy see (A21), therefore tls ~ T(L).

For b~ c, cfi ~ ci because cyg 1 cyA see (A2.7), therefore tl ~ T(L) and t2 ~ T(L).

T(L) - {ts }.

For b c c, the minimum cost. trees candidates are t~ and t2 or t3 and tá. ci G c if

cyg G CyL see (A2.2). For ~- c 1 d- b, and for a - c C d- b and ~ G d-~~~b-`~,
T(L) -{ti , t2 }. For a- c c d- b and p~ d-dc-e-`~, T(L) - {t3 , t4}.

Minimum cost H - tree :

There are sixteen H-trees tH with the following costs c,~, i- 1, ...,16:

~ CH - CAH f CBH ~ CLB . C~ - C~-

y H H~ C2 - CAL f CBH ~ CLB . C2 - CI -

y~ C3 - CAH } CBL f CLA.

~ C.9~ - CAy ~ CBL f CLy : Cq - CH.

~ CS - CAL ~ CBL f CLH . CS - C9 .
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~ C6 - CAL } CBA ~ CLy - C6 - CH, cfi ~ cy because cBA 1 cBy see (A2.1), therefore
ts ~ T(H).

y~ C~ - CAH ~ CBA ~ CLy : CH - C6 , CH ~ c9 , therefore t7 ~ T(H)

~ Cá - CAL ~ Cgy -~ CLy : Cá - Cyy, c8 1 cs because cBy ~ cyL see (A2.1), therefore
t8 ~ T(H).

~ Cy - CAy f CBy f CLy : Cy - C8 , c9y ) cs , therefore c9 ~ T(H).

~ Cl~ - Cqy - ~ CBy ~ CLA : C10 ~ C3 because ceH 1 CBL See (A2.1), therefore t10

~ T(H).

B~ Cll - CBy f CAB -~ CLH

~ T(H).

: cH ] c12 because cBy ) cyL see (A2.1), therefore tH

~ C12 - CBLfCAB~CLH - C12 ~ cs because cAB 1 cAL see (A2.5), therefore t12 ~ T(H).

~ C13 - CBH f CAB ~- CLB : c13 1 cH because cAB 1 CqL see (A2.5), therefore t13
~ T(H).

~ C14 - CBy ~ Cqg ~ CLq : C14 ~ cló because caB J CAL see (A2.5), t.herefore t14
~ T(H).

~ C15 - CAy ~- CyA f CLB : Cls ) cH because cBA 1 cBy see ( A2.1), therefore tls
~ T(H).

~ c8- Cqy f Cyq ~ CLq : C16 1 c3 because cyA ~ cBL (A2.6), therefore tls ~ T(H).

For b 1 c, cá - cs ~ c3 because cLA G cLy See (A2.4), therefore t4 ~ T(H) and
ts ~ T(H). Also, cH - c2 1 c3 , because cBy 1 cyL see (A2.1) and cLe 1 cLA see
(A2.6), therefore tH ~ T(H), t2 ~ T(H). Finally, T(H) -{t3 } if b 7 c.

For b c c, cH - c2 ) c3 because cLy G CLA see (A2.5), therefore ty ~ T(H) and
t2 ~ T(H). And c3 ] c4 because cLy c cLA see (A2.4), therefore t3 ~ T(H). Finally,
T(H)-{t4,t5}ifbcc.



Part II

Spiteful preferences in three person
ult imatum games
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Chapter 5

Intentions vs. distributions in an
experiment on ultimatum games

5.1 Introduction

This chapter, based on a joint paper with A. Riedl [102], addresses intentions and dis-

tributional motivations in an ultimaturn game where one player, the proposer, proposes

a split of a pie between hirnself and two other players, the responders, and needs accep-

tance of both of them so that the proposed payoff distribution is implemented. We study

experimentally the three-person ultimatum game (henceforth 3PUG). By modifying the

responder's rejection consequences we address the responder's behavior in a game where

a rejection of a proposal always destroys the proposer's share. In three treatments of

the game, a rejection by a responder either decreases, or does not affect, or increases the

payoff of the other responder. Our aim is to investigate if pure distributional concerns

(with respect to the payoff of the other responder) interact strongly enough with the

responders' mot.ivations so that. they replace the negative reciprocal motives that might

arise against the proposer. This would be observable by different strategies subrnitted in

the game treatments.

As Bolton and Ockenfels [17] point out: "...games with more than two players challenge

our understanding of the two-player games." They open new questions about validity of

egalitarian predictions, assumptions incorporated into the behavioral theories, or ques-

tions on the reference group relevant for the theories of reciprocal behavior.

The two person version of the ultimatum game (henceforth 2PUG) has been exten-

sively studied in the literature. From economics viewpoint it can be seen as a metaphor

135
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of one of the most common economics environments, markets with posted prices, and as
a building block for rnore complicated bargairring situations.

In a 2PUG, one player, the proposer, is asked to propose a distribution of a pie between
himself and the other player, the responder. If the responder accepts, both players earn
payoffs according to the proposal. If the responder rejects, both players earn payoff of
zero. The game has been studied extensively using experimental methods. In this stream
of literattue, init.iated by the seminal paper of Guth, Schmit.tberger and Schwarze [63]
and surveyed e.g. in Roth [105], it is observed that responders often reject "small" offers,
and the acceptance rates peak at the equal division of the pie. Explanations for these
observations, in particular the rejections of st.rictly positive offers by responders, range
from referring to social norms (egalitarian sharing), to negative reciprocity and inequity
aversion, i.e. motivations going beyond the pure monetary payoff maximizat.ion.

The research question has been refined to discriminating between behavior motivated
by intentions derived from the strategy choices of other pla,yers, and behavior motivat.ed
purely by the payoff distributions among all players, resulting from their strategy choices.
In the 2PUG, for example, a responder may reject a proposal because the proposer could
have chosen some other proposal, i.e. the proposer's strategy choice is evaluated in the
light of the intentions that can be derived from available alternative strat.egi~, and a
rejection is triggered by the negative reciprocity against the proposer. Or, a responder
may reject a proposal purely because of the payoff distribution it implies.

In our study, we investigate whether in an archetypal game where negative reciprocity
is expected, in an ultimatum game, distributional motives may also be important at least
in a subgroup of the responders pool. We thereby contribute to the strain of research
confronting intentionality and distributional motives in games. By now, this picture is
far from complete.

Intentions and distributional motivations in experimental evidence
The role of reciprocal motives seems to be sufficient.ly supported by experimental

evidence. In particular, the experimental evidence for negative reciprocity is rich. Bolt.on
and Zwick [20] show that the payoff given away by a proposer in an impunity game, where
the responder cannot. pturish the proposer and he can only destroy his own share of the
pie, is lower than in an ultimatum game. This suggests that it is the threat of negative
reciprocity by responders that motivates proposers to offer normegligible payoff shares in
the ultimattun game. Also, there are no reject.ions observed in the impunity game. If a
responder cannot punish a proposer by destroying own payoff, he will not decrease his
own material payoff.
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Blount and Bazerman [ll] bring evidence on the importance of relative payoffs in

their experiment on job reward selection. Participants were asked to volunteer for an

experiment and in three treatments, they were offered a pay scheme where all participants

earn 7 USD for the job, or a pay scheme where some participants (exogenously chosen)

were offered 8 USD for the job, and informed that other participants will be paid 10

USD for the same job, and vice versa some were offered 10 USD and told that others

will be paid 8 USD. In the third treat.ment, participants could choose to participate in an

experiment where all will be paid 7 USD, or in an experiment. where some participants

will be paid 8 and other 10 USD for the same job. Subjects were more likely to volunteer

for the 8~10 job when given also the alternative of a job ttrat pays 7 USD to all, than

when only asked about the 8~10 job. Hence, they were willing to accept disadvantageous

inequality against other participants if this increased their payoff from 7 to 8 USD, but

they were more reluctant to accept the unequal payoff dist.ribution per se. The authors

argue that when asked in isolation about the 8~10 job, the salience of comparison of the

payoffs dominat.es the payoff maximization.

In the same paper, Blount and Bazerrnan report data on the 2PUG played via a

strategy method in two framings: resporrders either respond to a sequence of possible

proposals, or they state the minimal payoff they are willing to accept. Acceptance rates

are higher in the treatment stating the willingness to accept. The aversion towards the

unequal payoff distribution is more salient in the response treatment where the unequal

proposal is presented, as oppose to the treat.ment. where only the payoff to the recipient

is stated.

Falk et al. [44} observe that subjects evaluate the payoff outcome of a game relative to
other feasible payoff outcomes in the game. They compare the acceptance of the proposal
(proposer's payoff, responder's payoff) -(8,2) when the available alternative is either
(10, 0), or (8, 2), or (5, 5) or (2, 8). The rejection rate of the proposal (8, 2) depends on
t.he alternative. It is smallest when it can be interpreted as a sign of kind behavior by the
proposer because the alternative is (10,0), i.e. fully disadvantageous to the responder.
When the a,lternative is (5, 5), 44,4010 of responders reject the proposal (8, 2), while only

26.7P1o reject it when the alternative is (2, 8). The variation in the response to the same

offer depending on the unchosen alternative is an evidence of the importance of intentions
derived from these unchosen alternatives.

A different conclusion about the importance of alternative payoff distributions avail-
able in a game is drawn by Bolton et al. [14}. They also confront the pure dist.ributional
motivations with the motivations derived from the intentionality of game moves by other
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players. The authors compare the behavior of second-movers in a two-player game, where
the first mover either has a choice between cooperation or defection, or is forced to defect
i.e. has no choice. The strategies of the second mover range from rewarding to punishing
the first mover. The authors find little evídence for positive reciprocity (rewards). A~Iore-
over, comparison of the behavior after a defection hy the first mover in a game where the
first mover had no choice to a game where the first. mover could choose between defec-
tion and cooperation, shows no significant difierences. They conclude (see Bolt.on et al.
[15]): "As a whole, we interpret. the ... results a,5 evidence that behavior in those games
can basically be explained on distributional grounds and that the role of intentionality
is secondary." They proceed stressing three regularities to be considered for building a
behavioral model: other-regarding behavior is strategic, it is context-dependent, and what
is considered fair is evaluated from a self-cent.ered and self-serving position.

Kagel, Kim and 'Vloser [73] collected data that is also in line with the observation of
Bolton et al. [14]. They experimentally implemerrt an ultimatum bargaining for 100 chips
using the information about t.he exchange rates of a c:hip for money for the two players as
a treatment. variable. When only the responder was informed about t.he exchange rates
of the responder and the proposer, and the responder's value of the chip was lower than
the proposer's value of the chip, the uninformed proposers offer on average 48.7`7 of t.he
chips. The rejection rate by the informed r~ponders in this treatment is 34~~. It is
substantially higher than in a treatment where only the proposer was informed about the
exchange rates of both players, and had a higher exchange rate than the responder. In
this treatment the mean offer was similar, 46.9, but the rejection rate was only 8Plc. The
uninformed responders were quite willing to accept the equal split of chips, not knowing
that it implies unequal split of money. The interesting observation, however, is the one
t.hat even if responders knew that they cannot attribute intentionality to t.he proposals,
because the proposers' proposing equal splits in ternrs of chips were not aware of making
unequal split in terms of money, the rejection rates were as high as 34`'7c, much higher
than in the treatment when only the proposers knew that an equal split of chips implies
unequal payoffs. Hence, the pure unequal distribution of payoffs motivated the r~ponders
to reject the unequal proposals in the treatrnents when the proposer could not be blamed
for being "too greedy". This explanation is also supported by the observation that. in
a treatment with a common knowledge of both exchange rat.es, i.e. a treatment where
intentionality could be implied, the rejection rate was 39~0, only slightly higher than the
rejection rate 34010, attributed to the distributional motives.

These contradicting observations in various studies suggest that sometimes, distribu-
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tional motives matter more than intentions, but not always, and more investigation is

needed to uncover mechanisms behind salience of these behavioral motives.

Ultimatum games with three players

In this subsection, we concentrate on ultimatum games with three players that pro-

vide an interesting environment for studying the salience of intentions and distributional

motives.

Guth and van Damme [64] add a third, dummy. recipient. player to the 2PUG and

demonstrate experimentally that this does not affect substantially the game play. Pro-

posers often minimize the income of the dummy in their proposals, resulting in very

unequal distributions. Responders' rejection behavior, however, cannot be linked to the

fact that dummy players are allocated very low payoffs. The active players, the proposer

and the responder, show literally no concern for the dummy player receiving the low-

est payoff. This invalidates the predictions of an inequality aversion model by Fehr and

Schmidt [53], at least the part of advantageous inequality aversion. Neither the proposers

nor the responders submit strategies accounting for the payoffs to the dummy players.

The predictions of Bolton and Ockenfels' model according to which the players care only

about their relative position against the group, but not about the payoff distribution

within the group, can be aligned with these observations.

Kagel and Wolfe [74] therefore investigate the Guth-van Damme game with varying

consolidation prizes for the dummy player in case of a rejection. They show that Bolton

and Ockenfels' inequality aversion model does not explain behavior in the experiment.

Responders, despite deteriorating t.heir absolute and relative payoff, reject offers in games

with positive consolidation prizes. They behave similarly also in a treatment with a high

consolidation prize, invalidating the predictions of inequality aversion model by Fehr and

Schmidt.

In another study observing the lack of concern for a dummy player, Okada and Riedl

[93] implement a three-person ultimatum game with a coalition-decision stage. The pro-

poser has to choose either to form a coalition with only one of the other two players (one

of the responders), or with both of them. Given the coalition decision, the proposer has t.o

make an offer how to split the money available for the particular coalition between himself

and the other member(s) of the coalition. After the proposer's decisions, both responders

sequentially and individually decide on accepting or rejecting the proposal. If one of the

responders is not chosen for the coalition, he is a dummy player and his strategy set is

empty. Each chosen responder in this game has veto power to punish the proposer for an

unacceptable offer and forces the payoffs of all players to zero. Only if all chosen respon-
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ders accept the proposal, each of the players earns the payoff according to the proposal.
Among other things, the authors conclude that proposers show no concern for the players
excluded from the game when pursuing their own expected payoff maximization.

Evidence from the three person games of Guth and van Damme [64] and Okada and
Riedl [93] suggests that payoffs of a dummy player do not affect substantially the behavior
of active players. Responders neither punish the proposer if the dummy is offered too small
amounts and they face an advantageous inequality with respect to the dummy, nor do
they shy away from punishing the proposer if that creates a disadvantageous inequality
with respect to the dummy. Adding a dummy player has hardly an effect on the game
outcomes. In other words, an active player choosing a strategy seems not to care about
the payoff consequences his strategy choice has for a player who makes no choice in the
game.

The behavior is more diverse, when we consider the payoff consequences of player's
own action for a payoff of another player that makes decisions in the game. Such evidence
was collected in a three-person game experiment conducted by Knez and Camerer [81].
One proposer plays simultaneously two ultimatum games. In each game, one responder
can independently decide about accepting or rejecting the proposal how to split 10 USD
made to him. In the control experiment, the two responders were not informed about.
the proposal made in the parallel ultimatum game. In the treatment experiment, the
two responders could condition their minimal acceptable amount on the proposal made in
the parallel ultimatum game. In case of a rejection, responders received a known outside
option. The outside options were asymmetric, 2 USD and 4 USD for the two respon-
ders. Rejection rates in the experiment. were considerable higher than in similar studies,
around 50~0. The authors state that: "Outside options seem to make players `egocentri-
cally' apply di~fe~rct interpretations of the amovret bein.g divided which creates persistent
disagreement. (p.65)" The fairness norms that should be applied are interpreted in a self-
serving manner and affected by payoff-comparisons between responders. Interestingly, the
price responders are willing to pay for the punishment (the material payoff to forego in
case of rejection) of the proposer depends for some participants on the payofi offered to
the other responder. Around one third of the responders ( 13~40) compare their payoff to
the payoff of the other responder and require a higher payoff if the payoff to the other
responder is higher. On the other hand, there are also responders who conditionally upon
higher payoff proposed to the other responder are willing to accept a lower amount (8~40).
And, nearly half of all responders ( 19~40) are indifferent. about the play of the parallel
game, requiring a fixed share of the pie.
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In a two-person ultimaturn game, like those implemented in the experiments of Knez
and Camerer [81], a rejection affects the material outcome, efficiency and relative payoffs
among proposer and responder in the same direct.ion. Rejection always implies inefficiency,
punishment of the proposer and the same material payoff for all players, i.e. equality. In
a three-person ultimatum game we are able to separate the punishment of the proposer
from distributional consequences of a rejection by modifying the rejection consequences
of each responder. In this way, we can change t.he efficiency costs of a punishment and
the resulting relative payoffs in case of a rejection. We can ask if the price (the foregone
monetary payoff) a responder is willing to pay for punishment depends on the payoff
distribution among the players, in particular on the payoff of the other responder in
case of a rejection. In other words, we can ask if the choice of the option to pu~rish the
proposer depends on the payoff coresequences the punishntent has for the payofj` of the other
responder.

In an ultimatum game, the proposer can be attributed intentions because his strategy
choice restricts the set of available outcomes for t.he responder. If purely intentional
motives are behind rejections in ultimatum games, or if they are stronger than other
motives, we should not. observe a difference in belravior in games that vary the payoffs
after a rejection only to "the intentionally neutral" player, the other responder.

Besides addressing reciprocal and distributional motives, we are also able to say some-
thing about the player's propensity to maximize efficiency when it is in conflict with other
motives, in this case the distributional motives.

Charness and Rabin [30] suggested that a version of quasi-maximin motivation function
better captures behavior in games where a self-centered inequality aversion and maximin
motives are contradicting. According to the authors, subjects are motivated by a combi-
nations of payoff maximization, total payoff maximization (efficiency), and maximization
of the payoff of t.he lowest payoff earning player.

Charness and Grosskopf [29] investigate this quest.ion experimentally and find that.
players are indeed willing to increase the payoff to another player if this is not costly to
them, or if the cost. is very small. They implement a series of dictator-like games in which
one player is asked t.o choose between two alternative payoff distributions that can differ in
the relative payoffs for the two players, but also with respect to the total payoff to be allo-
cated. The pairs between which the choice was made for a payoff vector (own payoff, pay-
off for the other player) are PI -{(600,600),(600,900)}, P2 -{(600,600),(600,400)}},
P3 - {(625,625),(600,1200)}, P4 - {(600,600),(1200,625)}, PS - {(600,600),(600,x)},
where in the last. choice problem, x E[300,1200] is the strategy set of the dictator. In
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Pl, the dictator can increase the payoff to the recipient at no cost to himself, while in P3,
he can increase the payoff to recipient cor~siderably, at a small cost to himself. In Pzi the
dictator can create advant.ageous relative standing for himself at no cost, while in PQ he
can destroy an advantageous inequality standing of the other player at a small cost. In
P5i the dictator can freely choose the inequality standing for himself against t.he recipient,
while his material payoff is fixed.

Overall, ó6o-lo and 89P1o of the participants choose the t.otal payoff maximizing distribu-
tion in Pr and P3, and 67P1o and 88Q1o in Pz and P4. In the choice problem P5i 7401o choose
the total payoff maximizing distribution. There is little inequality aversion observed, and
the efircient social optimum is the outcome in more than two thirds of cases.

We show later that the quasi-maximin model predicts in the 3PUG under some as-
sumptions the same behavior as the money-maximization, and our observations are much
less aligned with the quasi-maximin motivation model predictions than in the previously
quoted study by Charness and Grosskopf [29~. In t.his study, however, the beneficiary of
the decision is a dummy player, and we study the relevance of the efficiency maximiz-
ing behavior in games where all players can affect the game outcomes. As suggested in
the case of ultimatum game, there is a substantial difference in the observed behavior in
games with and without dummy players.

Summarizing briefly the findings of the studies surveyed in the previous paragraphs,
the players' decision making is guided by various motivation aspects. Besides own material
payoff, the payoffs received by other players matter. However, the behavior is substantially
influenced only when the other players are active players: negative or positive externalities
imposed on dummy players seem to be ignored by the deciding players. In t.he context
of a bargaining game, some responders claim payoffs that. do not condition on the payoff
the proposer might receive in another bargaining games, but a significant fractiori of the
responders conditions their claims on the pa,yoff received by the proposer and the other
responder in the other game. In particular, some responders behave in the spirit "we'
(the responders) against the proposer, i.e. the higher is the share of a pie the proposer
offers to the other responder, the lower is the share of another pie that is suíficient to
satisfy the claim of the responder. This, perlraps surprisingly, might allow the responder
to submit different proposals in the two bargaining games. Another group of responders
behaves as if concerned about the cornparisorr of own payoff with the payoff of the other
responder, i.e. the higher is t.he share of a pie offered to the other responder, the higher is
the share of another pie that has to be offered to the responder to satisfy his own claim.

Briefly, the material payoff of the other responder may affect responder's behavior, but
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there is a lot of variance with respect to the specific way it does. Relative payoffs matter
for some players. However, the experiment participants of another study by Charness and
Grosskopf [29] showed little concern for relative payoffs if it. was in contrast with efficiency.

In this chapter, we study a three-person ultimatum game with three payoff treatments
that a~e designed so that from the viewpoint of a responder, the payoff consequences
of his actions for t.he proposer do not vary across t.he treatments, and only the payoff
consequences of his actions for the other responder vary across the treatments. In this
way, we can separate motivations that might arise from the intentions of the proposer's
strategy choices as perceived by the responder from the pure distributional motivations,
i.e. the payoff consequences for the other responder. If only intentions of the proposer
motivate the responders, we should observe the same behavior in all treatments. From
another viewpoint, the treatments vary systematically the efficieiicy cost. of punishing the
proposer. Hence, if intentions based preferences interact with efficiency maximizat.ion in
the games, we expect to observe systematic change in the rejections rates. The rejection
rates would be lowest when the efficiency cost of punishment is highest. We conduct a
strategy-method experiment to investigate these qu~tions.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we describe the
three-person ultimatum game and the three payoff treatments. We also formulate the
behavioral hypotheses based on theories of players' motivations in gaines proposed in
the literature, including inequality aversion motivations and quasi-maximin motivations.
Section 5.3 describes the experimental design and in Section 5.4, we discuss the results.
Section 5.5 concludes. The experiment inst.ructions can be found in the Appendix.

5.2 Game and hypotheses

The game is a three-person ultimatum game with one proposer and two responders. The
proposer proposes a split of a fixed size pie between himself and the two responders.
Both responders simultaneously decide whether to accept or reject the proposal. If both
responders accept, all players earn payoffs according to the proposer's proposal. If at least
one responder rejects, the proposer earns zero. The payoff to the responders in case of
any rejection depends on the treatment.

The responder rejecting a proposal either shrinks all payoffs to zero (treatment T1),
or shrinks to zero only the proposer's and his own payoff (treatment T2), or shrinks to
zero only the proposer's payoff, and transfers the share of the pie offered to him to the
other responder (treatment T3). In this way, any responder has in all three treatments
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T1 T2 T3
Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject

Accept x; 0 x; x, ~; x; f x~
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 x~

Table 5.1: l~iaterial payoff matrix of responder i

a unilateral power to punish the proposer. The material cost of punishinent for the
responder is the same as well - it. is an offer made by the proposer to this responder. The
three treatments differ in t.he payoff conseyuence of a rejection for the other responder.
He is either negatively affected by a rejection in treatment Tl (earns payoff of zero), or
is unaffected in treatment T2 (he can choose to easn a payoff of zero by rejecting, or the
offered amount by accepting), or is positively affected in treatment T3 (disregarding his
own choice to reject or accept, the other responder receiving the share of the pie of the
rejecting proposer).

In the experiment, the proposer proposes a payoff dist.ribution X-(X p, X;, X~ ) such
that XP f X; f X~ - K, where K is the size of the pie, in the experiment K - 3000
points, and XP, X;, X~ is the payoff proposed for the proposer, responder i and responcíer
j, respectively. We represent t.he strat.egy of a proposer in terms of shares of t.he pie, and
introduce xk - K for k E{P, i, j}. For any proposal feasible in the experiment it holds:
xP f x; f x~ - 1. We refer to the proposer's offer as ( x;, x~ ) according to the shares offered
to responders i and j, respectively. The material payoff matrix for the simultaneous move
decision of the two responders when the proposer chooses proposal (x;,x~) can be found
in Table 5.1. The t.hree payoff matrices contain the payoff of a row player, offered the pie
share x; while the column player is offered the pie share x~, for the three treatments.

5.2.1 Responder's behavior

When formulating the hypotheses on the behavior of responders with preferences repre-
sented by various utility functions, we will refer to different strategy t,ypes. These strategy
types are defined by the probability with which the responder i will accept the material
payoff x; proposed to him as a function of the material payofi x~ proposed to the other
responder. Let us denote by q;(x) the probability that responder i will accept proposal
x-(x;, x~). We define the following strategy types:
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A(a) strategy type Responder i follows an aspiration level type strat.egy A(a) if q;(x) -

1 for any x with x; ~ a and q;(x) - 0 otherwise. a is the minimum amount the

responder is willing to accept, responder's effective aspira.tion leveL It is constant.

across all possible distributions of the remainder of the pie between the proposer
and the other responder. We denote by A(-}-) the strategy of a money-maximizer,
according to which the responder accepts any strictly positive offer, aiid by A(0)
the strategy according to which the responder accepts all feasible splits of the pie,
even if offered x; - 0.

S strategy type Responder i follows a strategy wit.h spite against the other re.s~onder S
if q;(x) - 1 for some x implies that for any x' wit.h x; 1 x; and x~ 1 x'~, q;(x') - 1.
Responder's minimal acceptable payoff share is increasing in the share offered to
the other responder.

P strategy type Responder i follows a strategy with spite against the proposer strategy
P if q;(x) - 1 for some x implies that for any x' such that x; 1 x; and x'~ ) x~,
q;(x') - 1. Responder's minimal acceptable payoff share is decreasing in the share

offered to the other responder. As a special case, the responder can be sometimes

characterized by two numbers a and b, such that q;(x) - 1 for any x such that
x; ~ a and x~ ) 6, and q;(x) - 0 otherwise. The payoff a could be interpreted
as responder's aspiration level a in the subset of feasible proposals that give to the
other responder at least 6. We observe that the pie shares a and b are most of the
time the same, but in case they differ, then it holds a 1 b, i.e. the responder cares

stronger about his own payoff than about t.he other responders' pa,yoff.

V strategy type Responder i follows a V-type strategy if there is some payoff x~ such
that for all x with x~ G~~, responder i follows the P-type st.rategy, and for all x such
that x~ ) x~, responder i follows the S-type strategy. This amounts to switching
the reference payoff from being t.he proposer's payoff (when the other responder
is offered relatively lower payoff) to being the other responder's payoff (when the
proposer is offered relatively lower payoff), i.e. spite against the player from the
remaining two players who currently earns relatively higher payoff.

W strategy type Responder i follows a W-type strategy if there is some payoff ~~ and
for all x such t.hat x~ c~~, responder follows S-type strategy, and for all x such
that x~ ~ i~, responder follows P-type strategy.
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Figure 5.1: Strategy typ~ in the three-person ultimatum game.

F strategy type Let 01~(E) -[leoo-E looofE] be an interval centered around the ie3000 ' 3IX10 p
share corresponding to the equal split of the pie with a radius of 2E. Responder i
follows a rule of thumb called fa~ir strategy F(E) if q;(x) - 1 for any ~ such that
x;, x~, xp E Ol~o(E) and q;(x) - 0 otherwise. This means that responder i is willing
to accept only proposals that give to every player nearly the same payoff, i.e., these
are the strategies where the only accepted proposals are closely concentrated around
the equal split ( 3, 3, 3)

The strategy types are illustrated in Figure 5.1. In the figure, we assume that respon-
der i submits a strategy of a the type depicted in the figure. We present the strategy in
the space of the proposal shares offered to the two responders, a, and x~. The material
payoffs offered to responder i and responder j, ~; and ~~, respectively are increasing in
the direction of the arrows. Each point. in t.he figure (in the experiment a discrete subset.
of them) corresponds to a feasible proposal that. could be chosen by the proposer. The
dark shaded areas denote to the proposals that are rejected by an individual submitting
a strategy of a particular type.

We formulate now the hypothesis for the responder's behavior based on models of
players' motivations in games that include also other motivations than pure payoff max-
imization. Let us denote by ~- (~P, rr„ rr~) the strategy combination at which re-
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sponder's utility funct.ion is evaluated. In the experiment, aP E S, S -{(~P, x;, x~ )
~xp,x;, x~ E{0, 3ó~áo~ -~-~ 3ó} and ~P f x; f~~ - 1}. For the responders a strategy pre-

scribes whether to accept or reject any of the available proposals in the proposer's strategy

set S, i.e. ~; E {accept, reject}~s~, r.~ E{accept, reject}~S~ . ~rk is the rnaterial payoff at

strategy combination v to responder i, responder j, and the proposer for k- i, j, P,

respectively.

We assume that each responder is endowed with some subjective probability p`(~)

with which he expects that the other responder will accept the proposal x in treatment
t E{T1,T2,T3}, where p`(~) E (0, 1). This has to be interpreted in terms of uncertainty
an experiment. participant. is facing about the type and motivation of t.he other participants
in the experiment. We did not collect information on responder's beliefs about the other
responder's behavior, but it is natural to assume in the laboratory environment that
players have some (even if small) uncertaint.y about the actions of other players, arising

due to motivational variance, mistakes occurring in the game, etc. Therefore, we exclude

p`(x) - 0 or p`(x) - 1. We formulate the behavioral predict.ions assuming that responders
hold naive beliefs i.e. the subjective probability of acceptance by the other responder, p`,
is constant in ~, though possibly dependent on t. We motivate this simple forrn of beliefs
by the fact that responders face uncertainty about the motivation of the other experiment
participants and the game is played as a true one shot game, hence no feedback informat.ion

is collected to help participants to refine and update these beliefs.

The behavior predictions are based on the assumption that a responder takes a best
response to a proposal x and his belief about the behavior of the ot.her responder given
this proposal, denoted B(~, p`). We denote by x; the minimal material payoff to be offered
to responder i so that he accepts the proposal. ~; can depend on ~~, the payoff offered to
the other responder. If x; is constant in ~~, responder i chooses the aspiration level type
strategy A. If ~; is decreasing in ~~, responder i chooses the proposer-spite P-type strategy,
and if ~; is increasing in x~, responder i chooses the responder-spite S-t.ype strategy. The
strategy of a responder can further be described by one number, the acceptance rate. The
acceptance rate is the fraction of all feasible proposals the proposer could choose that is
accepted by a responder.

In the following, we formulate six behavioral hypotheses based on models of players
motivations.
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TI T2 T3

Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject

Accept x; u; r; x; x; x; f x~
Reject u; u; u; u; u; x~

Table 5.2: Aspiration level motivation matrix of responder i

Money maximization hypothesis

First, we state t.he standard game theoretical prediction for the strategy choice of a respon-
der who is an individualistic nroney-maximizer. Irr case responder i is purely motivated
by his own material payoff, the payoff macrix in Table 5.1 for the row player represents
also i's motivation matrix in the treatments. In the table, the column player is the other
responder, responder j. ~ivially, for any offer with x; 1 0, accept is the best response by
a money-maximizer in all three treatments.

Money maximization hypothesis (MM) Suppose responder i is purely rrrotivated by
his own material payoff. Then i chooses the same strategy A(~-) in all three treat-
ments that prescribes that. any proposal with x; 1 0 is accepted.

Aspiration level hypothesis

Our first. behavioral hypothesis is based on a prernise, formulated for 2PUG by Ochs and
Roth (91], that a responder bases his decision on a fixed material payoff share he desires
to receive. Such minimum threshold motivation is free from reciprocal and distributional
motives. We model aspiration level as a strictly positive utility u; ~ 0 that the responder
i foregoes when receiving a strictly positive material payoff share in the game, see Table
5.2 for motivation matrix of responder i with an aspiration level u;.

In treatment T1, T2, T3, accePt E BR;(x, pi) iff condition (all), (a12), (a13) is satisfied,
respectively, where

(all) x; - u; 1 0

(a12) ~; - u; ) 0

(~3) ~t - pT321; 1 0.
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Hence, responder i submits an aspiration level type strategy A(.) in all treatments,
with an effective aspiration level u; in T1 and T2, and pT3u; E (0, u;) in T3.

Aspiration level hypothesis (AL) Suppose responder i is motivated by an a.5piration
level u,. Then i chooscs the same t.ypc of strategy in all treatmerrts: an aspiration
level type strategy, with the same effective aspiration level in T1 and T2, and a
lower effective aspiration level in T3. Hence, the acceptance rate is the same in T1
and T2, arrd higher in T3.

An aspiration level type strategy is a very simple strategy that does not condition
on the payoff distribution arnong other players than the decision maker. In particular, it.
ignores the intentions of the proposer's behavior as dernonstrated by his proposal.

Inequality aversion hypothesis: the Bolton and Ockenfels model

Bolton and Ockenfels [18] propose a behavioral model according to which in an N-player
game, player i's utility function u;(~r) for a material payoff vector ~r -(~rk)k-r,...,N has the
form u;(~r) - u;(~r;, ~;(~r;)) where ~;(c, ~r;) - ~ if c~ 0 and ~;(c, ~r;) - ~N~ if c- 0. Here,
c-~~; is the total payoff of all players (at some particular strategy combination), and

iEN
~;(c, ~r;) measures the relative share of player i in terms of the sum of the payoffs of all
players. The authors postulate the following properties of the utility function ii;(n):

.(A1): u;(~r) is increasing in material payoffs at decreasing rate: á) 0, a~` c 0;

~(A2): keeping other things equal, egalitarian distribution is preferred: ~- 0 for
~i; - ~N~ for any fixed material payoff ~r;;

z
.(A3): u;(~) is strictly concave in ~; : á c 0;

.(A4): for a fixed n;, u;(n) is increasing for ~; G ~N~, decreasing otherwise.

According to this formulation, the distribution of the payoffs not allocated to the
player does not play a role, only the relative share of the total monetary payoffs earned
by all players. Other things equal, the optimal payoff share is postulated to be the equal
share of the material payoff.

Each player with Bolton and Ockenfels utility function can be characterized by two
material payoff thresholds: r;(c) and s;(c). The first. threshold r;(c) is defined by r;(c) -
arg maxu;(c~;, ~;) for c~ 0. It is the division of the pie chosen by a dictator i in the

m;
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T1 T2 T3

Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject

Accept u;~~;,.2;) ui~~, 3) ~i~Si,.L;) ui~~;, 1) u;~S;.:Li) ui~Zi f l.'~, 1~

Reject 7Li~~~ 3) ui~~~ 3) ui~~,0) ui~~, 3) ui~0.~) u;~SJ. x~i )

Table 5.3: Bolton-Ockenfels inequality aversion motivation matrix of responder i

dictator game, the ideal share of the pie, capturing the trade-off between pecuniary payoff
and player's relative payoff considerations.

The second threshold s;(c) is defined by u;(cs;(c), s;(c)) - u;(0, ~N~ ). It is the rejection
threshold in a unanimity ultimatum game. A unani~nity ultinzatu7rr game requires that all
responders agree to the proposal so that it is implemented, otherwise none of the players
earns any material payoff. The standard two person ultimatum game is a unanimity
ultimatum game, as well as the T1 treatment of the 3PUG. The assumptions (A1) to
(A4) guarantee the existence of a unique r;(c) E[~N~, 1], and a unique s;(c) E(0, ~N~J .

Responder i's motivation matrix with inequality aversion as in the Bolton and Ock-
enfels model can be found in Table 5.3.

We normalize the utility of the worst outcome by u;(0,0) - 0. In treatment T1, T2,

T3 accept E BR;(x, pt) iff condition (bol), (bo2), ( bo3) is satisfied, respectively, where

(b0),) 4Li(~i~xd) - 1Li(~, 3) i ~

(b0`l) p~~(ni(~i~~i) ~ ~;(Di g) - ul(~i~ 1)) ~ ~i(~~ 3) - ~1(~i~ 1)

(bo3) Pr3(~i(~ii~i) ~~i(~7i x,fx )- 7Li(~i ~ x~, 1)) i 7L;(~~, r~)-7It(~i ~ 2~, 1)

By (A1) -(A4), there is .s; E[0, 3~ satisfying u;(0, 3) - u;(s;, s;). s; is i's reservation
value of punishment when punishrnent does not result in distributiona] inequality. By
the monotonicity assumption ( A1), respondcr i rejects in treahnent T1 aiiy proposal with
x; c s;. Moreover, if i accepts some proposal ~ then i accepts any proposal ~' such that
x; -~;, because the function u; is independent of ~~ and ~P. Hence, Bolton and Ockenfels
utility function predicts in T1 an aspiration level type strategy with some aspiration level
s;.

For T2, define M(~;) - u;(0, 3) - u;(x;, 1). Observe that M(x,) is decreasing in x;
because the function u; is increasing in ~; for a fixed ~;. Condition ( bo2) can be written
as pT2u;(x;,x;) -(1 - p)M(~;) ) 0, and the left hand side is for x; c 3 increasing in .r;.
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Denote by y the material payoff share such that u;(y, 1) - u;(0, 3). Monotonicity of the

acceptance condition (bo2) in x, and indepencíence of x~ implies that any x with x; 1 y

is accepted. Hence, i's best response in T2 is an aspiration level type strategy.

For T3, define R(x;,x~) - ut(x~, rti)-u;(x;-}x~, 1). Condition (bo3) can be written
~ pT3u;(x;, x;) -(1 - p)R(x;, x~) 7 0. For a fixed x;, R(x;, x~) is increasing in x~ because

zaR - u;l(x~, Z~) - u;t(x; ~- x~, 1) -~ ui2(x; ~ x~, 1)12 ti~~z ) O1 by observing that u;l is
decreasing in its first component by (A1). Hence, if (x;,x~) is accepted, then also (x;,x'~)
such that x'~ c x~ is accepted. Hence, i's best response in T3 is a S-type strategy.

Inequality aversion hypothesis: Bolton and Ockenfels model (BO) Suppose re-

sponder i is motivated by inequality aversion as in Bolton and Ockenfels model.

Then i chooses an aspiration lE:vel A-t,ype strategy in Tl and T2, and S-type strat-

egy in T3.

Inequality aversion hypothesis: Fehr~Schmidt model

Assume that responder i is motivated by inequality aversion as suggested by Fehr and
Schmidt [53]. Adapted to 3PUG, r~ponder i's motivation function has the form

a;
u;(a) - ~r; - 2 ~max{~rl - ~ro, 0} f max{7fP - Jfo, 0}~ f

- ~' ~max{rr; - ~r~ , 0} f max{~r; - ~rP, 0}~

where it is assumed that the values of the inequality aversion parameters a; and ~i; satisfy

the conditions a; E[0, 1) and ~3; E[0, a;]. These restrictions are the spirit of the model:

players are assumed to dislike advantageous as well as disadvantageous inequality, but

the advantageous inequality less so than the disadvantageous inequality. A status seeking

utility function might be formulated in the same way, letting ,Q; C 0, so that a player

derives positive utility when receiving higher shares of the pie than the other players.
In deriving the predictions, we consider separately propasals such that xP ) x~ 1 x; )

0 and xp ? x; j x~ 1 0, see Tables 5.4 and 5.5, respectively, for motivat.ion matrices of a
responder i who is inequality averse as in the Fehr and Schmidt model.

Case: xP 1 x~ ~ x;
In treatment T1, T2, T3, accept E f3R;(x, p~) iff condition (fsl), (fs2), (fs3) is satisfied,

respectively, where

lu;~(.) is the partial derivative of the utility function u; a.ith respect to its first argument, and u;2(.)
is the partial derivative of the utílit}~ function u; with respect to the its second argument.
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T1 T2 T3

Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject

Accept L 0 L (1 - p;)r; L (1 -~3;)(x~ f x;)
Reject 0 0 -2r~ 0 - 2(r~ t x;) x~ - 2(2x~ - r;)

L-x;- 2(xPfr~-2r;)

Table 5.4: Inequality aversion motivation matrix of responder i when xp 1 x~ ~ x; ~ 0

(fsl) x; ~ ~-
2-~3a;

(fS2) 2; ~ 3PQ,{-2p~TRQ}~(1 - 2j)

(fs3) ~; i z-3(3,tp~(4a;t3Q,)(1 - ~~)

In T1, i's best. response is an aspiration level strategy type with effective aspiration
level z}3a E[0, 5]. In T2, the expression 3pa; f 2pT2J3; f 2(1 - f9;) is strictly positive for
(i; E[0,1). Therefore, i's best response is P-type strategy. ~íoreover, if ~ is accepted in
T 1 then also in T2 because the ine ualit ~~ ) T 1~~, q y z~sa, sya,fzP~2a,fz(I-p,) is equivalent to

-za'(I-p )(tTpT2)
G 0. This is always satisfied for our parameters. In T3, if(3P a.f2(1-4~,)f2P A;)(3o,fz)

~i, G 3, then pT3 1 QáR}3Q , so that i's best response is a P-type strategy. If ,3; ) 3, t.hen
(fs3) is always satisfied because the right-hand side is strictly negative, so that i's best
response is an A(f)-type strategyz.

Case: xP ~ x; ) ~~
In treatment T1, T2, T3, accept E BR;(x, p~) iff condition (fsl'), (fs2'), (fs3') is

satisfied, respectively, where

(fsl')

(fs2')

(fs3')

o;-(~;ta;)~~
xi ~ za;tz-A;

~~ ] pT2 a;-(2a;fp,)z.
p (za;-FR;)t2(1-0;)

pT3Q; t(a. r3, -P(3u, f 2~3. ))2
~' J 2 a,to,f 3P P p;f2(t-P;)
[0, 1).

where the denominator is strictly positive for Q; E

ZA high advantageous inequality aversion parameter (e.g. ~i ) a), however, represents the least likely
case of altruistic preferences, not supported by any of the previous experimental studies, c.f. Giith and
van Damme [64], or Okada and Riedl (93].
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T-all T-p~own T-trans

Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject

Accept K 0 K (1 -~3;)x; K (1 - A;)(x; -F xy)
Reject 0 0 - 2x~ 0 -2 (x; f x~ ) x~ z}`~z a, - x~ 2

K - x: - 2(x~ - x; ) - 2(x; - z~ )

Table 5.5: Inequalit,y aversion rnotivation matrix of responder i when xp ~ x; ~ x~ ) 0

In treatment T1 and T2, i's best response is a P-type strategy. In T2 and T3, the
denominator is strictly positive for ~2 E[0,1). In T3, i~s best responsc is either a P-type
or a S-type strategy, depending on a;,,Q;,pT3. If pT3 ~ 3Q~2p then a P-type strategy is
optimal, else a S-type strategy.

Inequality aversion hypothesis: Fehr and Schmidt model (FS) Suppose respon-
der i is motivated by inequality aversion as in Fehr~Schmidt model and has low
advantageous inequality aversion parameter, Q; G 3. Then i chooses in T1 a strat-
egy that would be classified as P-type strategy (A-type stxategy for x such that.
x; G x~ and P-type strateg,y otherwise), in T2 a P-type strategy, and in T3 either
a P-type strategy, or a union of a P-type for x; G x~ and a S-type for x; 1 x~.

Quasi-maximin hypothesis

Charness and Rabin [30] propose a model of quasi-maximin preferences where the player's
utility function is a convex combination of his material payoff motivations and maximin
motivation, in which he cares about the payoff of the lowest payoff earning player, and
the total payoff achieved'. Applied to the 3PUG, it has the form:

u;(rr) - 7~r; -t- (1 - y)(b min{~r;, ~r~ , ~rP} f(1 - b)(~r; f ~r~ f~rP)) where ry, b E (0, 1).

~The authors extend this distributional type of preference model into a model including intentions.
They do this by endogenizing player's "deservingness" by assuming there is some socially accepted optimal
distribution in the group of players. This distribution is exogeneous, and it is assumed that all players
agree on it. The model specifies players' preferences only in equilibrium ( where beliefs aze correct) and
yields mutliple equilibria. Instead of applying it to our game, we consider later in this section a simpler
proposer-responder spite model.
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T1 T2

Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject

ACCept 7fAA ~ ~AA .Ti(1 - óry) nAA (si f.Z~ )(1 - ry) f Ï(1 - ó)(2i f l'~ )

Reject 0 0 ry(1 - b)x~ 0 ry(1 - b).x~ a~(1 - ry) -}- ry(1 - ó)(z; f~~)

nq.t - 2;(1 -ry(1 -b)) -t-ryÍl - b) if .~; G T~

n.~n - (1 - ry)~t -f- 76z~ f ry(1 - b) if r; 1 x~

Table 5.6: Quasi maximin motivation matrix of responder i

In Table 5.6, we present motivation matrix of responder i with such quasi-maximin
preferences, assuming xP ~ ~;,~~.

Case: ~P 1 .~~ ) ~;
In t.reatment Tl, T2, T3, accept E BR~(x,pr) iff condition ( qml), (qm2), ( qm3) is

sat.isfied, respectively, where

(qmi) pT' (~~(1- ~y(1-s)) ~-7(1- b)) ~ o

(qm2) ~e (1 f 7(ó(2p - 1) - pTa)) ~ przry(1 - b)( x~ - 1)

(qm3) ~i(~YÓpT3 f 1- ry) 1 pT3(1 - b)~Y (2~ - 1) .

In T1,TZ,T3, A(~-) is predicted. The right hand side of the conditions is nonpositive
in all cases. In T2 and T3, this is the case because r~ C 1 and b E (0, 1).

The left hand side of the conditions is positive for y, b E (0, 1). In particular, in T2 this
is the case if 1 f ry(b(2pT2 -1) - pTZ) ~ 0. Consider first ó) 2. Then 7(ó(2pT2 -1) - pTZ) is
increasing in pT2, hence the lowest value is attained for pT2 - 0, where 1~-ry(b(2pT2 -1) -
p) - 1- ryb 1 0 for ry, b E (0, 1). Consider now ó C 2. Then ry(b(2pT2 -1) - p) is decreasing
in pT2, hence the lowest value is attained for pT2 - 1 where 1-~ ry(b(2pT2 - 1) - pT2) -

1- y(1 - b) ~ 0 for y,b E (0,1).
Case: ~P ~ x~ ) x~

In treatment Tl, T2, T3, accept E BR,(x, pi) iff condition (qml'), (qm2'), (qm3') is
satisfied, respectively, where

T3

(qml') pT' ((i - 7)~; ~ yb~; f 7(1- s)) ~ o

(qm2') ~i(1 - pT2,~, - S7 ~ pT2ó,Y) ~ pT2~1'(yl(1 - Zb) - 1)
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T1 T2 r3

Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject

Accept x; - a;xP - b;x~ 0 .~; - a;zP - 6;x~ .r; x; - a;xp - b;x~ .t; -F. x~
Reject 0 0 -b;x~ 0 -b;(x; f a~) x~ - b;s;

Table 5.7: Proposer-responder-spit.e motivation matrix of responder i

(qm3') x~ (1 - ~Y) ] pT3'Y(xi(1 - 2b) - 1).

In T1,T2,T3, A(f) is predicted. The left hand side of all condit.ions is always positive
and the right hand side nonpositive. In particular in T2, the left hand side is strictly
positive if 1- pT2ry - by ~- pT2bry ) 0. This is the case because it is decreasing in p7~Z,

hence the lowest value is attained for pT2 - 1, where i- by ) 0 for.ry, b E (0,1).
In T2 and T3, the right hand side of the condition is nonpositive because x~ E[0, 1)

and 1- 2ó c 1 for b E (0, 1) so that x~(1 - 2b) C 1 holds.

Quasi-maximin hypothesis (QM) Suppose responder i is motivated by the quasi-

maximin criterion as in the Charness and Rabin model. Then i chooses A(~-) in

T1,T2, and T3.

Proposer-responder spite hypothesis

In Table 5.7, we consider the possibility that the responder is not only motivated by his
own material payoff but also by spite against the proposer and the other responder. The

spite is connected to the player positions in the game and via that to the payoffs the players

receive, i.e. responder i's motivation function has the form u; (a) -~r; - at~rP - bt~r~ where

a; E[0, 1] and 6; E[0, 1]. We assign different spite parameters to the proposer and the

other responder, because their strategy sets in the game differ. Axiomatic foundations of

preferences that could be represented by this form of utility function, by allowing a; and

b; to depend on the strategy combination o, are given by Segal and Sobel [113].

In treatment T1, T2, T3, accept E BR;(x, p`) iff condition (prl), (pr2), (pr3) is satis-
fied, respectively.

~ ~(Prl) x; 1 ifa, - xi ifa,

(Pr2) xe i p-T'Q.}.j (1 - xj)
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Hypothesis

1~4?~1
AL
BO
FS, ~3; G 3, s; G.r;
FS, ,(3; G 3, .c; ~ :r~
Q~1

PR, n; 1 6;
PR, a; G b;

T1 T2 T:3
A(f) A(f) A(f)
A(a) A(a) A(a)
A(a) A(a) S
P P P
P P S

A(t) A(t) A(f)
P P P
S P P

Table 5.8: Strategy types predicted by behavioral hypothesis

(Pr3) ~~ ~ 1}p~(1 - x~).
In T1, a P-type strategy is predicted for a; 1 h;, while S-type strategy is predicted

for a; G b;. In T2 and T3, a P-type strategy is predicted. :4loreover, if .~ is accepted by i
in T2, then also in T3, but not vice versa.

Proposer-responder spite (PR) Suppose responder i is motivated by spite against
the proposer and the other r~ponder. Then i chooses in Tl a P-t,ype strategy, if
spite against the proposer is stronger than the spite against the other responder,
and a S-type strategy otherwise, and a P-type strategy in T2 and T3.

In Table 5.8, we summarize the predictions of the hehavior hypotheses stated in this
sect.ion by identifying the strat.egy types that are consistent with the motivation function
underlying a particular hypothesis. According to (:~1~I) and (G~tiI) hypoth~es, all pro-
posals will be accepted in all treatments. The hypotheses (AL) and (BO) both predict
that fixed aspiration level type strategy is used in Tl and T2, but in T3. (AL) predicts
an A-type strategy, while (BO) predicts a S-type strategy. The other inequality aversion
model by Fehr and Schmidt makes qualitatively different predictions for our game, namely
P-type strategy in T1 and T2, and in T3, a hybrid of a P-type and a S-type strategy,
depending on whether ~t c~~ or x; ) x~ holds. Finally, a model introducing spiteful
parameters assigned to player positions, predicts a S-t,ype strategy in T1, and a P-type
strategy in T2 and T3 if a; G b;, and P-type strategy in all three treatments if a; 1 b;.

5.2.2 Proposer's behavior

The three-person version of the ultimatum game we study in this chapter gives to each
responder unilaterally an opportunity to punish the proposer. By analogy with the two-
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person ult.imatum game, the proposer's expectation of negative reciprocity by the respon-
ders can make him reluctant to offer too small amounts to the responders.

Besides this reciprocity-based motivation, the proposer faces treatments that vary for
the responders the nonpecuniary costs of punishment. The proposer will choose different
proposals in Tl, T2 and T3 if he assigns sufficiently high probability to the responders
being motivated by other aspects t.han own material payoff.

5.3 Experiment design

In Oct.ober 1998, we run t.wo experimental sessions at the Institut.e for Advanced Studies
in Vienna. The first. session (referred to as S1) took place on October 1, 1998, and
altogether 34 undergraduate students of law, economics, and business administration,
previously experienced in a three-person coalition decision ultimatum game participated
in the experiment. The second session (S2) took place on October 2, 1998, with 34
participants of the same study orient.ations, previously unexperienced in a three person
ultimatum game, but experienced in anot.her bargaining experiment - a comput.erized
unstructrrred bargaining with claims.

We applied the strategy method to collect complete strategies of all three players in
the three treatments of the 3PUG. We deliberately chose to use experienced subjects for
this study, because we wanted them to be skilled in "splitting a pie" in the laboratory.
In a behavioral experiment, subjects usually play a game repeatedly, though to different
partners, and they have the opportunity to learn as t.lre experiment proceeds. In later
rounds of the experiment, they can use the experience from the earlier rounds and adapt
their behavior.

In our experiment, repetition of the play was substituted by using experienced subjects.
In the strategy design experiment, particularly the responders faced quite an extensive
task. They had to consider and decide about the acceptance or rejection of a number of
feasible proposals. We preferred t.hem to play the game in each txeatment just once. In
this way, without repetition and via simultaneously submitting strategies, players played
a game coming very close to a true one-shot normal form game. We also explained to
all subjects before participating in the experiment that this is t.he last time to be invited
to our lab, to avoid experiment-reput.ation-building motivations in their behavior. The
advantage of the strategy design~ especially for our experiment is that we can collect infor-

aFirst time applied for the experimental study of players' behavíor in games by Selten [114].
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mation on the behavior of one participant for alternative payoff distributions, and deduce
from this information the attitude and serrsitivity of this individual to distributional and
intention motivations.

After coming to the experiment, participants were randomly (by drawing cards) as-
signed to one of three groups, A, B, and C. One participant draw a card "observer" and
joined the experimenters to check for correct. evaluation. All part.icipants were informed
about this fact. This was necessary because during the experimental session, materials
were carried from one room to another ancl we wanted to avoid doubts that the decisions
sheets could be manipulated.

The participants were randomly matched so that one individual in group A, one in-

dividual in group B and one individual in group C filled the player roles of the three

person ultimatum game, and played toget.her over the whole experiment. The group A

(proposers) was seated in a different. room than the two gTOUps B and C(responders).

The room for responders was separated by a shield int.o two part.s, such that the groups

B and C could not. communicate or deduce with whorn they form a group. Any kind of

communication was prohibited.

The experiment consisted of three rounds. In each round, participants submitted a
strategy for the game. The proposers chose a proposal from a menu of feasible proposals,
and the responders indicated on a decision sheet all proposals that they accepted. A
decision sheet used in the experiment can be found in Figure 5.2.

Participants were informed that they will play three games, and will learn the retsults

of all of them only after the end of the experiment. In round 1, subjects listened to and

read t.he instructions for the treatment. T1, solved a small quiz to demonstrat.e t.heir

understanding of the payoff function, and indicated their strategy for this treatrnent.

on their decision sheets. Afterwards, the decisions sheets were collected, while round

2 was announced. Subjects listened to and read the irrstructions for the treatment T2,

and then decided on their strategy for the T2 treatment. Again decision sheets were

collected and round 3 was announced. Subjects listened to and read the instructions

for the treatment T3, and then decided on their strategy for the T3 treatment.. One

experimenter, accompanied by the observer, evaluated the results of the game in each

round for every player and distributed this information to the A, B, and C group. Players

were then anonymously paid out. They earned a fixed fee of 70 Austrian Schillings (4.6

USD), and the money earned in two randomly selected games out of the three games they

played. Each game was played with a pie size of 3000 points. In the experiment, 10 points

were worth 1 Austrian Schilling, i.e. the pie size was approximately 20 USD.
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Decision sheet o( person B- Round 1

159

Participant-

ORer to person C
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 I100 1200 1300 1a00

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
loo loo loo loo loo loo loo loo loo loo loo loo loo loo loo
zoo zoo zoo zoo zoo zoo zoo 20o zai zoo zoo zoo zoo 20o zoo
J00 J00 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 J00 300 300 300
400 400 400 400 400 400 a00 a00 400 a00 400 a00 400 400 400
500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 S00 500 500 500 500
600 1i00 600 600 600 600 600 G(10 600 G00 (AO G00 G00 600 G00
700 700 700 700 700 700 700 7110 70p 700 700 700 700 700 700

ORer 800 800 800 R00 R00 800 800 800 R00 R00 R00 800 R00 800
l0 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900
me 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 10(10

I100 I100 I100 I100 I100 I100 I100 1100 I100 I100 II00
1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200
1300 1300 1300 1300 1300 1300 1300 IJ00 1300
laoo laoo laoo laoo laoo laoo laoo laoo

Please, clrck in the grey fiekf all o(krs you accept.
Pleue notke that all oRers that vou will ~OT CIRCLE are taken as REJECTED!

Figure 5.2: Decision sheet.

The participants received the information about the results of each treatment. only

after submitting strategies for all treatments. If any difference in the strategies they
submit is found, this cannot be attributed to the learning process via feedback from
previous play of the game, because the players had to make all their decisions based on
introspection.

The experiment instructions (translated into English) can be found in the Appendix.

The original version is available upon request.'

5.4 Data analysis

5.4.1 Comparing sessions

First, we establish whether there is a difference between the two sessions. As mentioned

above, players in session S1 had experience with 3PUG and players in session S2 were

experienced in another bargaining game.

'There was a small change in the decision sheets beta.een sessions S1 and S2. The smallest unit of

divisibility was 50 points in S1 and 100 points in S2. The change was made to simplify the task of filling

the tables for the responders unexperienced in 3PUG, but experienced in another bargaining game.
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For proposers, we formulate a zero hypothesis t.hat proposers keep the same share of
the pie in both sessions. At 5Plo significance level (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, N- 22,
2-sided p-values 0.808, 0.808, and 0.993 in Tl, T2, and T3, respectively) we cannot reject
t.he zero hypothesis.

Then, we pool the strategies submitted by players B and C, the responders, in each
t.reatment. A strategy of a resporrder is given by a subset of all feasible proposals the
responder indicated as accepted in the decision sheet. An aggregate information about
the player's strategy is the percentage of all feasible proposals this player indicated as
accepted from among all feasible proposals. We call this number individual's acceptance
rate~.

For each treatment separately, we test.ed (Wilcoxon :~Iann-VVhitney-U test, N- 44)
a zero hypothesis that the acceptance rates of the participants in the session S1 are the
same as the acceptance rates of the participants in the session S2. This is a first rough
test. In all treatments, the test gives no support for rejecting the zero hypot.hesis at 5~
significance level (2-sided p-values 0.581, 0.329, and 0.431 in Tl, T2, and T3, respectively).
In order to refine this observation, we also tested the acceptance rate of a fixed rnaterial
payoff. For each rnaterial payoff that could be offered to the responder in some proposal,
we calculated how many of the proposals giving to him this material payoff he accepted'.
With a minor exception of the acceptance rate of 800 points in round 1 and round 3, and
900 points in round 2 and round 3, all other payoffs and games pass the test. and we have
no support for rejecting the zero hypothesis that responders submit strategies with the
same acceptance rat,es in the two sessions.

We conclude that. proposers and responders submitted the same strategies in both
SeSS10ILS.

Observation 1: Comparing sessions S1 and S2 Wé do not find a statistically sig-
nificant difference between the sessions. The experience in a different bargaining
experiment and the slight change in the strategy menu between sessions 1 and 2 did
not influence significantly the strategies submitted in the experiment.

In the following, we use the pooled data of both sessions for the proposers and the
responders.

~For comparability reasons, the acceptance rates are based only on the subset of proposals that were
feasible in both sessions, S1 and S2. In the following, we use for the purposes of analysis only this data.

~In the Decision sheet used in the experiment, this corresponds to an acceptance rate of the proposals
in one row of the decision sheet.
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5.4.2 Proposers' behavior

Proposers keep on average the same amount, 43010 of t.he pie (1300~3000 points) in all three
treatments (Page test. for ordered alternativess, N- 44, z- 0.754). Table 5.9 contains
all proposals made in sessions 51 and S2. Most often, proposers keep 1000~3000 points,
i.e. one third of the pie. Nearly all proposals made in the experiment, 60~66 (91~0),
treat responders symmetrically. 4 out of the 6 asymmetric proposals occur in treatment
T3, with a maximal payoff difference induced by a proposal of 400 points bet.ween the
responders.

Thus, proposers choosing proposals in true one-shot games without. any feedback on
responders' behavior did not anticipate strongly that different treatments induce different
behavior by responders. However, proposers also generally did not expect that responders
submit strategies corresponding to the subgame perfect equilibrium strategy of a rnoney
maxinuzing responder, i.e. accepking any proposal giving them strictly positive monetary
payoff.

Observation 2: Proposers' behavior In all treatments, proposers give up a consider-
able portion of the pie, on average 57`~0 of the endowment, and, in general, divide
it equally between the responders. í~lodal offer is t.he equal split of the pie among
all three players.

Using the empirical frequency of acceptance of any feasible proposal (x~, x~), collected
in the experiment, we can calculate the proposer's optimal strategy ~tP in each of the
treatments t E{T1,T2,T3}. We do this by assuming that the proposer is maximizing
his expected payoff given the empirical frequency with which the proposal (x;, x~) was
accepted by a responder offered the share x; when the other responder was offered the
share x~ in treatment t, denoted p`(x;,x~). Then, r1eP - argmaxx„2~ p`(xt,x~)p`(x~,x,)(1-
x; - x~). We find that ~`P -(3, á, 3), the equal split, in all three treatments. Hence, ex-
post, the modal offer is the one maximizing the proposer's expected payoff.

5.4.3 R,esponders' behavior

Before analyzing in detail the individual responders' behavior, we present in Figures 5.3,
5.4 and 5.5 an aggregate information on the acceptance rates for all proposaLs feasible in

aAs the number of obsen~ations is large enough, we use the large-sample approxímation of test statis-
tics, see Siegel and Castellan [116~, p.185.
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Treatment Tl Treatinent T2 Treatment T3

S xp xZ X~ Xp Jíj 7í~ Xp Xi X~

S1 3000 0 0 1400 800 800 1400 800 800
S1 3000 0 0 3000 0 0 3000 0 0
S1 1600 700 700 2000 500 500 1800 400 800
S1 1500 750 ï50 1700 650 650 1500 850 650
S2 1500 800 700 1700 600 700 1800 600 600
S1 1200 900 900 1200 900 900 1200 900 900
52 1200 900 900 1200 900 900 1200 900 900
S2 1200 900 900 1200 900 900 1200 900 900
S1 1200 900 900 1200 900 900 1000 1050 950
S2 1200 900 900 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
S1 1100 950 950 1200 900 900 900 1050 1050
S2 1000 1000 1000 1400 800 800 1600 700 700
S2 1000 1000 1000 1200 900 900 1400 800 800
S1 1000 1000 1000 1200 900 900 1100 950 950
S1 1000 1000 1000 1200 900 900 1100 1000 900
SZ 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1200 900 900
S1 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
51 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
52 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
S2 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
S2 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
S2 1000 1000 lUUO 1UUU 1000 1000 1000 1000 lUUO

Table 5.9: Proposers' choic~
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both sessions in treatment T1, T2 and T3.
In general, the acceptance rate increases with own material payoff, but is not constant

in the material payoff offered to the other responder. The aggregate behavior is such that
the acceptance rate is maximized at. a pie split, where both r~ponders are offered the
same share of the pie, and decreases whenever the other responder is being offered a lower
or a higher share than the deciding responder. Thus, the aggregate behavior subscribes
to non-strategic inequality aversion`~.
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Figure 5.3: Average accept.ance of proposals in treatment T1.

Comparing individuals' acceptance rates across treatments, it seems that the rejections
are more likely if rejecting a proposal cannot create a disadvantageous inequality with
respect to the payoff of the other responder, i.e. in Tl rather that in T2 or T3. There
is a treatment effect. The acceptance rates for each individual can be found in Tables
5.10 and 5.11. In the tables, the individual's data is ordered by the strategy type used in
treatiiit~nt T1.

9 We have shown before that a strategically behaving inequality averse responder will submit a different
strategy.
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Figure 5.4: Average acceptance of proposals in treatment T2.

On average, the individual acceptance rat.es increase from Tl to T3 (the average ac-
ceptance rate is 55oTo, 55I, and 63a1o in T1, T2, T3, respectively). Page test for ordered
alternatives (L - 463, N- 44, z--3.69) rejects the zero hypothesis of equal accep-
tance rates in the t.hree treatments in favor of the alternative hypothesis for increasing
acceptance rates across the treatments. When investigating the acceptance rates for the
treatments pairwise, the difference between T1 and T2 seems to be negligible (Wilcoxon
sign test for the same acceptance rates in Tl and T2 against alternative of higher accep-
tance rates in T2 gives no support for rejecting the zero hypothesis, p- 0.16), while the
difference between T2 and T3 is significant (Wilcoxon sign test for the same acceptance
rates in T2 and T3 against alternative of higher acceptance rates in T3 gives support for
rejecting the zero hypothesis, p- 0.03).

Observation 3: Acceptance rates A proposal is more likely to be accepted in the
treatment T3, than in the treatments T1 or T2. On average, a proposal is by 10070
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Strateg}~ type Acceptance rate

Participant T1 T2 T3 Tl T2 T3

52-4 A(0) A(0) A(0) 100~10 100~0 100P1o

52-13 A(f)` A(-~) A(-~) 100010 93~ 100P1o
52-8 A(f) A(t) A(f-) 91010 91010 92~10

S2-15 A(f) A(f) A(1-) 91~10 91~ 91c1o

S2-16 A(-F) A(f) A(~-) 91o1c 91~ 91Q1o

51-18 A(f) A(f) A(1-)' 9110 91~0 99010

S1-14 A(f) A(400) A(f)' 91010 82010 100010

51-9 A(400) A(f) A(500) 82Q1o 91010 72~0

S1-15 A(400) A(400) A(f) 8210 82o1a 91010
S2-3 A(400) A(400) A(400) 82010 82010 82010

S1-13 A(500) A(400) A(400) 72P1o 82010 82010

51-17 A(600) A(600) S 63070 63070 55P1o

S1-19 A(750) A(850) A(900) 45P1o 36010 36e1o

S1-21 A(750) A(400) A(f)` 45P1o 82P1o 99Q1o

S1-16 A(800) A(750) A(700) 4510 45010 53070

52-10 A(800) A(1000) A(600) 45010 28oÍo 63010
52-12 A(800) A(800) A(800) 45010 45010 45q

51-8 A(850) A(700) A(800) 36~ 54070 45010

S2-11 A(1000) A(1000) A(1000) 28Q1o 28010 28010

52-18 A(400) A(300) W 82010 82e1o 84010

52-22 A(900) A(800) P 36010 45P1o 32Q1o

S2 1 A(1000) P S 28070 30oI'o 38qo

' Accepts all offers besides (3000,0,0)

Table 5.10: Responders' strategy choices and acceptance rates, part 1.
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Strategy type Acceptance rate
Participant T1 T2 T3 Tl T2 T3

52-7 P A(100) A(t) 56010 28qo 10010
S2-17 P A(500) A(500) 7710 72~ 72070
S2-20 P A(600) S 53Q1c 63Q1o 59o-10
51-7 P P A(t) 38o1a 38P1c 91PIo
S1-5 P P A(500) 67P1o 62o1c 71Plo

S1 10 P P P 26Q1o 11~ 7Qlo
S1 11 P P P 58qo 57o1c 75oI'o
S2 6 P S P 40Q1c 14oIá 37~c

Sl 4 P S W 50P1o 60070 44o-10
S1 1 P W other 65~10 52~ 32qo
51-12 S A(t) A(700) 52P1o 91Jc 54Q1o

S1 22 S S S 80070 81070 80~c

S2 9 S S S 43~0 43o1c 43P1o
52 21 S S S 35c1o 28070 28P1o
S1-3 S S V 52c7c 59~ 72P1o

S1 20 V V S 59o7e 59P1o 70Q1o
S2 2 F F F 6~l0 9~0 9q

S2 14 F F F 13P1o 1'T~ 14~

S2 19 F F F 7o1c 15oIó 15Q1c

S1 6 F F W 4o1c 9c1o 56010

51-2 other VV V 41q 59o7e 72oio
52 5 other other S 11`rIo 43~. 52010

Table 5.11: Responders' strategy choices and acceptance rates, part 2.
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Figure 5.5: Average acceptance of proposals in treatment T3.
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more likely to be accepted in T3 than in T2 or Tl, and the difference is significant.
at 5ol0 level.

In order to understand the background of this observation, we analyze now the indi-
vidual responders' data.

The strategies submitted by the responders in the experiment can be roughly classified
into the strategy types introduced in the previous section. The classification is based on
how the acceptance of a proposal giving the material payoff ~; to the responder i depends
on the material payoff x~ offered to the other responder j.

We present the information on individual behavior also in Tables 5.10 and 5.11. In

Table 5.12, we summarize the use of strategy types ín the treatments.

Observation 4: Heterogeneity among responders In each treatment, around one
half of all responders (22~44, 25~44, 23~44 in T1, T2, T3, respectively) used an
A-type strategy (i.e. A(a) or A(-1-) strategy) with an effective aspiration level
ranging from 0 to 1000 points, i.e. varying from "accept every offer" to "accept
every offer giving to me at least the egalitarian share". Apart from a small subset of
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A(f)
A(a)

F

P
S
V
W
eLse

Table 5.12: Responders' strategies

responders (less than 10~ in any treatment) using a rule of thumb, the fair strategy
F, the remaining responders used in each treatment some strategy conditiorung on
the distribution of the payoff not allocated to the responder among the remaining
players, the proposer and the other responcler.

Heterogeneity of the behavioral types is a re-occurring theme in the experiments de-
signed to discriminate between theories of players' motivations. In the experimental study
closest to our design, Knez and Camerer [81] find in three-person game, 19~40 responders
submit an A-type strategy, 13~40 subrnit. a S-type strategy and 8~40 submit a P-type
strategy. The two parallel ultimatum games they implement rriatch closest our T2 treat-
ment, whe,re each responder can decide on keeping the payoff proposed to him, but any
rejection destroys the share of the pie propa5er proposed for himself. However, Knez and
Camerer [81] also have asymmetric outside options, so that the comparison has to be
taken with reservation. Nevertheless, the variability of the observed behavior is in line
with our observations.

In Table 5.13, we summarize the performance of the behavioral hypotheses by the
number of subjects who submit a strategy that is consistent with a prediction of one of
the models in all three treatmerrts. We are able to categorize around half of the subjects,
but the distributional models do not predict the behavior of most of the participants. The
other half of the participants reacts in some way to the change in the payoff treatment,
but their behavior cannot be aligned in a strict seirse with the predictions of any of the
behavioral hypotheses.

Observation 5: Behavioral hypotheses based on distributional theories Only one
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Hypothesis Strategy type in (T1,T2,T3) Participants
MM or QM A(f), A(f), A(f) 6~44 14~10
AL A(a), A(a), A(a) 12~44 27Q1o
BO A(a), A(a), S 1~44 3010
FS, 0; G 3 P, P, P if (.r; e x~ ) P, P, S(s; ~ r~) 0~44 OPIe
PR, a; ~ 6; P, P, P 2~44 5~0
PR, a; G 6; S, P, P 3~44 6010
Egalitarian norm F, F, F 3~44 6010
other 20~44 46P1o

Table 5.13: Behavioral hypotheses

responder behaves strat.egically fully consistent with one of the models based on the
distributional preferences, the rnodel by Bolt.on and Ockenfels. We cannot. discrim-
inate the motivations of 14~10 (6~44) of the subjects, with behavior consistent with
the quasi-maximin model (QM hypothesis) as well as the money-maximization (MM
hypothesis).

18P1o (8~44) responders submit an A-type strategy with a nonincreasing aspiration
level in all three treatments, what. is consistent with the aspiration level motivation (AL
hypot.hesis). These players disregard the distributional implications of a proposal, and
consider it only to the extent of comparing tlreir own payoff to the total payoff left. to the
remaining two players. Addit.iona114o70 (6~44) of responders submit a strategy correspond-
ing to a money-maximizing responder, or, as we shown, to a quasi-maximin motivated
responder.

Page test for ordered alternatives for this subset of 18 players choosing an A-type
strategy in all treatments rejects the zero hypothesis of equal aspiration levels in favor of
decreasing aspiration levels from T1 to T3 (L - 275, while at a- 95PIo, LN-18 - 227,
see Siegel and Castellan [116], p.184). Hence, the acceptance rates increase among the
responders using the simple aspiration level strategy.

Observation 6: Simple strategies Disregarding the aspiration level, 91PI'o (18~44) of
responders submitted in each treatment an A-type strategy, A(a) or A(-~). The
treatment effect on the aspiration level is in t.he same direction as the aggregate
treatment effect. The aspiration levels mostly decrease and acceptance rates increase
from T1 to T3.

One way to explain the occurrence of aspiration-level type strategies is to refer to t.he
complexity of the problem. A responder economizing on the time invested into the problem
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in an experiment may sirnply thirrk of one number, the minimal acceptable amount, or use
some other simple rule of thumb, to determine the acceptable pie distributions. From this
perspective, it is interesting that the "obvious" egalitarian sharing norm was consistently
applied only by 3 part.icipants.

The observation that simplicity of strategy is a virtue has been made previously in
context of repeated games, when studying the use of t.rigger strategies that. require con-
ditioning on the history of play in order to implement payoff improving "cooperative"
strategies. For example, Offerman et al. [92] observe in a simple overlapping generations
pension game that a majority of players choose a strategy not conditioning on history (un-
conditional defection), and even in treatments with advice, where players are infornred
explicitly about the existence of trigger strategies, the majority of players sticks to the
unconditional defection. Montero and Vyrastekova [121] observe similar tendency towards
simple history independent. strategies in a repeated auct.ion game. In t.he 3PUG, respon-
ders face a different dimension of complexity - instead of conditioning on the history of
play, they could condition on the payoff distribution among three players. Still, a nontriv-
ial fraction of participants (those not using A-type and F-type strategies in every round),
52~0 (23~44) of the participants were looking for a strategy sensitive to the distribution
of payoff among all players. Under the salient financial incentives for the participants in
the experiment, with only one chance to submit a strategy for each treatment, and with
participants experienced in an ultimatum game environment in the laboratory, we inter-
pret the strategies sensitive to distributions submitted in the experiment as a strategic
reaction to the payoff structure of the game and as a rather strong indication that the
distributional motivations played a role for some of the participants.

Out of 52PIo (23~44) responders using at least in one treatment a strategy sensitive to
distributions, 3~23 use an S-type strategy and 2~23 use a P-type strategy in all treat:
ments. What about the remaining 18~23 responders switching strategy types across
treatments? Do these responders change their behavior according to some identifiable
structure? Most of these responders use a P- type strategy (8~23) in treatment T1, an
A-type strategy (7~23) in treatment T2, and some other strategy in treatrnent T3. One
trend we observe is the switch from the concern that the proposer shares sufficiently high
amount with the two responders disregarding the redistribution among the responders
themselves, demonstrated by the use of P-type strategies in treatrrcent Tl, towards the
concern for the responder's own material payoff and no interest in the distribution among
the proposer and the other responder, demonstrated by the use of A-type st~ntegies ín
T2. In T3, there is no predominant strategy, but the use of strategies with an S-type
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strategy component, where for a subset of proposals the acceptance rates are decreasing

in the payoff of the other responder (i.e. the strategies S, V, and W) increases from 8 in

T1 to 14 in T3, and the use of a P-type strategy decreases from 10 in T1 to 4 in T3, see

Table 5.12.

5.4.4 Discussion

When analyzing the individua.l behavior of responders in the three versions of the game,

we find that none of the behavioral models predicts the behavior of a vast majority of

players. It seems that in a rnore complex decision environment, as the 3PUG game,

simplicity of a strat.egy is a virtue.

It is worth noticing that despite the experienced players and the one-shot nature of

the game, only 14P1o participants subrnitted the money-maximizing rational strategy in all

treatments, and accepted all feasible proposals. It seems quite clear that other aspects

than own monetary payoff maximization are in an important way motivating the players,

even in a one-shot game.

We observe that strategies become more spiteful with respect to the payoff of the other

responder when we vary the payoff consequences of a rejection for the payoff of the other

responder in such a way that the other resporrder is not negatively, but positively affected

by a rejection.

The treatment modifications also affect the acceptance rates of the proposals. The
responders accept more often proposaLs giving thern a particular share of the pie if they
have to "pay" for the punislunent of the proposer by transferring the part of the pie
offered to them to the other responder than when they have to "pay" by destroying their
own payoff.

One explanation of this observation could be made in terms of a coordination problem

faced by the responders: one rejecting responder is sufficient to induce the purrishrnent orr

the proposer, and even if interested ín punishing the proposer, a responder might prefer

the other one to perform the punishment because it is costly. Both responders may end

up accepting the proposal when trying to avoid that the other responder free rides on the
rejection. For this explanation, however, one would expect an increase of the acceptance

rates between treatments T 1 and T2 as well, and this is not the case. Perhaps a better

explanation could be given in term of an endowment effectl". The responder, allocated

~~See Kahneman et al. [75] for discussion of the endowment effect, and for evolutionary foundations

Huck and Kirchsteiger [69].
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hypothetically a share of the pie by the proposer, has the option to punish the proposer,
but at the cost of giving up the "ownership" of the share of the pie allocated to him in
benefit of another player. The psychological difference between destroying the pie share
in exchange for punishment (in T2), and transferring the pie share to another player (in
T3) may be responsible for why we observe acceptance rates increasing in T3, but not in
T2.

When we return to the question asked in the introduction, does the choice to pun-
ish the proposer depend on the payoff consequences t.he punishment has for the other
responder, we can answer positively: yes, for quite some players. Around half of tha
responders submit different strategies in the three treatments, what we interpret as a
strategic response to the changes in the payoff function which affect. only the payoff of
the other responder. Increasing the expected payoff to the other responder in case of
rejection increases the probability that the responder will accept a proposal. This could
be an indicat.ion that at least. some responders switch attention from the proposer's payoff
to the payoff of the other responder when deciding on accepting or rejecting a proposal,
and reciprocal behavior is being overshadowed by distributional concerns.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigated a three person ultimatum game. Two responders simul-
taneously choose to accept. or reject proposals in a menu of feasible proposals, while the
proposer chooses one feasible proposal that then determines the potential distribution of
the pie among himself and t.hese two responders. Any responder can unilaterally punish
the proposer by rejecting the proposal, and destroy thereby the proposer's payoff. The
punishment is costly for the rejecting responder as well, he loses the share of the pie that
has been offered to him. The payoff offered to the rejecting responder is (i) destroyed along
the payoff of the other responder, or (ii) his payoff is destroyed, but its does not affect
the payoff of the other responder, or (iii) his payoff is transferred to the other responder.
That means that in the three treatments of the game, we vary the payoff consequence of
a rejection for the other responder. A rejection either (i) decreases the payoff of the other
responder, or (ii) does not affect the payoff of the other responder, or (iii) increases the
payoff of the other responder.

We observe heterogeneous behavior in the group of responders. Out. of all responders,
14~ used the fully rational strategy in all treatments and accepted any offer that gave
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them a strictly positive amount11. Around one third of the responders showed no con-
cern for the distribution of the payoffs relative to the ot.her responder and submitted in
all treatments a strategy with a fixed aspiratiorr level ranging fronr 0 points (accept all
proposals) to 1000 points (accept onl,y egalitarian share of the pie). Though the overall
acceptance rate among aspiration-level type players increases somewhat from Tl to T3,
the use of aspiration level strateg,y suggests a lack of comparison with individual players

in the game by a significant subgroup of the responder pool. The popularity of aspira-

tion level type strategies in the experiment may be explained by the simplicity of these

strat.egies. In the complex decision task faced by the subjects, an aspiration level strategy
requires one decision in each game, and consequently manual job of filling the answering
sheets. Other strategies require multiple decisions and higher concentration.

Nevertheless, around half of the players choose strategies sensitive to the distribution
of the payoff bet.ween the proposer and the other responder in each treatment. We did
not succeed to align unambiguously the behavior of these responders with a prediction of
one of the behavioral models based on distributional preferences. However, varying the

payoff functions of the game in such a way that the other responder in case of a rejection

is not negatively but rather positively affected motivated the responders to use more
often strategies spiteful against the other responder. Switching away from punishing
the proposer when it increases rather than decreases the material payoff to the other
responder can be seen as an evidence that the distributional motives (wit.h respect to the
other responder) also guide the behavior of some responders in ultimatum-like games.

5.6 Appendix: Instructions for the experiment

You will now participate in an experiment on economic decision making that is used to study human

behavior in bargaining situations. This experiment is financed by several scientific itrstitutions. If you

read the following explanations carefully, you can (besides a fixed amount of 70 Schilling) earn money

with the decisions you will make in the experiment. Therefore, it is very important that you read the

instructions carefully.

The experiment consists of three rounds. After the third round, the experiment is over. You will

then be paid out the amount you earn in two out of the three rounds. The two rounds determining your

earning will be chosen at random after the third round.

~~ In the session wíth players experienced a.ith a 3PUG, a subject made the following statement: "I
cannot teach the other guy anything by rejecting, so the only reasonable thing to do is to accept every-
thing."
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Duting the experiment we speak of points instead of Schillings. Your total earnings will therefore be

calculated in points. Your earnings in Schillings will be calculated with the exchange rate 10 points - 1

Schilling.

The instructions handed out to you are for your private information only. It is prohibited to talk

during the experiment. If you have questions, please raise your hand. We will then come to you and

answer your question. If you do not obey this rule you will earn nothing in the respective round. On the

following pages we describe how the experiment proceeds.

General instructions
In this experiment, you are either a person A, a person B, or a person C. What person you are is

shown on the upper right corner of this sheet. One person A, one person B and one person C form

a group. The group composition stays the same for all three rounds. You will, however, receive no

information about the identity of the persons with whom you form a group.

In all rounds, you are person A[B,C~.

Round 1: Instructions

Person A has to make a proposal how to divide 3000 points between person A, person B and person

C. Persons B and C decide simultaneously and independently of each other, if they accept or reject the

proposal.

If both person B and person C, reject. the proposal nobody earns anything in this round. If only

person B rejects the proposal (that is, person C accepts the proposal), nobody earns anything in this

round. If only person C rejects the proposal (that is, person B accepts the proposal), nobody earns

anything in this round. If neither person B nor person C rejects the proposal (that is, both, person B

and person C, accept), then everybody in the group earns points according to the proposal of person A.

Please note: a unilateral rejection by person B as well as a unilateral rejection by person C leads to

a situation where everybody in your group earns nothing in this round.

Person A has a decision sheet (Decision sheet A- round 1) where he~she chooses which division of

the 3000 points he~she proposes. Person A indicates his~her decision on this decision sheet. (The precise

way how to do this is described in the specific instructions for person A.)

While person A is making her~his decision, persons B and C are filling in their decision sheets

anonymously and independently from each other. Person B and C each has one decision sheet (Decision

sheet B~C - round 1). On this sheet person B and C indicate for each feasible proposal whether they

accept of reject the proposal. (The precise way how to do this is described in the specific instructions for

person B and C.)

After all persons have filled in their decisions on the decision sheets all decision sheets will be collected.

The experimenters record the decision of person A in your group and put it together with the decisions

of person B and C in your group. All three decisions together determine your eaznings in this round
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according to the above described rules. How much you have earned in this round you will learn only after

the third round. All decisions are anonymous and you have to keep them for yourself.

Specific instructions for person A

We describe here how you have to fill in your decision on the decision sheet. On the Decision sheet

- round 1 you indicate what your proposal of the division of 3000 points between yourself, person B and

person C is.

You will make your proposal by filling in the relevant number of points in the grey fields after the

words "I propose for myself:", "I propose for person B:", "I propose for person C:".

Please, note that you can make only one of the proposals shown in the table on your decision sheet.

In this table, you can find the possible offers to person C in the first row and the possible offers to person

B ín the first column. The numbers in the grey field show how much you demand for yourself, for a given

combination of offers to person B and C. For instance, if you make an offer of x points to persons B and

an offer of y points to person C, then you demand 3000-x-y poittts for yourself.

After you have filled in your decision, please indicate it also by circling the correspondittg nttmbers

in the first row (offer to person C) and the first column (offer to person B) in the table.

Specific instructions for person B~C

Here we explain how you fill in your decisions on the decision sheet.

You have received an Information sheet B~C - round 1 and a Decision sheet B~C - round 1. The grey

table on the decision sheet shows you all possible combinations of offers person A can make to you - given

an offer to person C~B. In the first (white) row of this table you find all possible offers to person C~B.

In each column below an offer to C~B you find all possible offers to yott given the offer to C. Please note

that each combination of an offer to you and an offer to person C~B automatically determines how much

person A demands for him~herself. How much person A demands for him~herself for a contbination of

offers to you and person C~B you can easily read off the Information sheet B~C. Please, have a look at

this sheet. In the first column (next to the words "offer to me") you find all possible offers of person A

to you. The columns left to the first column of the table shows you the amount person A demands for

himself~hetself given an offer to you and an offer to person C~B. The possible offers to person C~B you

can find in the first row of the table under the heading "offer to person C~B".

The formula for the calculation of the demand of person A is: Person A's demand - 3000 points -

offer to me - offer to person C~B.

You make your decision which of the feasible proposals you want to accept by circling them on the

decision sheet B~C - round 1. Note that all proposals that you do NOT circle will be regarded as rejected.

General instructions (continued)

As already mentioned, this experiment consists of three rounds. In the second and third round, the

same amounts of money as in round 1 are at stake. The rules, however, will be slightly different in
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each round. You will be person A[B,C] again. You will leazn about the details of the new rules at the
beginning of each round.

Person A will learn only after the end of round 3 whether the proposal made by person A was accepted
or rejected. Similarly, person B and C will leazn only after round 3 which offer was actually made to
them.

At the end of round 3 we will publicly and transparently for you randomly determine which two out of
the three rounds you will be paid out. The determination of your earnings in all rounds will be monitored
by the `observer' who is chosen from among you. The observer will acknowledge the correct determination

of your earnings with his~her signature on the payoff-forms. The money you earn during this experitnent
will be paid out to you privately and anonymously. Your eaznings are your private information.

It is important that you understood the consequences of your decisions and the decisions of the other
persons in your group. Your decisions have a substantial effect on the amount of money you earn. If you
have any questions, please raise your hand. We then come to you attd answer your question. Before you
make your decisions, please answer the following questions.

Suppose person A makes the following proposal: X points for person B and Y points for person C
1. How much does person A demand for himself?

2. Suppose person B and C reject the proposal. How much does person A, person B and person C
earn in this case?

3. Suppose person B rejects the proposal but person C accepts the proposal. How much does person
A, person B and person C earn in this case?

4. Suppose person B accepts the proposal but person C rejects the proposal. How much does person
A, person B and person C earn in this case?

5. Suppose person B accepts the proposal and person C accepts the proposal. How much does person
A, person B and person C earn in this case':

After you have answered all questions and the answers were controlled by the experimenters, please
take your decision sheet A[B,C] - round 1.

Now you have to decide which ptoposal you make. Fill in your proposal in the corresponding fields
on your decision sheet A- round 1(left upper corner). Thereafter, please also circle the corresponding
numbers in the first row ("offer to person C" ) and first column ("offer to person B" ).

[Now you have to decide which of the possible proposals you accept (and which you reject). This you
do by circling in the table all offers you accept in a clear and distinct way. Please note that all offers you
do not circle are regarded as being rejected.]

You do not have to hurry. Take your time and think well about your decision before you itidicate it
on the decision sheet. After you filled in your decision, you can change it only with the approval of the
experimenter. When you are ready, please control whether you indicated your pazticipant number on
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the decisions sheet ( in the upper right corner). Then, turn the decision sheet face down so that we can

collect it.



Chapter 6

Spiteful preferences in a unanimity
three-person ultimatum game

6.1 Introduction

There is evidence that not only monet.ary payoff incentives matter for players when making
decisions in games. For example, responders reject strictly positive rnonetary payoffs
offered to them in the ultimaturn game (we refer to the experimental evidence in chapter
5), players cooperate in the finitely repeated prisoner's dilemma (Andreoni and i~Tiller [2]),
and agents impose costly punishment. on those who do not contribute to a public good
(Fehr and G~chter [48]). A substantial subgroup of experimental subjects demonstrate
in this way behavior that may be rationalized by preferences for other aspects of a game
they play than purely their own material pa,yoff.

The explanations given to observations inconsistent with material payoff maximiza-
tion include learning and bounded rationality on the side of the subjects. Nevertheless,
one cannot explain those cases in which players with carefully controlled understanding
of the underlying game and consequences of their own actions, and abundant learning
opportunities, behave in a way that leads to suboptimal outcomes from the viewpoint of
the material outcomes. One might ask if there is an evolutionary rationale and advantage
in having preferences that differ from material payoff maximization.

By material outcomes we mean here the game outcomes that determine the success
of the individual endowed wit.h these preferences, or, more precisely, the success of the
decision making process used by the individual. If the decision maker is a firm, material
payoff could be identified with t.he firm's profits, and the decision making process with
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the managerial strategies applied in the firm's decision making. If the decision maker
is a university student, the material payoffs could be identified with the grades that
determine the success of the study carrier. And so on, in an analogy with biology where
the material payoff in an evolutionary model is the number of vital offsprings to an
individual guaranteeing the replication of the individual's gene pool. Individuals with a
higher number of offspring have a higher chance of preserving their genes.

Using this analogy in the context of social evolution the material payoff is the payoff
that determines the evolrrtionary survival of the replicated entity. While in biology, the
object of replication are the genes affecting the breeding success of the individual, in the
social context the object of replication has been traditionally a pre-programmed behavior
in all strategic and nonstrategic situations the individual might. encounter. This requires,
rather unrealistically, that individuals are pre-programmed by strategies to any game they
might play during their life.

A different approach is t.aken in what is called indirect evolutionary approach. It is
assumed t.hat individuals behave strategically in games given their preferences and these
preferences are subject to the evolutionary pressures. The preferences that lead in the
current population to a higher material payoff then favor the survival of the individuals
choosing actions according to such preferences. The individuals are fully rational in that.
they choose the best. act.ion given their preferences. The preferences, however, are not

necessarily the monotone preferences over their own rnaterial payoff.

Guth and Yarri [66] originated a stxeam of literature searching for evolutionary foun-
dations of preferences that differ from pure payoff maximization.

Instead of taking the preferences of an individual as fixed and given by the material
payoff, it is assumed that an individual may have any preferences over the strategies of
the game and behave strategically given these preferences. The evolutionary survival
of an individual is still linked oiily to the player's material payoff. Now, the question
arises whether it may be evolutionary viable to have preferences that differ from pure
monetary payoff maximization, for example preferences that condition on the material
payoffs received by other players. The answer to this question has been investigated by
several authors, and we mention the mairr findings below.

In this chapter, we then apply the indirect evolutionary approach to the three person
ultimatum game, studied experimentally by Riedl and Vyrastekova [102]. We apply a
static evolutionary stability concept, the evolutionary stable preference profile, and in-
vestigate t.he implications of a unanimity acceptance rule in an ultimatum game for the
composition of the evolutionary stable preference profile. In particular, we study the class
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of preferences with spite against the other players of the game. We consider both com-

plete and incomplete information scenarios. We show that t.he spiteful preferences can

be evolutionary stable in large populations only if the game is of complete information,

i.e. the players' preferences are common knowledge. When t.he proposers observe the
preferences of the responders they are matched to, they can target the proposals and this
might disadvantage the money-maximizing responders. On the other hand, the spiteful
preferences may be evolutionary stable in the incomplete information scenario only if the
interaction is restricted to small groups.

6.1.1 Evolution of preferences and ultimatum games

Frank [57] emphasizes the role ofemotions for the individual's ability to pre-commit oneself
to a behavior according to his preferences that differ from an individualistic material payoff
maximization. He argues that there are hard-wired biological signals connected to the

stimuli that make it complicated for us to disguise our "true" preferences and pretend to

be a "different type".
For example, when we get angry, our heartbeat changes and the face muscles get stiff,

so that it becomes harder to keep on smiling. When we feel insecure and weak, our faces
change color, etc. Some of these signals are harder to decipher than others, and some
are better disguised, but, in general, there seem to be some mechanisms that connect.

our preferences to the legible signals. So, even if the assumption of perfectly observable

preferences is in general an unrealistic one, it may be justified "in the short run", before

an imitator, an individual which is able to send the same signals as an individual with a

different preference relation, can enter the population.

Giith and Yarri [66] introduced in the recent literature the idea that the object. of
evolution is the player's motivational system, represented by a utility function, rather
than a fixed program for a game to play - a strategy. The advantage for Nature to work

on the level of preferences rather than on the level of strategies is the versatility of the
object that evolves, the motivation structure, that may be applied to various situations.

A crucial assumption in this literature is the observability of the players' preferences.

As we mentioned before, a signal of being a certain preference type may be imitated and

loose its credibility in the sense of signalling the commitment connected to the prefer-

ences. Nevertheless, for evolution in small groups, where interactions take place between
individuals who are well adjusted to read the signals, the observability of preferences may

be justified. Under the assumption of complete information, several authors point out.
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that interdependent and nonindividualistic preferences may be evolutionary viable, e.g.
altruism, status seeking or spit.e.

The survival of preferences different from money maximization depends on the struc-
ture of the material payoff game. Bester and Guth [9], for example, show that altruistic
preferences, where an individual puts a positive weight to the payoffs of other players in
the game may be evolutionary stable if the game shows strategic conrplementarity in the
material payoffs. In t.hat case, the "nicer" the strategy chosen by a player, the "nicer" the
strategy chosen by his co-player. Because of this, altruists fare better in the population
than egoists. Despite the fact that the former receive a lower payoff than the egoist if
matched to an egoist, they earn a higher payoff in the matches with their "own" type than
the egoists in the matches with their "own" type do. The altruism improves efficiency (in
the sense of increasing the sum of material payoffs earned by the players with preferences
that are evolutionary stable) and is evolutionary stable. On the other hand, Possajen-
nikov [95] shows that for games with st.rategic substitutes, the spiteful preferences are
evolutionary stable.

Another class of games where committing to preferences different from money maxi-
mization are games with externalities, where other-regarding preferences allow to inter-
nalize part of the externality, and thereby increase the players payoffs.

Fershtman and Weiss [50] consider individuals for one population that are randomly
matched to play a t.wo-player game and receive material payoffs from the game. Moreover,
their final material payoff depends also on the aggregate of the actions of all players in
the population. The authors show that the conformist preferences, conditioning on the
payoffs of other players, may be evolutionary stable and allow society to correct for the
effect of the externalities.

Kockesen et al. [82] also consider a class of games with positive or negative externali-
ties, the aggregative games. In an aggregative game, the player's material payoff depends
on his own action and the average action of all players. If the individuals are playing
the field, i.e. they are matched simultaneotrsly to all members of the population, the
preferences that put weight to the relative payoff as well as to the own material payoff
survive in a payoff monotone dynamics over the independent preferences, putting weight
only to the own material payoff. This class of games includes interesting games for eco-
nomic theory, e.g. Cournot oligopoly, common pool and public good games. Sethi and
Somanathan [115] show also for the class of aggregative games that for the same rea-
son, reciprocal preferences have a strategic advantage over the preferences leading to the
money maximizat.ion. The result obtains for the same reason: the "nicer" the strategy of
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the opponent, the "nicer" the optimal strategy of the individual endowed with reciprocal
preferences.

The survival of the interdependent preferences in the incomplete information games
is more problematic. If the players' preferences cannot be observed, and individuals are
only informed on the relative frequencies of preference types present in the population,
the individualistic preferences are the outcorne of an evolutionary dynamics based on the
material payoffs in large populations.

In the context of a population composed of a continuum of players, this is proven
by Ely and Yilankaya [43]. They study the evolution of preferences in the symmetric
N-player normal form games. They allow all kind of preference profiles, and prove that
under incomplete information, the game outcomes that are associated with the stable
preference profiles correspond to the Nash equilibria of the underlying material payoff
game.

Ok and Vega-Redondo [94], on the other hand, consider a finite population playing
a symmetric game. In the complete information game, interdependent preferences may
have evolutionary advantage over independent preferences. In the incomplete information
game, the group size relative to the population size matters: if there are sufficiently many
groups, the individualistic preferences are stable. The intuition for this result can be
obtained from extensions of the evolutionary stability notion for finite populations, where
spiteful strategies that are not money maximizing can perform better than the money
maximizing strategies.

SamueLson and Swinkels [110] argue that a motivation function which is responsive to
the external stimuli can be seen as Nature's solution to complexity of providing algorithms
to arrive at an optimal solution for any feasible informational input. This holds even if
leading at occasions to suboptimal responses by the individual (e.g. by motivating him to
eat too much when food is present), and especially in cases when Nature has only limited
ability to derive the consequences of the actions because they are indirect. For example,
Nature has limited ability to deduce the implications of listening to punk or hard rock
music for a mating success, but will have better information on the consequences of a
status targeted behavior. Nature keeps control over the mechanisms that affect indirectly
an agent's material fitness, and gives discretion over the direct utility to the individual.
This is an optimal solution to the asymmetric information problem faced by Nature. If the
individual has relatively better information about the fitness consequences of the state of
world that has realized than Nature has, then Nature has an incentive to'delegate control
into hands of the individual by setting the incentive structure so that "on average" the
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information is used efficiently by the individual and increases his fitness.
So, the rationale of the indirect evolutionary approach, can also be connected to the

link between a stimulus and the motivation system replication via the process of social
evolution. Moreover, allowing the evolution on the level of preferences gives individuaLs a
flexibility to choose optimal behavior in situations they meet infrequently, or only once,
by economizing on the resources to build such a motivation system.

In this chapter, we study an example of a game, where in t.he experimental study,
the players behave in a way that. is inconsistent with the pure money-maximization. The
game is a three-person ultimatum game.

We consider the evolut.ion of preferences if individuals from two distinct populations
are matched to play the game. The preferences of the players are restricted to be drawn
from a set of distributional preferences which can be represented by two spite parameters,
assigned to the player roles in the game. The class of the feasible preferences we consider
is restrictive, as will become clear, because only a subset of all strategies feasible in the
game can be induced as a best response behavior by this preference class. The restriction
is chosen to be the class of distributional preferences, which have been put forward in
the literature recently and allowing for the simplest form of spiteful behavior. The spite
parameters could be derived from motivations to reciprocate the actions in the ultimatum
game as in the theories of reciprocal behavior, presented for example by Rabin [99], Falk
and Fischbacher [45]. These authors derive the weight an individual with reciprocal
preferences puts on the payoff of the other players from the structure of the game. In
both papers, the authors introduce a form of a kindness function, that increases the weight
given to the payoff of another player, if the action of that player is not decreasing, but
rather increasing the payoff of the deciding player.

In the analysis we present below, we ask if preferences that induce "as if" reciprocal
behavior can be evolutionary stable when competing in the population with all feasible
preferences that might arise from player's preferences over the final payoff distributions
in the game. Instead of varying the weight given to the payoff of the other player by
deriving it from the payoff structure of the game, we allow for all behavioral types that
can be represented by a utility function with two parameters, putting some weight to
the payoffs of other players in the game. It is then a question of evolutionary stability
requirements to determine which values of the parameters can be supported as stable
outcome of evolutionary selection. The higher is the payoff of other players in the game,
the lower is the utility of the decision maker. The underlying material payoff game we
study has the property that the higher is the probability that another player takes a
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costly action (the proposer makes a generous proposal, or the other responder punishes
the proposer), the lower is the motivation of the decision-maker for taking a costly action
as well. The costly actions of the players are in this sense substitutes, and the simple
spiteful preferences can be seen as a shortcut to the negatively reciprocal preferences.

The underlying game we study is a three-person ultimatum game, an extension of the
two-person ultimatum game, in which one player, the proposer, chooses a proposal how to
share a pie between himself and one other player, the responder. If the responder accepts
the proposal, both players receive the payoff according to the proposal, otherwise both
players receive the payoff of zero.

Huck and Oechssler [70] apply the indirect evolutionary approach to the two-person
ultimatum game where the proposer can choose either the egalitarian split, or a highly
asymmetric split favoring the proposer. The authors study the evolution of preferences in
a single finite population of individuals from which both roles of the game are filled. They
assume that when in the role of the proposer, the individuals act as money maximizers.
However, when in the role of the responder, the individuals may behave either as money
maximizers or they are spiteful against the proposer. Being a spiteful responder means
that if the proposer demands an amount higher than the egalitarian share, a spiteful
responder will reject such an offer. Obviously, being spiteful is costly. A spiteful responder
rejects proposals that are too small, while the money maximizer does not reject any
proposal. However, the cost of a rejection, the foregone material payoff, is higher for
the proposer than for the rejecting responder. This may motivate the proposers to avoid
rejections by choosing the egalitarian proposal.

The authors show that in the game of incomplete information, an evolution based on
the material payoffs may lead to the survival of the spiteful responders. If the population
is small, or interactions take place in small groups, then in an evolutionarily stable state,
the proposer chooses the egalitarian proposals, if the fraction of spiteful responders is
high enough. If this is not the case, but the groups are small, the population composit.ion
asymmetry as perceived by the responder who is a money-maximizer when in the role
of a proposer compared to the responder who is a spiteful responder, leads to a payoff
advantage for the spiteful responders. Hence, the exogenously imposed small population
interaction drives the result about t.he survival of spite in the responder population.

In the following, we extend the two-person ultimatum game to a three-person game,
while keeping the unanimity structure of the game. We consider both the incomplete
information scenario, where the players have private information about own preferences,
and the complete information scenario, where the preferences of the players matched to
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play the three-person ultimatum game are common knowledge. In the analysis, we focus
on the evolution of the preference profile in the population of responders.

In the analogy with the two-person ultimatum game, we want to identify situations
under which the spiteful preferences can survive. In the mini-ultimatum game, studied by
Huck and Oechssler [70], the highly asymmetric proposal is to the benefit. of the proposer.
In a three person game, we can construct parametrizations, where the proposer prefers
the proposal that threats the proposers symmetrically, or asymmetrically.

The solution concept we use is static in its nature. We look for the set of evolutionary
stable preferences. An evolutionary stable preference profile is an assignment of preferences
to the individuals in the populations such that it is impossible for a small subset of
individuals to change their preference and achieve higher material payoff, if behaving
strategically in the post-mutation population.

6.2 The game

The game corresponds to one of t.he game treatments, the game T1, studied experimentally
by Riedl and Vyrastekova [102]. In the game Tl, all players receive the payoff according
to the proposer's proposal if both responders accept this proposal, and all players receive a
payoff of zero otherwise. Any responder can impose a negat.ive externality on the proposer
as well as on the other responder by his decision to reject. a proposal.

We assume that in the game T1, the proposer can choose a proposal from the set of
two alternative proposals: one that treats the responders symmetrically, and one that
treats the responders asymmet.rically. Depending on the payoffs the proposer offers to
the responders in the symmetric and asymmetric proposal, the proposer either prefers the
symmetric or the asymmetric proposal.

We assume that there are two distinct populations, one population from which the
individuals are drawn to fill the role of a propo~er, and a second population from which the
individuals are drawn to fill the roles of the two responders. The proposers are assumed
to act as money maximizers. The roles of the two responders are filled at random from
a single population. The responder individuals are allowed a richer class of preferences
than monotone preferences over their own monetary payoff. We consider all distributional
preferences that. are defined over the payoffs attained by all players in the game, and that
can be represented by two parameters. They capture the spite against the other players,
the proposer and the other responder.

The responder population consists of N individuals, where N is an even number. The
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proposer population consists of 2 individuals. One member of the proposer population
is randomly assigned to two randomly chosen individuals from the responder population.
The two responders are assigned their responder posit.ions 1 and 2 at random. The payoff
to an individual in the role of a responder is the average of payoffs earned in each of the
two roles.

The proposer chooses one of the feasible payoff distribution for the three players. De-
note the proposer's strategy choice, offering the payoff shares xl and xz to the responders
1 and 2, respectively, by x-(xl, xz), where xl, xz ) 0 and 1 ) xl -}- xz, implying that
the proposer demands for himself a strictly positive payoff share.

The strategy set of the proposer, S, is restricted to two alternative proposals: a pro-

posal treating the responders symmet.rically, ( s, s), where 0 G s, 2s C 1, and a proposal

treating the responders asymmetrically, ( l, h), where 0 c l c h, l f h c 1. So, S- {(s, s),

(l,h)}. Depending on the parametrization, t.he proposer prefers the symmetric proposal

íf s G t2h, and the asymmetric proposal if s 1 tZh

This leads to the discussion of three parametrizations of the game:

The parametrizatíon A defined by r32s ~ i-i-h ~ i-i-n~ i.e. s~ ~2h.

The parametrization B defined by r-i-h ~ r3zs ~ r-i-h and either s 1 ~2h or s c~2".
The parametrization C defined by ~-i-n ~ i-~-n ~ 1szs, i.e. s C izh.

The strategy of a responder i- 1,2 is Q; E{Accept, Reject}~S~ when the proposer

chooses the proposals from the strategy set S.

We denote by ~rr(~), ~rz(Q), ~rP(Q) the material payoff of the responder 1, the responder
2, and the proposer, respectively, if the strategy combination is ~- (ai, o~, ~P), and
denote ~r(~) - (~r(a),~z(~),~P(~))~

Each individual in the responder population is endowed with a preference relation
over the strategies in the game, which can be represented by a utility function in the form
u;(~r(~)) - ~;(~)-a~rP(~)-b~r~(o)~, where ~r;(o) - rrl(a) and ~r~(a) - ~rz(rr) if individual
i is assigned to the responder role 1, and vice versa. The responder's preference type is
summarized by two spite parameters a, b E R~, parameter a capttuing the relative payoff
considerations with respect to the proposer, and parameter b capturing the relative payoff
considerations with respect to the other responder.

The motivation matrix of a row player, responder with spite parameters a, 6, who has

been offered the material payoff xT, when the other responder, a column player, has been
offered the material payoff x~ can be found in Figure 6.1.

1The evolutionary viability of preferences represented by this form of a utility function is analyzed by

Dufwenber and Guth[41] in the context of two-player games where a spiteful behavior implies inefficiency.
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accept reject

accept x, - nxP - ba~ 0
reject 0 0

Figure 6.1: Motivation matrix of responder i of type a, b

6.3 Solution concept

The solution concept. that we apply, the set of evolutionary stable preferences, is a static
set-valued concept. It is based on the idea of the notion of evolutionary stability (Maynard
Smith and Price [89]) and its set-valued alternatives, as in the models where the evolution
works on the strategies.

The set of evolutionary stable preferences is the collection of preferences so that in
a population composed only of these preferences, all individuals earn the same average
~naterial payoff. We thereby assume that the individuals play some equilibrium of the
game, given their preferences, the population composition and the information available
to the players. The game is either of complete information where the preferences of the
matched players are common knowledge among the matched players, and the equilibrium
is a Nash equilibrium of the game, or the game is of incomplete information and the
equilibrium is a Bayes-Nash equilibrium of the game with a commonly known prior on
the preference distribution in the population.

Moreover, if a small group of individuals in a population mutates and changes their own
preferences, then in the resulting population, at least some individual with the incumbent
preferences from the set of the evolutionary stable preferences receives a higher material
payoff in the post-entry population than the mutant, and the mutant dies out.

In the background is the idea that the population composition evolves according to
a dynamics that is connected only to the material payoffs of the game. Thereby, an
evolutionary selection based on a material payoff can only distinguish preferences that.
receive at some strategy combination chosen by other players a. material payoff that differs
from a payoff of an individual with some other feasible preferences at the same strategy
combination. Suppose G is a symmetric game. A behavioral type in ya~ne G is a collecaion
of preferences that in the game G induces the same behavior for any strategy combination
of the other players. VIWe denote a behavioral type by B E 9(G), where 6(G) is the set
of all behavioral types in the game G. The information about. a population can be then
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summarized by t.he number of individuals belonging to each feasible behavioral type,
n- (ne)eEe~cl. The average payoff of a responder of behavioral type B in the game Tl is

denoted by IIB.

Definition 6.1 A collection of preferences K C 9(C) is a set of evolutionary stable
preferences (SESP) if for any population composition n-(ne)eEe~c~ such that nk 1 0
only if k E K, it holds for any k E K, IIk(n) - c(n.), where c(n) is a constant, which may

depend on the population composition. For any n' ~ n., such that for some N 1 E 1 1,

for all B E 9(G), ~nB - nB~ c E, and m~ K, nm ~ 0, there is k E K such that

IIk(n') 1 II,n(n').

To determine which preferences may be stable and present in t.he responder population,

only the behavioral types matter because all responder types within one behavioral type,

keeping other things equal, submit the same strategy, and hence earn the same payoff

and are indistinguishable from the viewpoint of the evolutionary stability. There will be

no selection within the types belonging to one behavíoral type, only between different

behavioral types.

6.3.1 Behavioral types

We restricted the behavioral types of the proposer population to one behavioral type that
can be represented by individualistic preferences, i.e. money-maxinrizing-like behavior.

The behavioral types in the responders' population will be all behavioral types that can

result from an optimizing behavior of an individual in the role of a responder, with pref-
erences characterized by parameters a and b. Is it possible that. individuals with strictly
positive spite parameters belong to the set of evolutionary stable preferences? The ma-
terial payoff game Tl shows substitutability of players' costly actions, and therefore, it
is to be expected that under complete information scenario, spiteful preferences may be
evolutionary stable. It is open, what does that mean for the spite against the proposer and
the spite against the other responder. In particular, is it possible to observe evolutionary
stable preferences with spite against the other responder?

The strategy accept the proposal (x;, x~ ) in the game T 1 is a weakly dominant strategy
of a responder who is offered the share ~; of the pie and his preferences are characterized
by the parameters a b with a G I`-b~' . Otherwise the strategy reject the proposal~ i-~,-z, ~
(x;,xj) is a weakly dominant strategy of the responder2.

2We define the tie-breaking rule in favor of rejecting a proposal if the respodner is indifferent.
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Type Bs'8 , , b)6) B"'` (a, b) B A B C
yes

(

Feasible types

e,
BZ

B3
Bq

es

~ ~ ~
0 1 1
1 1 0
1 0 0
o i o

yes yes
no no Y~
Y~ Y~ Y~

yes no no
yes yes yes

Table 6.1: Behavioral types in the game T1

We denot.e by Bz"z~ (a, 6) the indicator function: BI''z~ (a, b) - 1 if the responder char-
acterized by the parameters a, 6 accepts the amount x; if the other responder is offered
the amount x~, disregarding the choice of the other responder, and B2'~s~ (a, b) - 0 if the
responder characterized by the parameters a, b rejects the amount x, if the other pro-
poser is offered the amount x~. So, Br"I~ (a, b) - 1 if a G 11'?,b22' and 82'~T~ (a, b) - 0 if

~;-bz;a ? r-x;-2;'
We can describe any responder with preferences characterized by a,b E Rt in the

game Tl by three numbers, B(a, 6) -(Bs'S(a, b), Bh'~(a, b), B~'n(a, b)) E{0, 1}3.
For example, the behavioral type (1, 1, 0) is a collection of all responder types with the

parameters a, b such that for an individual with these parameters, to reject the proposal
(l, h), to accept the proposal (s, s) and to accept the proposal (h,1) is a weakly dominant
strategy, i.e. the behavioral type (1, 1, 0) represents all individuals in the population of
responders wit.h the spite parameters a, b such t.hat: a G 3 1-b~ a, i-~ and a G h-(b

1-2s' 1-(-h 1-1-h'
To simplify the notation, we assign indices to the behavioral types induced by pref-

erences parametrized by a, b that are feasible in the game T 1. In particular, B(a, b) equal
to (1, 1,1), (0, 1,1), (1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0), and (0, 1, 0) is referred to as Bi, Bz, B3, Bq, and Bs, re-
spectively, see Table 6.1.

Due to the restriction l c h, there are at most these five behavioral responder types
in the game T1, candidates for evolutionary stable preferences among the set of all distri-
butional preferences which can be represented by the spite parameters a, 6. We exclude
from consideration the behaviora] type that rejects any feasible proposal with probability
1, because this type can always be successfully replaced by a mutant of another type,
hence cannot be evolutionary stable.

Depending on the parametrization of the game T1, i.e. the values s, 1, and h, some
behavioral types might not be feasible.
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The information on the set of feasible behavioral types in all three paramet.rizations
and the proposals these feasible types accept in each parametrization is aLso given in Table
6.1.

6.3.2 Responder's payoffs

Incomplete information game T1
The proposer is constrained to choose a proposal to maximize his own expected payoff

without knowing the types of the responders matched to, and knowing only the responder
population composition.

Denote by EII,,, (n., (~;, x; )) the expected payoff of a responder of behavioral type 8,,, ,
m - 1, ..., 5, where Bm~I~ - 1 if the type Bm accepts material payoff offered x; if the
other responder is offered material payoff x~, and Bm~T~ - 0 otherwise. The population
composition is given by n. Then, the expected payoff of a responder of behavioral type
8,,,, if the proposer chooses (s, s) and (l, h), is given by:

Erlm,(~'~ (Si S)) - N9 1 Lk-1 BmsekSn~k - NS lem9em.si

EIIm(~'r (li h)) -
1 1~`s

(l9~'hBh'1 f heh'~B~~h)n
1 ltheh,lel,h

N-I 2 L.k-1 m k m k k- N-I 2 m m

Complete information game T1
The proposer chooses a proposal to maximize his own expected payoff depending on

the responder types, which he can observe. Moreover, ifchoosing the asymmetric proposal
(l, h), the proposer can decide which responder is offered the share l and which responder
is offered the share h of the proposal.

Denote by yk,f11 the material payoff the money maximizing proposer proposes to the
responder of type k, if the other responder is of type ~n. If yk,m - s, then ym k- S, i.e. the
proposer proposes the symmetric proposal. Also, yk,,,i - l iff y,,,,k - h, i.e. the proposer
proposes the asymmetric proposal. If the proposer optimally chooses the asymYnetric
proposal, and the behavioral types of the responders he is matched to are such that both
accept the share l and the share h of the asymmetric proposal, then yk,m - ym,k -~2h,

i.e. the proposer randomizes between the two responders when deciding who is offered
the share h and who is offered the share l.

We introduce the following notation: for yk,,,~ - s, l, h, Bk(yk,m) is the indicator function
for the responder type k~s acceptance of the proposal giving to this responder yk,,n and to
the other responder y,,,,k - s, h, l, respectively; for yk,m - y,,,,k -~2h, we have Bk (yk,,,, )-
Bm(y,,,,k) - 1, because by defining yk,m, it is equal to ~Zh only if Bk and 8,,, are such that.
Bkh-ek'~-8m -Bm,- 1.
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The expected payoff to a responder of a behavioral type 8,,,, m- 1, ..., 5, in the
complete information game is given by:

~m(n) - Nl 1 Lk ek(yk,m)Bm(ym,k)ym,k~k - Nllem(ym~m)ym,m.

6.4 Incomplete information about preferences

First, we consider that the game is of incomplete information. The proposer maximizes

his own expected payoff EP, given the information about the responders' population

composition. So, maxEP - max2ES(1 - x; - x~)P(x;,~~)P(x„x,) where p(x;,x~) is the

probability that a randomly selected responder accepts the share ~; when the other re-
~ 2i.21sponder is offered the share x~, i.e. p(x„ x~) -~k N~k .

A subset of all feasible responders' preferences, given by the spite parameters a, b E R~,

is a candidate for a set of evolutionary stable preferences (SESP), if any individual in a

responder population composed only of individuals with preferences belonging to this

subset of preferences receives the same expected payoff, given the strategy choice of the

proposers. The proposers' chooses a strategy so that to maximizing their own expected

payoff given the responders' population composition. Identifying the behavioral types and
corresponding strategy choice by the money maximizing proposers which satisfy these

conditions, we obtain the following result.

Result 1 (Incomplete information game)

Suppose that the responder population is small, 1 f~ J N 1 4. If s~~2h, then
SESP - {B1}. If s c~Zh, then SESP -{B1,B3}. In either case, the proposer
receives his preferred payoff, 1- l- h and 1- 2s, respectively.

Suppose that the responder population is la.rge, N 1 1-~ ~. If s)~Zh, then SESP -
{B1i BZ} in the parametrization A, and SESP - {B1} in the parametrization B. The
proposer chooses the asymmetric proposal, and receives its preferred payoff 1- l- h.
If s G~Zh, then SESP - {B1i B3}. The proposer chooses the symmetric proposal,
and receives its preferred payoff 1- 2s.

Proof. The survival of the behavioral types in the responder population depends on

the proposal chosen by the money-maximizing proposer. Therefore, we first invest.igate

how the proposer's strategy choice depends on the responders' population composition.

Then we derive the effect of the proposer's optimal strategy choice on the set of evolu-

tionary stable preferences in the responders population.
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Denote by K- 11 ~?h, and by zB - N the frequency of a behavioral type B- 1,...,5
in the responder population. The proposer strictly prefers (s, s) to (l, h) if

(zlfz3fzq)z(1-2s) 1 (zlfzz~-z3fz5)(zl-f-zz)(1-1-h).Inthethreeparametrizations,
A, B, and C, taking into account t.he feasible behavioral types in each parametrization,
the proposer strictly prefers (s, s) to (l, h) if

in the parametrization A K 1 t"''}Za}~5~z', t- 1-Z~-,
in the parametrization B, K 1 zl,

in the parametrization C, K~ lZ~~~.

Note that K c 1 in the parametrization A, and K 1 1 in the parametrization C,
while the parametrization B allows both. We observe that in any parametrization, the
proposal (s, s) is preferred to (l, h) if zl c z~, ~ E {A, B, C}.

Thereby, zA - 2 (z3 -F zs)2 ~- 4K(1 - zs)z -2z3 - Zzs.
In the parametrization B, for K] 1(s, s) is always preferred to (l, h), and for K c 1,

(s, s) is preferred to (l, h) if zl G zB - K.
In the parametrization C, if z3 - zz ~ 4K, then (s, s) is always preferred to (l, h), and

if z3 - zz G 1, then s s is referred to l h if z c z 1 1f4~.~22-~3~ -
4K (,) p (, ) 1 C- 2K } 2K z3'

In any case, the asymmetric proposal (l, h) is chosen in the game Tl only if there is a
sufficient number of type B1 responders in the population. Note also, that if the proposer
chooses the proposal (s, s), then the behavioral types Bz and BS receive a payoff of zero,
and only the types Bl, 93i B4 are the candidates for belonging to the SESP.

Suppose that the proposer chooses the proposal (l, h). Then the payoffs to the respon-
der types in the three parametrizations are as follows.

Parametrization A:

IIA(l, h) - z(tv i~ [l(n~ - 1-~ n3 f ns) f h(n.l - 1)~ , II3 (l, h) - IIS (l, h) - ~1N-1~ hnl,
and IIq (l, h) - 0.

If N- n4 J 1 f i, then IIA(l, h) ) II3 (l, h) - IIS (l, h). So, if n4 increases beyond the
bound N- 1- ~, then the types B3 and BS earn a higher average payoff in the population
than the money-maximizing type Bl. However, the type B4 receives the lowest payoff of
zero if the proposal (l, h) is chosen by the proposer, hence B4 ~ SESP. If the population is
sufficiently large, N~ 1 f i, and the proposal (l, h) is made, then the money-maximizing-
like type Bl earns a higher average payoff than the types B3 and B5i SESP -{B~ }, while
the proposer chooses the asymmetric proposal (l, h).

If the population is small, N C 1 f ~, the types 93 and BS receive a higher payoff than
Bl whenever nl 1 0, i.e. Bl ~ SESP. However, II3 (l, h) - IIS (l, h) - 0 if nl - 0. The
types B3 and BS both accept only if the higher share h of the asymmetric proposal (l, h) is
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proposed t.o them, and they differ in t.heir response to the symmet.ric proposal. B3 is the

type that accepts the symmet.ric proposal. The proposer facing a population composed
of B3 and B5 types chooses the symmetric proposal (s, s), i.e. the type BS receives now a

strictly lower payoff. A population of B3 can be invaded by Br and B4. As long as n.r c NK,

it holds t.hat zr c 2 z3 f4K -2z3i i.e. (s,s) is chosen by the proposer. However, as
soon as n.~ ~ NK, the proposer chooses (l, h), SESP - {B1 }, and ( l, h) is chosen by the

proposer.

Parametrization B:

IIk (l, h) - IIB(l, h) for k- 1, 3, 5, being the feasible behavioral types in the parametriza-
tion B. The conclusions from the parametrization A apply here by setting n.4 - 0. How-
ever, the results of the parametrization A were derived only for s 1'2h. If N~ 1~- ~ and
s c~Zh, the proposer does not switch to the proposal ( l, h) if the population of B3 type is
invaded by BI and B4 types. Therefore, SESP - {Bl,B3} in this case, and the proposer
chooses the proposal (s, s). If N c 1~ ~ and s c~2h, the types B3 and BI receive the same
payoff if the proposer chooses his preferred proposal ( s, s). Therefore, SESP - {Br, B3}.

Parametrization C:
II~ (l, h) - IIZ (l, h) - Z~N-1~ [l(N - 1) f h(n,l - 1 f n2)] , and II3 (l, h) - IIS (l, h) -

2~N-l~h(nr f n2).
It holds: II~ (l, h) - II2 (l, h) ] II3 (l, h) - IIS (1, h) if N 1 h f 1. If the population

is sufircient.ly large, N) 1-f i, the types Brand BZ earn a higher average payoff than

the types B3 and B5, and the population satisfying n.r -~ n.2 - N cannot be invaded by

other types if the proposer chooses (l, h). The two types B~, BZ differ in the response to the
symmetric proposal, and B2 is the type that rejects the symmetric proposal. The proposer
prefers the symmetric proposal in this paramet.rization leading to the elimination of the
type BZ so that nr - N. This population composition cannot be invaded by a mutant,
SESP - {Br}, and the proposer chooses the symmetric proposal (s, s).

If the population is small, N c ~ f 1, the types 83 and BS earn a higher payoff than Br

and B2. The proposer facing a population satisfying n3 f n.s - N prefers to propose the

symmetric proposal (s, s). Then type B3 earns a strictly positive payoff, while BS receives

a payoff of zero. The population n.3 - N, and the proposer chooses (s, s). Now the

population can be invaded by type Br and SESP -{Br,B3} with the proposer choosing

the proposal (s, s). ~

In the incomplete information game, the spite has no bite even in if the populat.ion
is small population. This is due to the fact that if the asymmetric proposal is offered,
the unanimity structure of the game impli~ that the money maximizing responder type
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B1

B2
Bg

Bq

BS

el Bz B3 Bq

1-2s,s 0,0 1-2s,s 1-2ss 0,0

o,o o,o o,o o,o o,o
1-2s,s 0,0 1-2ss 1-2s,s 0,0
1-2s,s 0,0 1-2s,s 1-2s,s 0,0

o,o o,o o,o o,o o,o

BS

Table 6.2: Payoff to the (proposer, row responder) in the complete information game T1
if the proposal is (s,s).

receives a higher payoff than any type rejecting the low share of the pie. On the other
hand, if the symmetric proposal is offered, there is not pressure against survival of any
type that accepts the symmetric proposal.

Moreover, the proposer always receives its preferred payoff in the incomplete informa-

tion game, whether it results from a symmetric or an asymmetric proposal.

6.5 Complete information about preferences

Now, we assume that players' preferences are common knowledge. In particular, the pro-

poser observes the preferences of the responders, and he can target the proposal when

maximizing his own payoff, i.e. the proposer is allo~ved to determine which responder
(characterized by his preferences) is offered the share ~; and which responder the share

~~ when choosing the proposal. This was not possible under the assumption of incom-

plete information, implying that even if in every match, one of the two responders had

preferences such that he would accept. the share l of the pie, and the other responder had

preferences such that he would accept only the share h of the pie, the proposer could not

offering the low share l to the "correct" responder, who would accept it.

Because the proposer can now target the proposal, a responder who accepts the share
l of the pie will be disadvantaged if matched to a responder who accepts only share h of
the pie.

The Tables 6.2 and 6.3 contain the payoffs to the proposer and the row responder in
the complete information game Tl, when the proposer chooses strategy (s, s) and (1, h),
reSpectively. The proposer is matched to r~sponders that are of the behavioral t.ypes as
in~licatecí in the first column and row of the table.

Result 2(Complete information game) If the proposer prefers the asymmetric pro-
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B,
82
Bg

Ba
es

B, e2 e3 ea es
1-1-h, ~2h 1-1-h, ~2h 1-1-h,1 0,0 1-1-h,1
1-1-h, ~Zh 1-1-h, ~2h 1-l-h,l 0,0 1-I-h,l

1-l-h,h 1-1-h,h 0,0 0,0 0,0
o,o o,o o,o o,o o,o

1-1-h,h 1-1-h,h 0,0 0,0 0,0

Table 6.3: Payoff to the (proposer, row responder) in the complete information game Ti
if the proposal is (l,h).

8,

BZ
eg

Ba
BS

B, BZ Bg Ba BS

max(1-1-h,1-2s) 1-I-h max(1-1-h,1-2s) 1-2s 1-1-h
1-1-h 1-1-h 1-1-h 0 1-1-h

max(1-I-h,l-2s) 1-1-h 1-2s 1-2s 0
1-2s 0 1-2s 1-2s 0
1-1-h 1-I-h 0 0 0

Table 6.4: The maximal payoff to the proposer in the complete information game Tl.

posal, s 1~2h, then in the parametrization A, SESP - {Ba}, and in the parametriza-
tion B, SESP - {B3}. In both cases, the proposer chooses in a population composed
of individuals with the evolutionary stable preferences his inferior outcome, i.e. the
symmetric proposal (s, s).

If s G~2" in the parametrization B, and in the parametrization C if additionally s~ l,
SESP - {B3}, i.e. the proposer chooses his preferred outcome, the symmetric
proposal. In the parametrization C, the set of evolutionary stable preferences is
empty if s C l.

Proof. Given the behavior of the proposer, the payoffs to the responder types are as
follows:

II2 -(n., - 1 f n.2) ~2h f(n3 f n,)l, IIa -(n., -~ na -~- n.a)s, and IIS -(n, f nz)h. For
s)~2h, Il, -(n, - 1 f n2) ~2h f (n.3 -~ n.s)l, and II3 -(n, f n2) h~- (n.a -f- ns f n3 - 1)s.
ForsC~2",II,-(n,-lfn.3)sfn2~2h~-n.5l,andII3-(n.,fnafns~-n.3-1)s-F-n2h.

We look for the behavioral types such that in a population composed of these type,
individuals present in the population receive the same expected payoff.

Parametrization A:
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It holds s 1`Zh. If n.l(h - s) G(n3 f n4)s then IIS C II4. Hence, for h G s, it is always
the case that II4 1 II5. Otherwise, if nl G(N - ns)h, then II4 ) IIS.

If n4 J ns;, then II9 1 II1.

If nl(s - h) ] s(ns - 1) then IIQ 1 II3. Because IIS c II4, the type BS will be not
growing in the population, and as soon as n.s - 0, this condition is satisfied. It implies
that a population composed of type B~ is not immune to invasions of mutants of type Bl.
Consequently, SESP - {B4}.

Parametrization B, s 1 `2h :
IIi -(ni - 1) `zh ~- (n3 -}- n5)l, IIs - nih f (N - n.i - 1)s, and IIs - nih.
If nl G N- 1, then II3 1 II5i i.e. type 95 does not grow in the population and it is

sufficient to consider a population satisfying n.l f n.3 - N. II1 G II3 if n3 J 1 - N h-`2s-l-h'
This is always satisfied, because Zsh i`h 1 0.

Parametrization B, s c `2h :

II1-(n1-1-~n.3)s-~n51,II3-nih-~(N-nl-1)s,andIIS-nlh.
If nl G N- 1, then II3 1 IIS and ns - 0, i.e. type BS does not grow in the population.

In a population such that n.l f n,3 - N, II3 1 II~ if N(s - h) G n.3(s - h) and s G!2h G h
implies that for any n3 c N, II3 1 II1.

Parametrization C :
It holds s G`2h. II1 -(n1 - lfn.3)Sfn.z 2̀h fnsl, IIZ -(n~ - 1~ n.2) `2h f(n3 ~-n,5)l,

lI3 -(N - n2 - 1)s f n2h, and II5 -(n.l f n2)h.
If (nl - 1) (!Zh - s) 1 n.3(s - l) then IIz 1 II1. This holds for any nl ~ 1, n3 1 0, i.e.

type Bl does not grow in the population. If n3 f ns - 1 1 nl ( 5- 1) then II3 ) II5. This
is satisfied whenever nl is small enough, which is the case whenever B1 has to compete in
the population with 82.

If (nl - 1-~ n,2) `2h f(n3 -F n5)l )(N - n2 - 1)s f n.2h then IIZ 1 II3.
Consider now n2 f n3 - N. In that. case, if n3 ) 1~- N( hfi~2S ) then II2 ~ II3. For s ) l,

this is never the case, i.e. II3 7 IIz and SESP - {B3}. However, for s G l, the population
composed only of B3 type cane be invaded by BZ type, and vice versa. Therefore, none of
these two types is in the SESP and the set. is empty. ~

Due to the systematic disadvantage of the money-maximizing responder type when the
proposer chooses the asymmetric proposal in the parametrization A, it is the responder
type B4 who survives in the population. A population composed only of this type cannot
be successfully invaded because 84 type rejects the asymmetric proposal, and is offered by
the proposer the highest payoff in the symmetsic proposal, hence there is no mutant. to
enter the population and receive an even higher payoff. Consequently, the proposer does
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not end up receiving his preferred payoff in the game, and the ability of the responders
to commit observably to their preferences is to their advantage.

The asymmetric proposal cannot be an outcome connected to an evolutionary stable
preference profile if the responders preferences are observable, because such a popula-
tion composition is vulnerable to the invasions of mutants who are committed by their
preferences to reject. the low share of the asymmetric proposal - and they receive in the
populat.ion higher payoff than the incumbent. preferences, at the cost of the incumbents.
Therefore, the proposer receives in the complete information game his preferred payoff

only if it is the symmetric proposal. Even in that case, however, the individualistic pref-
erences are not. evolutionary stable, and the type of stable preferences is such that it is

committed to reject the low share of the pie in the asymmetric proposal. It is the type B3
in the parametrization B, as well as in the pazametrization C, where the low payoff share
is smaller than the payoff in the symmetric proposal. If this is not the case, there is no
evolutionary stable preference, because only for a particular population composition, t.he
types B3 and B2 earn the same payoff.

6.6 Conclusion

In the ultimatum game, the strategic advantage of the preferences that differ from the
money maximization lies in the commitment to reject a proposal yielding a material
payoff that is "t.oo low" according to the responder's preferences. If the preferences are.
observable, or if the presence of the responders rejecting "too low" offers is known by the
proposers, proposals that yield higher payoffs to the responders and decrease the payoff
of the proposer may be a rational best response even for a money-maximizing proposer.
However, if the preferences are not observable, then individuals with any preferences
benefit from the increase in the proposals. Therefore, there is never a selection against
the money-maximizing preferences in the incomplete information game. Other responder
types may survive in the population, ifgiven the proposer's optimal strategy choice against
the responder population composed of money maximizers, this type submits the same
strategy as the money maximizer.

The situation is different if the game is of complete information. When the proposers
can distinguish the preferences of the responders, and target the proposals to them, then a
proposer may choose to treat the responders asymmetrically. In this case, it is the money-
maximizing type who will be more likely to be offered a lower material payoff share than a
responder who is committed by his preferences to reject. such a share, and consequently will
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be offered a higher share by the proposer. This optimal discrimination by the proposers
drives the money maximizers out of the population, because they consistently receive a
lower payoff than some other responder types, committed to reject the low share of the
pie. This ultimately leads to a situation where the proposer chooses a symmetric proposal,
whether it is his preferred outcome or not.

In the three person unanimity ultimatum game, when responder's preferences come
from a class of spiteful preferences allowing for spite against the proposer and the other
responder, the evolutionary stable preferences may represented by a utility function with
a spite against one or both players, the proposer and the other responder. Moreover,
in a parametrization of the game where the proposer prefers the asymmetric proposal,
this leads to the evolutionary st.able preference set containíng only a behavioral type with
the parameter spite against the other responder being always strictly positive. Hence, if
their survival of preferences is determined by a material payoff received from a unanimity
ultimatum game, there is a reason to expect that preferences with spite against the other
responder might survive in the population, when t.he players' preferences are common
knowledge among the players. In this case, an optimally discriminating proposer who
prefers the asymmetric proposal to the symmetric proposal drives out by his proposals the
money maximizing types by systematically discriminating against them in the proposals.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift passen we experimentele met.hoden toe om menselijk gedrag t.e onder-
zoeken met als doel te begrijpen wat hun bedrag bepaalt. Op grond van experimentele
waaznemingen zijn we op zoek naar de evolutionaire rationaliteit van de mens.

Het. centrale thema van het eerste deel van dit proefschrift. is communicatie via cheap
talk. Wij bestuderen de capaciteit varr spelers om uitbetalingsdominante evenwichten
in een spel met. meerdere evenwichten te selecteren wanneer het spelerr van het spel
voorafgegaan wordt door een communicatieronde via cheap talk. In hoofdstuk 2 geven
we een overzicht. van recent.e experimentele literatuur over dit onderwerp. In coórdi-
natiespelen verbetert cheap talk de mogelijkheden van spelers om op het uitbetalingsdo-
minante evenwicht te co~rdineren, maar de mate waarin hangt. van verschillende Eactoren
af, zoals het risico van de uitbetalingsdominante strategie, de winst van coórdinatie en de
geloofwaardigheid van de boodschap.

In hoofdstuk 3 bestuderen we via een experimentele methode communicatie en even-
wichtsselectie in een standaardomgeving gehinderd door multipliciteit van evenwichten:
een herhaald spel. Dit hoofdstuk is gebaseerd op een gezamenlijk paper met Maria
Montero. Het bestudeerde spel is een twee speler herhaald spel met een uniek Pareto
efficiënt evenwicht en meerdere andere evenwichten. Het efficiënte evenwicht vereist gea-
vanceerd gebruik van private informatie en zijdelingse betalingen. In de experiment.en is
het spel geformuleerd als een hoogste prijs gesloten bod veiling met onafhankelijke pri-
vate waarderingen, welke private informatie zijn. Alvorens te bieden verzenden de spelers
signalen over hun private waarderingen. Na het bieden kan de winnaar een zijdelingse
betaling naar de andere bieder sturen.

In enkele sessies kunnen spelers voor iedere ronde van het herhaalde spel simultaan een
gestructureerde boodschap versturen. De boodschap is een biedvoorstel voor beide spe-
lers. De communicatie is geïmplementeerd via gestructureerde anonieme boodschappen in
een al bestaande taal. Derhalve hebben de boodschappen betekenis buiten het spel waarin
ze gebruikt worden, maaz hun geloofwaardigheid moet nog worden bevestigt. Sessies
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met. cheap talk strategieën worden vergeleken met. sessies waarin strategievoorstellen niet

mogelijk zijn.

Vergeleken met de literatuur over simpele spelen vinden we, gemiddeld genomen, ver-

waarloosbare eíficiency winsten. Sessies met strategievoorstellen zijn vergelijkbaar met
sessies waarin voorst.ellen niet toegestaan zijn. Uit het bestuderen van de individuele

gegevens lijkt. dit. door twee tegengestelde effecten te komen: het coórdinatie-effect van

communicatie en het teleurstellingseffect wanneer afgeweken wordt van de voorstellen.
Het is niet mogelijk om ontegenzeggelijk te concluderen dat de communicatiecapaciteit
van de spelers om op het. efficiënte evenwicht. te coárdineren verbetert.

In hoofdstuk 4 bestuderen we het. verschijnsel van betekenisvolle boodschappen wan-

neer de spelers geen gezamenlijke taal delen. We voegen een cheap talk fase toe aan een

symmetrisch 2x2 coërdinatiespel in een evolutionair scenario. Individuen uit een enkele

populatie zijn geprogrammeerd om een vaste strategie in een ronde van het spel te spelen.

Aan het einde van de ronde imiteren zij strategieën varr individuen die op dat moment de

hoogste gemiddelde uitbetaling ontvangen, en met een kleine kans kiezen zij bij vergissing

een willekeurig beschikbare strategie.

Zonder comrnunicatie selecteren evolutionaire stabiliteitscriteria het risicodominante

evenwicht in plaats van het uitbetalingsdominante evenwicht. We laten zien dat de effi-

ciënte uitkomst bereikt kan worden als enkele individuen wordt t.oegestaan om te com-

rnuniceren, zelfs als ex ante de betekenis van de boodschappen niet gespecificeerd is.

De communicatie bevat ruis omdat we ook strategieën toestaan waarin boodschappen

verstuurd worden, maar de individuen in het onderhavige spel conditioneren hun ac-

tie niet op de verzonden en ontvangen boodschap. Des te meer boodschappen er in de

eindige verzameling beschikbare boodschappen zijn, des te lager de ruis en dus de kans

dat een communicerend individu zijn gedrag afhankelijk maakt van een boodschap die

door een niet-communicerend individu verstuurd is. We laten zien dat in spelen waarin

risico-dominantie niet het. uitbetalingsdominante evenwicht selecteert, er een ondergrens

is op het aantal boodschappen, ofwel een bovengrens op het. ruisniveau, zodanig dat op

lange termijn het efficiënte evenwicht gespeeld wordt. In dat geval worden alleen commu-

nicerende typen geselecteerd door de verstoorde evolutionaire dynamiek wanneer de kans

op vergissing naar nul convergeert.

In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift bestuderen we één van de experimenteel meest

bestudeerde spelen: het ultimatumspel. Het centrale thema van gedrags en experimentele
economie in de recente jaren is het begrijpen van gedragsregulariteiten die in laborato-
ria waargenomen worden, en die niet op één lijn gebracht kunnen worden met theorieën
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van een hyperrationele en zuiver materialistisch georiënteerd individu. Zodra rekening
gehouden wordt. met leren, is gedrag vaak inconsistent met speltheoretische voorspellin-
gen van gedrag van subjecten dat uitsluitend gemotiveerd wordt door hun eigen materiële
uitbet.aling. In hoofdstuk 5, gebaseerd op een gezamenlijk paper met Arno Riedl, breiden
we het veel bestudeerde ultimatumspel uit naar een spel met één voorsteller en twee ont-
vangende subjecten. Door dit te doen zijn we in staat om te discrimineren tussen de op
afgunst gebaseerde motieven van de subjecten tegenover de voorsteller en de op de uit.be-
talingsverdeling gebaseerde motivaties tussen alle drie de spelers. In een strategie-ontwerp
experiment verzamelen we gedetaileerde gegevens met betsekking tot het acceptatiege-
drag van de ontvanger. We nemen een aanzienlijke hoeveelheid heterogeniteit waar in de
verzameling subjecten met betrekking tot hun gevoeligheid ten aanzien van de uitbetal-
ingsverdelingen. Ongeveer de helít van alle subjecten maakt zich alleen zorgen om het
aandeel in de materiële uitbetaling die zij van de omgeving ontvangen, terwijl de overige
subjecten de acceptatie van een voorstel conditioneren op de uitbetalingen die door beide
resterende spelers onafhankelijk ontvangen is. Enkelen van hen kiezen strat.egieën met
afgunst tegenover de voorsteller en vragen een kleiner deel wanneer de andere ontvanger
een groter deel is toegekend. Er zijn echter ook subjecten die strategieën met afgunst
tegenover de andere ontvanger indienen, en subject.en die hun referentiepunt wij-zigen
afhankelijk van welke speler de hoogste uitbetaling ontvangt. Opvallend is een erg lage
frequentie van egalitaire subjecten die alleen (ongeveer) gelijke verdelingen accepteren.

In hoofdstuk 6 onderzoeken we de mogelijke evolutionaire onderbouwingen van prefe-
renties met afgunst tegenover de andere ontvanger en~of de voorsteller in een driepersoons
unanimiteits ulitmatumspel. De indirect evolutionaire benadering veronderstelt dat de
voorkeuren in plaats van strategieën van de spelers gevoelig zijn voor de evolutionaire
druk. De spelers kunnen in hun voorkeuren rekening houden met uitbetalingen aan an-
deren, of zelfs met uitbetalingen die niek bereikt zijn onder de strategiecombinatie die
door de spelers gekozen is. Wij concentreren ons op de klasse van preferentierelaties
die gerepresenteerd kunnen worden door twee afgunst, parameters: afgunst tegenover de
voorsteller en afgunst tegenover de andere ontvanger. We laten zien dat in scenario's met
volledige informatie de verzameling evolutionair stabiele preferenties preferenties kunnen
bevatten die een strikt positieve afgunst-parameter tegenover de andere ontvanger hebben.
Zowel onze experimentele gegevens als de evolutionaire motivatie geven het belang van
verdelingsmotieven in het formuleren van meer volledige gedragsmodellen aan.
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